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A Study of south Arabian Inscriptions from the region of Dham¤r 
(Yemen) 
Khaldon Noman 
 
The rise and fall of the rival South Arabian kingdoms (900 BC-AD 600) has been 
widely documented through excavation and epigraphic data. This period witnessed 
the growth of complex tribal societies, each with its pantheon, a written language, 
and monumental architecture, and culture that share with Sheba in many of the 
qualities and characteristics. 
These kingdoms prospered along the desert fringe of Yemen as a result of 
organized large-scale agricultural systems and the overland trade in aromatics 
between India and Africa, and the Mediterranean. Yet the developments that led to 
the growth of these kingdoms have not been adequately studied, leaving large 
discontinuities in our reconstruction of the regional, chronological and cultural 
record. These gaps are partially the result of outdated perspectives, methodologies 
and theoretical overviews that have dominated scholarly research in the region for 
half a century. What has developed is a fragmented and unbalanced field of study 
that has marginalized prehistory, and a large part of the historical era, and 
minimized the importance and contribution of alternative socioeconomic 
communities as well as the regions they inhabited.  
This dissertation addresses these gaps in the archaeological record of Yemen by 
focusing on the inscriptions available in the Dham¤r region, and by tracing 
interregional interaction between the Dham¤r and the other zones. 
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Introduction 
 
The South Arabian kingdoms (900 BC - AD 600) prospered along the desert 
fringe of Yemen because of the organized agricultural systems and the overland 
trade in aromatics and incense between India and Africa, and the Mediterranean.  
1.1. Geography and Climate 
Yemen is located at the southwest corner of the Arabian Peninsula. It stretches 
from the Red Sea to the Indian Ocean to the deserts of interior Arabia. The 
inhabitants of Yemen have often taken advantage of the strategic location of 
Yemen for control of a wide range of natural resources and commercial ship traffic 
passing between the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean. Yemen’s varied terrain 
produces a diversity of environmental conditions within a relatively small area. 
The ecological and topographical diversity of Yemen and its location makes it a 
particularly intriguing place to conduct a project interrogating the relationship of 
epigraphy and inscriptions in Southern Arabia. (Lewis K, 2005, p. 36) 
The Geographic Location of the Province of Dham¤r. 
Location and Terrain 
The province of Dham¤r is located at the centre of the mountainous plateau of 
Yemen. It occupies an area of 7935 km2, between latitudes 15.70 - 16.66 degrees 
north and longitudes 33 - 48.50 degrees east longitude, and graded elevation above 
sea level in low-lying areas west of about 500 m down to 2400 m in the central 
plateau and maintain high above sea level (1600-3200 AD). In the province 
Dham¤r, there is a diversity of terrains between mountain ranges and high plains 
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and valleys along the area of its directorates. Its most famous mountains include 
al-Lissi Mountain and Isbeel Mountain to the west of the city of Dham¤r, and 
¯ñr¤n Mountain northwest of Dham¤r, and the mountains of ¥utumah and Wusab 
in the western region. At the centre of Dham¤r province, there is the plain of Q¤¥ 
Jahr¤n, which is one of the largest plains in Yemen and extends in the north to the 
borders of Sana’a Governorate, in the south to Ibb Province, in the east to al-
Bayda£a Province, and the provinces of RaÇyma and Hodeidah in the west. 
Dham¤r Province takes on a rectangular shape and extends from Lower Wusab 
District in the west to al-Âada£ District in the east, about 110 km, and Maghreb 
±Ans District in the south to ¯ñr¤n District in the north, about 70 km. (al-¥Am¤rÇ, 
M; al-Barr¤q, ¥U. 2010, p.262). 
Therefore, the location, position and geography of Dham¤r Province 
emphasize the spatial relationship and vitality of the province since antiquity up to 
contemporary history.  This important city lies at an altitude of (2400) meters 
above sea level, where a crossroads of land linking the political and historical 
capital (the city of Sana’a) and the economic and trade capital (the city of Aden).  
Geological Structure and Topography: 
The geological structure and topography relating to the elements of the natural 
environment constitute a positive dimension with regard to the historical timeline 
of Dham¤r Province. Some geological studies of the province suggest that the 
structure of the province has been exposed to many endogenous factors through 
geologic time, ancient and modern. So, special attention should be paid to the 
location of Yemen, including the study area, within the Arabian Shield, which is 
moving towards the north-east in a counter-clockwise movement, as well as its 
being surrounded by one of the active seismic belts resulting from the tectonic 
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setting of the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden, which has always remained throughout 
the geological history of the region. (al-Khirb¤sh, S; alAnb¥awÇ, M, 1996, p. 100-
110). 
This is reflected by the form of the surface of the earth and the diversity of 
manifestations and the valleys rates rise, as it contains deep valleys affected by the 
movements of tectonic violent earth’s crust resulting in defects and disadvantages. 
(¥Uthm¤n, 1998, 10-25) 
Dham¤r Province can be divided according to its surface manifestations into 
three main sections: (£AÁ¤, 1983, p. 120-122) 
1. The surface manifestations of the Eastern Highlands: This section extends 
longitudinally between the mass of ûuf¤r/Shoaib and the high mountains 
that separate the low crossing north of Dham¤r. This section is characterized 
by the presence of structural depressions and small volcanic cones and gray 
mountains of al-Lissi Mountain, Isbeel Mountain and others. 
2. The manifestations of surface depressions (lows) Central: This section 
covers most of the province area that extends from the far south of the 
province to the north at an estimated length of 70 km and average width of 
20 km. The most important of these depressions include the plains of Jahr¤n, 
BakÇl, Dham¤r, Shir¥a, Yaf¤¥, Bals¤n) in addition to the existence of some 
small hills such as the RiÜ¤ba Heights and ad-Darb. 
3. The aspects of the surface of the western highlands: This section spans the 
region from the far south-west to north-west of the province in the form of 
rectangle and slopes of mountains and deep valleys and estimated height of 
between (600-2400) m above sea level. There are bumps of mountain slope 
and small plateaus. (al-¥Am¤rÇ, M; al-Barr¤q, ¥U, 2010, p.263-264) 
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Climate: 
The climate of Dham¤r Province is moderate in general and tends to be cold in 
winter, especially in the middle and eastern parts and there is a warm temperate 
climate in the regions of the valleys and western slopes. The temperature rates 
between 10°C to 19°C in summer and between 8°C to -7°C in winter.  
Rainfall and Water Resources: 
The rate of the rainfall in the western highlands is between (600-1200 
millimeters) in Maghreb ¥Ans and ¥Utmah, but the rate of the rainfall decreases 
when we direct towards the eastern areas. The rate of the rainfall is the least in the 
area of al-Hada£a. The rate of the rainfall in Dham¤r Province is between (400-
1200 mm), but we find that the archaeological sites are more available in the 
eastern areas than the western areas. It seems that the geographical nature played 
an important role in that as the people in the eastern areas took use of the 
agricultural lands available in the valleys where they could constructed water 
channels, but in the western areas it is difficult for the people to construct water 
channels because of the hard geographical nature where there are high mountains 
and it is rare to find flat agricultural areas. That is why the people of the western 
regions depended on the agricultural terraces constructed by the people to meet 
their food needs. The regular seasonal rains have helped in keeping constructed the 
agricultural terraces till present. 
The residents of Dham¤r Province benefited from the land and climate in 
producing a large agricultural community, taking advantage of that in establishing 
wide agricultural areas that are surrounded by highlands where the early cities 
were constructed in the Bronze Age. The most prominent example of those cities is 
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(Âammat al-Q¤¥), which represents an integrated city. The city was constructed on 
a mountain that is flat in the top. The city included all the elements that 
characterized the city such as homes, roads, a defensive wall surrounding the city 
and about three gates. The aim of the wall is to strengthen the defenses of the city 
that is naturally protected by its high position. The city occupied an area of 5 
hectares, surrounded by fertile agricultural lands that met the food needs of the 
population. (Edens, C., TJ Wilkinson and G. Barratt 2000, p. 856; Edens and 
Wilkinson 1998, 79-84).  
The residents of Dham¤r Province still live the same places that were inhabited 
by their ancestors. There are some places that were left since a long time. The 
archaeological sites in Dham¤r Province are characterized by their special 
positions. There was no settlement in the lower sites since Bronze Age and after 
Bronze Age the cities were usually constructed on the ruins of older sites or beside 
them. (MaÜna ¥ at M ¤ rÇya), which was built on the ruins of an older site the traces 
of which are still clear, is an example.  
When visiting the archaeological sites in Dham¤r Province, some of the 
philosophy of building the Himyarite cities could be realized. The Himyarite cities 
was very strongly protected by fortresses, because the Himyarite people had 
security obsession. It is noticed that the Himyarite people constructed their cities 
on the highlands, taking benefit from the natural defenses available in those 
highlands. Their most important cities were constructed in chains directing from 
the east westwards and with relatively close spaces among them. 
The cities (Baynñn - Yakla£a - Bñs¤n - Ta¥ram¤n - Yak¤r - ¯¤f) became the 
first defensive line, facing the Sabaean cities (Sana¥a - Na¥° - GhyÇm ¤ n). The 
distance between these cities is estimated at about (50 km). To the south of the 
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cities of first defensive line at about (50 km), the cities (Hakir - Dham¤r - Sam¥¤n) 
were constructed to represent the second defensive line to cope with the Sabaean 
attacks that was usual to break through the first defensive line. In case the Sabaean 
forces broke through the second defensive line, only the forces that were to protect 
the Himyarite capital ûaf¤r would face the Sabaean forces. The Himyarite capital 
was also about (50 km) south of the second defensive line. It is known that the 
Himyarite capital was built on a high mountain surrounded by another set of 
mountains, all of which represented the last line of defense for the capital. 
These cities are centers of large population, surrounded by agricultural lands 
that sufficiently met the food needs of the population. Next to these cities, the sites 
with religious nature spread, especially those sites that were shrines of some of the 
gods worshiped by the population. 
Like the residents of the other areas, the residents f Dham¤r could construct a 
lot of large water installations, which mainly aimed at using the flood waters of 
the seasonal rains for their crops. Therefore, there are traces of tens of large and 
small dams and water reservoirs. The inscriptions recorded information about the 
construction of such water installations.   
The area surrounding the city of (Hakir) and the area surrounding the city of 
(Baynñn) are of the places that contain large water installations. So, it is expected 
that the cities of (Hakir) and (Baynñn) were of the most important places of 
population gathering in Dham¤r Province. That was reflected in the big number of 
the inscriptions available next to them, especially the area of (Hakir). 
1-2 :  Archaeological Survey of inscriptions: 
The program of the archaeological survey of the inscriptions was conducted by 
the following stages:  
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1 - Finding the sites in which it is expected that inscriptions can be found by 
studying the number of references published by archaeologists and historians who 
have played an important role in the definition of the importance of the region in 
terms of historical and archaeological sites. The results of the visits appeared in 
publications such as: 
Avanzini, A: 
Problemi storici della regione di al-Hadā nel periodo preislamico e nuove 
iscrizioni, in Studi Yemeniti, 1, raccolti da Pelio Fronzaroli. Quaderni 
di Semitistica, 14, 1985. pp. 99-101, Tav 25. 
Garbini, G:  
Une nuova iscrizion  di Sarhbil Yacfar, AION,29, 1969. pp. 559-566.et pl.2-
4. 
Antichita Yemenite, AION, 30, 1970. pp. 537-548 et pl.19-46.  
Iscrizioni Sabee de Hakir, AION, 31,1971. pp.303-311. et pl.1-2. 
Grjaznevic, J. A: 
jatniki drevnej istoril I ku L’tury. Vypusk1.Moskva. 1978. 
Iryani, M;  Garbini. G: 
Asabaean Rock-Engraved Inscription at Mosnac, AION 30, 1970. pp. 405-
408, pl. I-III. 
Mordtman, J. H; Mittwoch. E: 
Sab«ische Inschriften, Hamburg. 1931. 
Mñller, W. W:   
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Die sab«ische Felsinschrift von Masnacat Māriya, NESE 3, 1978. pp.137-
148.Taf. IX 
Pirenne, J: 
Documents Inedits De Baynūn, Sayhadica, Sana’a, Centre Francais d’Études 
yéménites-Centre yéménite d’Études et de Recherches, 1987. pp. 99-
109. pl.7-9. 
Robin, C: 
L’inscription Ir 40 de Bayt Dab¥¤n et la tribu Dmry. Appendice : Les 
inscriptions Gl 1192, Gl 1197 et Gr 27. Pages 113–157 in Christian 
Robin and MuÃammad B¤faqÇh (eds), Ûayhadica. Recherches sur 
les inscriptions de l’Arabie préislamique offertes par ses collègues 
au professeur A.F.L. Beeston. (Arabie préislamique, 1). Paris: 
Librairie orientaliste Paul Geuthner. 
Schaffer, B: 
Sabaische Inschriften aus Verschiedenen Fundorten (I.Tell) (SEG.VII, 
S.B.A.W.282/1), 1972. pp. 50 - 53. 
 
2- Collecting information about the inscriptions sites from the residents: 
At this stage, a large number of information about the inscriptions sites was 
collected from the residents some of which are students from various regions 
studying at Dham¤r University. In addition, some information were also  collected 
from the staff of Office of Antiquities in Dham¤r Governorate. Moreover, some 
other information were collected from other people whom the researcher met in the 
social different occasions. In fact, the role played by the local residents was 
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instrumental in recognizing the sites in which the inscriptions are available. The 
cooperation of some local residents in the process of documenting the inscriptions 
played an important role in finding the inscriptions and preventing any security 
problem. Without the help of the local population, it was not possible to fulfill the 
task as it was done. Consequently, this work would not have achieved as it is.  
3- Visiting the sites and documenting the inscriptions: 
At this stage, the archaeological sites were visited in accordance with a plan 
that befitted the nature and circumstances of the targeted areas and the possibilities 
available to the survey team consisting of researcher and an assistant from the 
Antiquities Authority. At this stage, the contents of the inscriptions were written 
down on papers, the basic information about the inscriptions and the initial notes 
and observations were written, and the photos of the inscriptions were taken. This 
stage took more time, as 67 archaeological sites were visited. Inscriptions were 
found in 56 sites.  
4- Classification of inscriptions and arranging them chronologically:  
At this stage, the inscriptions were classified according to their dates. Then 
(120) inscriptions were selected. The selected inscriptions include unpublished 
inscriptions and some other published inscriptions, but the published inscriptions 
needed some corrections in some of their words. The sites from which inscriptions 
were selected are as follows:  
5 - Translating the inscriptions and the content analysis: 
This is the last stage in the study. At this stage, the inscriptions were arranged 
chronologically and distributed in five chapters as follows:  
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Chapter One: contains (10) inscriptions dating back to the historical period 
between the 8th / 7th centuries BC to the 5th century BC, and this is an 
approximate dating, depending on the font style of the inscriptions.  
Chapter Two: contains (17) inscriptions that were dated back to the period 
between the 4th century BC to the end of the 1st century BC. 
Chapter Three: contains (52) inscriptions dating back to the period from the 
beginning of the 1st century AD to the mid-second century AD, and this period is 
known to the researchers as the period in which more inscriptions were engraved. 
This may be the reason behind the large number of inscriptions included in this 
chapter.  
Chapter Four: contains (30) inscriptions dating back to the period from the 
mid-second century AD to the beginning of the 4th century AD, and most of these 
inscriptions were engraved in the 2nd half of the 2nd century AD. 
Chapter Five: contains (11) inscriptions dating back to the period from the 
beginning of the 4th century AD to almost the mid-sixth century AD.  
Each of the chapters ends with an analysis of historical and archaeological 
data which are in the inscriptions. 
 
The archaeological survey of the inscriptions in the areas of the Province of 
Dham¤r was of the most difficult stages in this study for many reasons the most 
important of which is the large area of the province.  
One of the direct results of the archaeological survey is finding a large number 
of inscriptions, exactly (520) inscriptions, of which (425) inscriptions that were not 
published before.  
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1-3 :  Sites of inscriptions 
The archaeological sites that have been visited and in which the inscriptions 
were documented were (56) sites. These sites are different in their geographical 
and archaeological nature. These sites can be divided into four types, as follows: 
The first type: the temples and shrines dedicated to the local gods, where people 
used to perform some religious rituals such as Hajj (pilgrimage). These places/sites 
are geographically near to each other. They are located in the surrounding areas of 
the tribes (MaÇytam) and (Yuhabshir). The following are the most important of 
these sites: 
- the site of (£Umayma) dedicated to the god (Ytr), in which the pilgrimage 
was performed annually, 
- the site of (Âammat a°-¯ab¥), dedicated to the god of the high sun (ãmâm 
±lyt),  
- the mountain of (MaÃ¤qir) that is near the village of (al-Kawlah ), and that 
we consider to be a shrine of the god (¢â£y) and the god (Hyf¥m),  
- the site of (Garf An-Nu¥aymÇya) in which the rituals related to the wars 
were performed.  
- Another site that is near the village of (±Asam) at the southern end of (Q¤¥ 
Jahr¤n). There was a temple of the goddess (¶t ûhrn), but the inscriptions 
have been completely destroyed because of the works of extracting the 
stones and selling them for the sake of constructing modern buildings in the 
city of Dham¤r. 
The inscriptions of these sites are available directly near the sites and they are 
not far from each other.  
The second type: places that seem to be places dedicated for grazing sheep and 
goats. It is noticed that the inscriptions of these places are distributed over a wide 
area of the site. Most of the inscriptions are names of people. There are three sites 
of this type. They are the site of (Sayyah), the site of (Àhawl ad-D¤r) and the site 
of (al-Harñj). The inscriptions of these sites do not mention the names of the gods.  
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The third type: sites that contain stable antiques of water and agriculture 
constructions. On the sides of these antiques, inscriptions are available. The site of 
(Àhawl al-±Agma£a) represents the most important one of these sites. The sites of 
this type are spread in various areas of the governorate. It is noticed that the 
inscriptions that were engraved on stable rocks are still in their places, but the 
inscriptions that were engraved on polished stones that were used in the walls of 
the buildings were moved and used in the villages surrounding the site. 
The fourth type: the existing villages in which a number of inscriptions exist. 
Such inscriptions that have been used in construction were almost brought from 
ancient buildings in the same village or from an archaeological site near the 
village. 
The places where inscriptions exist: 
The sites that were visited will be reviewed according to the number of the 
inscriptions found, they are as follows: 
1 –Âammat a°-¯ab¥ Site 
This site is one of the most important sites where (100) inscriptions were found. 
This site is about (3 km) east of the village of (Sanab¤n). Albert Jam (Jamme 
1988, 68) stated that the site is located to the north of the village of (Sanab¤n), but 
that is not true. The site was first mentioned in the references in 1981 (Robin, 
B¤faqÇh 1981, 84-87). 
The site is a mountain that is not high, extending from the north side southwards, 
(400 meters) long. In the middle, there are traces of a small temple that was 
dedicated to the goddess (ãmâm ±lyt). The temple seems as a circle surrounded by 
rocks with irregular shape. In the east of the temple, there are traces of stairs that 
extend downwards.  
The inscriptions were engraved on a group of rocks that are surrounding the 
temple. It is noted that some of the rocks contain a large number of inscriptions, 
engraved in different historical stages. Near these rocks, there are some other rocks 
that are free of other inscriptions, although they are suitable for inscriptions.  
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There is a small group of inscriptions that exist on some rocks in the the mountain 
that is near the site from the east, such as the inscription (Ja 3199). 
Most of the inscriptions found on this site were engraved by people to confirm 
that they are in the protection of the gods (ãmâm ±lyt), in addition to other 
inscriptions that are only names of persons. Most of the people who engraved these 
inscriptions belong to the city of (Hakir), and a few of them belong to other places 
such as the city of (Shamam). 
Most of the inscriptions of this site are in a very good condition, but there are 
some other inscriptions that could not be documented because of their bad 
condition. In addition, there are some inscriptions that were damaged and some 
other inscriptions that were engraved in Minuscule Texts font (vulgar font) need 
more time to be read and translated.  
2 - Sayyah Site 
 This site is located to the east of the village (Sayyah), and extends over a large 
area. The inscriptions that are available in this site are scattered on the rocks 
available in the site. In addition, there are some inscriptions on the edges of the 
mountain slope on the south side. 
The inscriptions that were documented in this site were (56) inscriptions. The 
inscriptions are names and words that do not carry a specific topic. It seems that 
these inscriptions were engraved by the shepherds who used to graze their animals 
in that site. Among those inscriptions, one inscription is very important because it 
mentions that the inscriber belongs to the city of (Dham¤r) (Kh-Sayyah 3/3). It is 
noticed that the inscription of this site do not mention the names of gods or tribe to 
which their owners belong. There is a possibility to find other inscriptions in this 
large site. The inscriptions of this site, as a whole, are in a good condition, except 
those that were affected by geographical factors or those that were engraved in a 
very small font.  
One of the archaeologists got photos of two inscriptions of this site and 
published them (Beetton 1990, 16-19). 
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3- £Umayma Site  
The site of (£Umayma) is also called (Âammat Shath), but the most 
recognizable name was used here. The site is about one km east of the city of 
(Hakir). The 47 inscriptions that were documented from this site were engraved in 
an area that is less than (100 meters). The inscriptions exist at the beginning of the 
mountain slope on the south side of the site. Through the inscriptions, we can 
know that there was a temple of the god (Ytr) to which the pilgrimage was 
practiced annually in the (Qyün) (June), but there are no traces of the temple near 
the inscriptions. It seems that the traces of the temple were vanished because of the 
slope of the site.  
This site has inscriptions of great importance, which include six inscriptions, 
the oldest of which dated back to the year (102) and most recent dated back to the 
year (330), and there is a seventh inscription that is dated according to the persons. 
The condition of the inscriptions are still good, but some were engraved on 
uneven rocks, making the possibility of taking complete pictures of them very 
difficult. As in other sites, in this site, some inscriptions were damaged because of 
geographical or human factors. 
4 - Garf An-Nu¥aymÇya Site 
This site is less than a kilometer north of the city of (Hakir). It is one of 
important sites. It had been known as the mountain of (áfí). The inscriptions 
spread in the northeastern edge of the the mountain. The type of the inscriptions of 
this site is unique, because they are the only inscriptions that refer to wars between 
the Himyarites and the Sabaeans and between the Himyarites and the Hadramaut 
people. The inscriptions were engraved on the occasion of wandering in the 
mountain after those wars. The importance of these inscriptions increases with the 
presence of seven dated inscriptions, though four of which bear the date (200), and 
two bear the date (242), and one bears the date (308). 
Most of the inscriptions of this site are in a very good condition, except those 
inscriptions engraved on fragile rocks, or those that were not deeply engraved. 
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5 - al-Kawlah  Site 
The village of (al-Kawlah )is five Km north of the city of (Hakir). The place of 
the inscriptions is the top of the mountain of (MaÃaqer) next to the village of (al-
Kawlah) from the northern side. (17) inscriptions were documented and most of 
them were engraved on on rock and there are other inscriptions that were found in 
different places of the mountain. 
The inscriptions of this site were were gifted to the god (¢â£y) and the other 
god (Hyf¥m). The persons who engraved the inscriptions belong to the tribe 
(Yhbär). In general, the site has no traces that indicate that there was a settlement, 
perhaps because of the geographical nature of the mountain, as it is with a sharp 
slope from both sides and there are no surfaces at the top that could encourage the 
people to settle there. The inscriptions of this site are in a very poor condition 
because of the natural conditions and because some of the residents of the area 
treated with them carelessly.  
6- Àhawl al-±Agma£a Site 
This site is located on the north of the village of (Sanab¤n). this site is a valley 
among mountainous heights. The valley is two Km long. On the edges of the 
mountainous heights, the inscriptions are spread randomly. Sixteen inscriptions 
from this site were documented. Among these inscriptions there are three 
inscriptions that were used by a researcher in a Master dissertation, but it has not 
been published so far (az-ZubaÇrÇ 2000, 42-43; 70-71. pl 4 A; B; C). These three 
inscriptions are (Sad al-±Agm¤£a 2; 3; 5). In this study, one of the inscriptions, 
namely (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1 = Sad al-±Agm¤£ a 2;) is redocumented and 
reread because of its significance.  
7- Baynñn Site 
The site of (Baynñn) is one of the most important sites in Dham¤r governorate. 
This site is an ancient city built on a mountainous height, surrounded by a group of 
agricultural valleys. The inscriptions of this site are available on the walls of 
houses in the villages surrounding the site. It is good that most of the inscriptions 
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of this site are gathered inside Baynun Musium, but there is a large number of 
inscriptions that are kept by the citizens in their houses. In one of the houses, about 
hundred inscriptions are gathered in one room, but unfortunately the researchers 
and scholars are not allowed to see or document them.  
Eleven inscriptions were documented in Baynun. Three inscriptions are the 
most important. These three inscriptions are engraved on the walls of the open 
tunnel, that is located one Km east of the old city. There is a reference to two of 
these inscriptions in the Sabaean dictionary, but they have not been published ((AF 
Beeston; MA Ghul; WW Mñller; J. Ryckmans, 1980, XX)).It is noticed that the 
mountains surrounding the site contain a lot of inscriptions, but unfortunately we 
could not reach there because of the unstable security conditions in that area.  
A number of inscriptions in the site of Baynun were published by Prof. 
Alesandra Avanzini (Avanzini 1985, 97-98, pl. 22; 23), and other inscriptions by 
Jacqueline Pirenne (Pirenne 1987, 99-109). 
8- al-Harñj Site 
The village of (al-Harñj) is 10 Km north of the city of (Hakir). Ten inscriptions 
that had been engraved on flat rocks at the top of the mountain that is located to 
the north of the village were documented.  
9- M¤rÇya Site 
M¤rÇya is the name of the village that is adjacent to the site (MaÜna¥at 
M¤rÇya), that is known as (hgrn ám¥n) in the inscritopns. Ten inscriptions were 
documented. Only one inscription is engraved on a high rock in a place called (al-
MaÃ¤jer), three Km north of the village. The other inscriptions exist in the walls of 
the hosues or kept with some citizens.  
There are a number of studies that published some information about the 
inscriptions of this site. The first study was done by (al-Iry¤nÇ, Muíahhar and 
Garbini, Giovanni 1970. 405-408. Pl. I-III ;) about the famous inscription (DJE 
25), that was later on mentioned in 1971 (Jamme 1971, 56-57), in 1978 (Møller 
1978, 137-148, pl. IX), in 1981 (Avanzini 1981, 369-380), and in 2006 (Robin 
2006 b, 104-107, fig. 4-5). 
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10- Gabayb an-Nñd Site 
This site is located to the north of the village of (ûulm¤n). The site is a wide 
extention of a mountain. The black rocks heavily spread  along the mountain. 
Eight inscriptions from the site were documented. The other inscriptions could not 
be documented because of their bad conditions. It seems that the site was a shrine 
of the god (¯rm µmr), a god that is not known in the inscriptions published before. 
11- Ûun¥a Site 
The village of (Ûun¥a) is 13 Km north-west of the city of (Dham¤r). Eight 
inscriptions that are available on the walls of the houses of the village were 
documented. In addition, there is an important inscription on the wall of a water 
channel in a dam known as (Sadd al-¥AmdÇ) that is located in the northeast of the 
village. 
One of the researchers used this inscription in a Master dissertation, but he 
used only a serial number (43) (al-B¤red 2010, 99-100) and not a symbol of the 
inscription as usual. 
12 - Àhawl S¤lim Site 
This site is about three Km south of the village of (Sanab¤n). six inscriptions 
from the site were documented. The inscriptions of this site are engraved on 
superficial ground rocks because the site is flat agricultural lands in which there 
are no rocks.  
13 - Bñs¤n Site 
The village of (Bñs¤n) is (18 km) almost east of the city of (Ma¥bar). Six 
inscriptions in this site were documented. These six inscriptions are broken pieces, 
containing incomplete words. Among the inscriptions of the village, the inscription 
(Gl 1541) the place of which is not known at present was published (Tschinkowitz 
1969, 20 ). All the inscriptions studied by Alessandra Avanzini (Avanzin 1985, 
98-102) disappeared, only the inscription (BynM 4) is available in Baynun 
Museum.  
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14 - Afq Site  
Afq is a small village located on the southern edges of Q¤¥ Jahr¤n, 15 Km 
northwest of the city of (Dham¤r). In this site, five inscriptions were documented. 
One of these five inscriptions was used in Master dissertation by a researcher, but 
the researcher referred to the inscription with the serial number (12) (al-B¤red 
2010, 28-29), but the researcher did not use a symbol of the inscription as usual.  
15 - Bany Badda Site 
This village is located east of the old city, known as (al-£Ahjñr). It seems that 
the five inscriptions that have been documented were from the old city. The old 
city was almost entirely damaged, because of a modern road that was constructed 
via the archaeological site. From this site many inscriptions were published, 
including: (Gl 1591; 1592) (Schaffer 1 972, p. 43-45) (MadÇnat al-£Ahjñr 2: Y.81 
C.0 / 2.; Madinat al-£ Ahjñr 1: Y.81 C.0 / 1.) (de Maigret, 1980, p. 191-203, pl. 
VIII: a, b.). 
16 - BuÃ°¤n Site 
This site is a group of inscriptions that were engraved on rocks scattered in the 
mountain of (BuÃ°¤n), (2 km) west of (Sanab¤n). Five inscriptions from the 
eastern side of the top of the mountain were documented, although they are in a 
very abd condition. From this site, a researcher published the two inscriptions (DS 
Bu°¤n -01 no. 6; Bu°¤n -01 no. 1 b, d, f) (Daniels 2003, PSAS, p 237-243). 
17 - Dham¤r Site  
Dham¤r is the name of the known city known. It is the center of the province. 
From this site, five new inscriptions were documented. They were found on the 
walls of some houses. They are in a very bad condition. Therefore, the 
archaeological expedition to the city did not publish such inscriptions. Most of the 
inscriptions of the city were published, especially those inscriptions available on 
the wall of the minaret of the Great Mosque. It is important here to point out that 
the inscription (RES 3639) is located on the south wall of Sheikh Mosque. This 
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inscription was published as it is originally from (Domar) (Kitchen, KA 2000 
p.474), but it is from Dham¤r. Two other inscriptions were published by Lundin 
(Lundin, AG 1963. p.48-50). Griaznevich published the inscriptions (Gr 31; 32; 
33; 34) (Griaznevich, PA 1978, p. 39-40). The last inscription that was published 
from the city is (Robin-Dham¤r 1), which was found in the wall of the Great 
Mosque during the restoration process of the mosque in 1990 (Robin, 2006, p. 114, 
fig. 19). 
It is likely that the inscriptions of the present city of Dham¤r was shifted from 
the site of the ancient city that is three Km south of the present city and that is 
currently known as (Dham¤r al-Qarn). 
18- ¯¤f Site  
This site is a small village, located at the north end of Q¤¥ Jahr¤n. There are 
traces of some buildings at the top of two adjacent hills. The most important 
inscriptions of this village exist on the walls of the old mosque of the village. 
Three inscriptions (CIH 41; 42; 43), were published. When visiting the village, 
five new inscriptions were documented, including one inscription engraved on one 
of the pillars of the old mosque (Kh-¯¤f 1). It was covered with a layer of plaster 
and some characters of the inscriptions were unveiled by some residents of the 
village. Then the researcher removed the plaster layer after the consent of Office 
of Archaeology in Dham¤r Governorate that also participated at the work.  
19- Yaf¤¥a Site 
This site is one of the new sites that were not known earlier. The site is located 
in ¥Utmah District. The site is a modern village constructed on the ruins of an 
ancient site. The stones used in the buildings of the modern village are old. In this 
site, five inscriptions were documented. The biggest of these inscriptions is kept 
with the village Sheikh and the other inscriptions are on the walls of the houses 
and mosques. These inscriptions have a special significance because they are the 
first inscriptions found in ¥Utmah District that is more than (50 km) west of the 
city of Dham¤r, and it is known that those areas are poor in the inscriptions.  
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20 – Rakhamah Site 
Rakhamah Village is located (8 Km) northeast of the city of (Dham¤r). The 
site is an ancient settlement built on a mountainous surface. Its access is via a road 
paved with stones, leading to the gate of the settlement in the south. The site is 
currently uninhabited, because the people left their houses after the earthquake that 
hit the region Dham¤r in 1982. Among the ruins of buildings, five small 
inscriptions were documented. 
NO inscriptions from this site were published. There is a reference to the 
existence of inscriptions at the site stated in the report of the survey conducted by 
the Iraqi expedition (al-QaÇsÇ, R. and al-ShukrÇ, SabaÃ, 1981, p. 86). 
21- SaÃb¤n Site 
This site is a large site that is about (12 km) west of the city of Dham¤r. Four 
inscriptions that are available with the citizens were documeneted. Among these 
inscriptions, one inscription is dated back to the early Sabaean period. There is a 
possibility to find other inscriptions in the site if excavation is done.  
22- ad-Da¥aÇrah Site 
This is an ancient village, located about (7 km) north to (Sanab¤n).  Four 
inscriptions that were found on the walls of hosues in the village were 
documented. There are still some inscriptions with the citizens but the researchers 
and scholars are not allowed to look at them.  
23- Àhawl ad-D¤r Site 
This site contains a set of inscriptions engraved on rocks in a small mountain 
that is located 2.5 km west of the city of (Hakir). In the site, there are no clear 
archaeological evidence of any other archaeological traces. So, it can be said that 
the inscriptions were engraved by the shepherds. The inscriptions of this site are 
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dated back to an earlier period. Some of them are difficult to be read. Only four 
inscriptions from the site were documented.  
 
24- Âaddah Site 
The site is a small village is five Km to south of (MaÜna¥at MarÇya). In this 
site, three inscriptions were documented, two of which are with a citizen and the 
third one exists on a wall of the big houses. The content of the third inscription 
indicates that it was shifted from from one of the areas located in the east of the 
city of (Dham¤r), more likely from the village of (Rakhamah) or one of its 
neighboring villages. 
25- Tannin Site  
This site is a small village, about 15 Km south of the city of (Baynñn). Three 
inscriptions were documented from this site. One of these three inscriptions was 
published before (Gl 1539). It was stated out that the origin of the inscription is 
(Baynñn), but this is not true, because the inscription is on the wall of the mosque 
of the village (Tannin) which we know that its old name is (hgrn Tlnn) (Kh-Tannin 
2). 
26- Bany Âay¤n Site  
The village of (Bany Âay¤n) is located (8 Km) west of the city of (al-£Ahjñr). 
In this village, two inscriptions that were used in building one of the houses of the 
village were documented. One of these inscriptions (Gl 1592) was published 
(Schaffer 1972, p. 44, pl. X: 20.), and there is no doubt that the inscription was 
shifted from the site of (al-£Ahjñr). 
27 – Garf Esbeel Site 
Inscriptions/rock carvings are spread in the area surrounding the village of 
(Garf Esbeel), (25 km) east of (Dham¤r), but most of them are in a very bad 
condition, because of the fragile volcanic rocks. Two inscriptions that are kept 
with one of the citizens were documented.  
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28- Nñnah 
Nñnah is a modern village, surrounded by a wide range of archaeological sites. 
The village is located (15 Km) east of the city of (Ma¥bar). There is a place called 
(Sadd al-Kh¤nñq) that is located approximately (2 km) west of the village. In the 
site, there is a big inscription engraved on a rock and there is a small inscription 
next to the big one. (Eduard Glaser) got pictures of the inscription in four parts. He 
was told that the origin of the inscription is the village of (Bñs¤n). The four parts 
of the inscriptions were published as they were four different inscriptions (Gl 
1593; 1594; 1595; 1596) (Schaffer 1972, p. 45-50, pl. pl, XI: 21) from the village 
of (Bñs¤n). In this study, we confirm that it is only one inscription, and it is 
documented as one inscription as it is in reality.  
 29- Sanab¤n Site 
In the middle of (Sanab¤n), theer is a small valley called (Sinjirah). On both 
sides of the small valley, teher are a number of small inscriptions, but most of 
them are difficult to read because of teir bad conditions. Only two inscriptions 
were documented.  
30- Yak¤r Site 
The Village of (Yak¤r) is known to the researchers through the inscription 
(CIH 46) (Schaffer 1972, 50-53; Minardi 1973, 283 - 284), which is located on the 
wall of the mosque of the modern village. Near the inscription, a small inscription 
was documented. In addition, there is an important inscription broken into two 
parts; the first part is available on the old mosque in the old village located at the 
top of the mountain, and the second part is available on a wall of the uninhabited 
houses in the old village.  
31- £A°ru¥a Site 
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The village of £A°ru¥a is five Km south of the city of (Hakir). In the south of 
the village, there a big Himyarite dam which is still in a good condition. During a 
visit to the village, no inscription was found. The archaeological traces were 
almost non-existent. The origin of inscription (Kh-as-Salami £A°ru¥a 1), the photo 
of which was obtained from my friend (Dr. Mohammed as-Sal¤mÇ), is not 
confirmed to be the village of (£A°ru¥a ).   
32- ±ilbij Site 
This site is three km north of (Âammat al-Q¤¥). The site is a small valley that 
was reclaimed for agricultural purposes. The traces of the old agricultural terraces 
of war still clear, and the Himyarite building style in those terraces is 
distinguished.  
Several years ago, I did an unplanned visit to the site where I wrote the 
inscription (Kh-±ilbij) and I captured an unclear picture of the inscription using a 
traditional filmed camera. During doing this study, I tried a lot to visit the site 
again to take clear photos of the inscription and to take its measurements, but 
unfortunately I could not because of a civil war between the people of the village 
of (al-£AÃsa£a) that is located to the north of the site in which the inscription 
exists.  
33- ±ysh¤n Site 
This site is an archaeological village in which only one inscription was found. 
The village is ten Km west of the city of (Dham¤r). The old site is not clear, but it 
is predominantly Islamic. It is likely that the stones were shifted from the site of 
(SaÃb¤n) that is near the village. 
34- Al-¥Aqm Site 
This site is one of the important archaeological sites in the region of Dham¤r. 
It is two Km east of (Âammat al-Q¤¥). The buildings of the village were 
constructed over a highland area as usual at the Himyarite sites. The site is 
surrounded by farmland. Next to the village from the west, the traces of an old 
dam is still clear, especially the middle part of the dam. The dam was a building 
unit that was used to drain the water. In this village, an inscription, that is located 
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on a wall of an inhabited house inside the fortress of the village, was documented. 
Another inscription, that is available in the Museum of Dham¤r, is also from the 
same village (DhM 287). 
35- al-Bas¤tÇn Site 
This site is an agricultural site, three Km northeast of the village of (Âammat 
µÇy¤b). The inscription that was found in the site exists on a big rock. The 
inscription is in a very bad condition. It it was read in an acceptable way after 
repeating the visits to the site.  
36- Al-Garashah Site 
This site is a village, five km north of the Mountain of (al-LissÇ). The village is 
an old archaeological site. It is still inhabited by some people. The inscription that 
was from that site was documented in the huouse of Sheikh (ÂimÇyar al-MaÜrÇ) in 
the city of (Dham¤r). 
37- al-Khar¤b Site 
This site is a small village that is dated back to the Islamic era. The village is 
three Km northeast of the city of (Baynñn). From this site, one inscription on a 
wall of a house of the village was documented. It seems that the source of the 
inscription is the city of (Baynñn). 
38- ¥Asam Site 
The village of (¥Asam), six Km south of the city of (Ma¥b¤r). The 
archaeological site is north of the village about (1.5 km). The site is a small 
highland area, on which a number of small inscripitions. In addition, there is an 
important inscription that gives information about building a temple for the 
goddess (¶t Â°rn). The delegation of the University of Chicago conducted 
excavations at the temple site in 1999 and numerated the site with (DS 322). When 
visiting the site in early 2011, it was noticed that most of the inscriptions have 
disappeared from the site as a result of extracting the stones for the purpose of of 
construction. The acts of extracting the stones is likely to damage the site 
completely.  
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39 – ¥AthaÇn Site 
The site is a small village, (10 Km) west of (¯¤f). The site is two neighbouring 
hills and there is a reservoir engraved in the rock. One inscription on the wall of 
the reservoir was documented, but it cannot be published because of its bad 
condition. The residents tell that there ss another inscription on the wall of the 
mosque, but it was covered with a layer of cementnt, but I could not go to see it 
because the residents threatened me with weapons in case I try to enter the village.  
40 – Ball¤s Site 
This is a small site in (Q¤¥ Jahr¤n), about (3 Km) west of (Rus¤bah). One 
inscription was found in the site with the help of one of the citizens. The 
inscription was documented before it was sold to one of the antiquities dealer.  
41 – Dham¤r al-Qarn Site 
This site is very important because it is the original site of the the city of 
(Dham¤r). A paper about the site of the old city of Dham¤r (Noman 2005, p. 119-
150). In the paper, the researcher explained the the reasons that enable us to say 
that the current city of Dham¤r is a is a city established in the early Islamic era and 
that the inscriptions available in the city were shifted from the site of (Dham¤r al-
Qarn). 
42 - Jabal al-LissÇ Site 
This site is (13 km) east of the city of Dham¤r. This site is a site of extinct 
volcano with hot steams that are still emitted from the top and the nortern side of 
the mountain. The steams are currently used for medication and treatment of some 
skin diseases. The summit of the mountain is surrounded by a wall built in the era 
of the Ottoman occupation of Yemen (the sixteenth century). In one side of the 
mountain, a large inscription was documented. The inscription gives information 
about building a road linking the al-LissÇ Mountain with another mountain called 
KuÃl ¤ n. It seems that the aim of establishing the road is to facilitate the access to 
the top of the mountain, where was a temple of the god (±â£y) as it likely seems. 
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43 - Num¤rah Site  
This site is a small village, about half a kilometer north of the city of 
(Baynñn). In this village, one inscription was documented. The inscription was 
inside a small mosque in the village, but it was removed from its place when the 
citizens rebuilt the mosque. The inscription is currently in the house of a citizen. 
Through the text of the inscription, we could know that it is the same inscription 
(Gl 1537) published earlier. In this study, the inscription is published again with 
correcting some words of the inscription. There is no doubt that the source of the 
inscription is the city of Baynñn, but it was shifted from the city of Baynñn or 
swept by floods to the village of Num¤rah. 
44 - Hakir Site  
This site is one of the important archaeological sites in the province of 
Dham¤r. The city of Hakir was built above a highland area surrounded by 
agricultural lands and a range of mountains that protect the city. It seems that the 
geographical location of the city made it a center of the tribe (MaÇtam). 
The city of (Hakir) received the interests of the archaeologists because of the 
inscription inscription (CIH 448 - Ga 16). The inscription found on the walls of the 
houses were published by Giovanni Garbini (Ga 16; 17; 18; 19; 20;) (Garbini 
1971, 303-311 ). Gryaznevitch published the inscriptions (Gr 40; 41; 42) 
(Gryaznevitch 1978, p. 49-50). During my visit to the site, accompanied by Mr. 
Ali al-Sanab¤nÇ, General Director of Antiquities in the province of Dham¤r, one 
of the citizens told us that there is an inscription that was used in building one of 
the modern houses in the northern side of the old city, but the inscription is 
covered with a layer of plaster. The layer of the plaster was removed by the use of 
was removed by primitive means. The inscription is the only one that was 
documented in the city of (Hakir). 
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45 - thi-SaÃr Site 
This site is a small village built in the Islamic era. It is about (6 Km) southwest 
of the city of (Dham¤r). One inscription from the village was documented. It 
seems that the inscription was shifted from another unkown place.  
46 - Zughba Site 
This village is located about (10 Km) south of the city of (Hakir). One 
inscription on a rock located on the east of the village was documented. Next to 
the inscriptions, there are some traces that indicate that there was an old 
settlement.  
47 - Ûrm al-Fuqaha Site 
This site is a small village, about (2 km) north of the city of (Baynñn). One 
inscription that was over the entrance of the village mosque, but the citizens 
removed it from its place and shifted it in one of the village houses in order to keep 
it safely. They said that they shifted it because it might be stolen. It seems that the 
source of the inscription is the site of (Baynñn ). 
48 - Hirr¤n Site 
The site of (Hirr¤n) is located on the north of the city of (Dham¤r). Because of 
the extension of the city of (Dham¤r), the site of (Hirr¤n) became a quarter of the 
city of (Dham¤r), where the Regional Museum of Dham¤r was built. One 
inscription inside an old cave in the northern side of the site was documented.  
49 - Ma¥bar Site 
The city of (Ma¥bar) is located (32 km) north of the city of Dham¤r. one 
inscription on a wall of an old house was documented, while the inscription (CIH 
48) that was published earlier disappeared.  
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50 - Rasah Site 
This site is one of the archaeological sites known earlier through the 
inscription (Ja 576/13). The site is a small village that was built on a small 
mountain. One inscription that is still on a wall of a house in the old village was 
documented.  
In addition to the archaeological sites mentioned above, there are some other 
sites that were visited, but no new inscriptions were found in those places. Those 
places are the village of (al-£Aqmar) that was visited by Alessandra Avanzini from 
which she published five inscriptions (Avanzini 1985, 85 - 96), the village of 
(Âammat µÇy¤b) (Avanzini 1985, 96 - 97; Gryaznevitch 1978, p. 53-55), and the 
village of (Ma¶¤b), located in the area of ¯ur¤ran £Anis. The inscription (CIH 40) 
was not found either in the village of (Ma¶¤b al-¥UlÇy¤) or the village of (Ma¶¤b 
al-Sufl¤). 
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Chapter 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Early first Millennium to fourth 
Century BC. 
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A : Inscriptions 
 
 
1. Kh-M¤rÇya 1 = Pir. Baynñn 1 (fig 1) 
 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
MaÜna¥at M¤rÇya (ám¥n) 
Chronology: A 
Boustrophedon 
Stone inscription; h. 25, w. 36, lh. 5. 
 
1 [......] ¶-äft-hw/ w-t£¶n/ [ . . . ±] ÿ 
2  êtr/ ¶-ám¥n/ n(f)â-hw/ w-[. . . . . . ] 
3  [. . .±]êtr/ ¶-ëmm/ wb/ ¶t/ Âm(y)[m] 
4  . . . µmr/ Byn/ w-(m)((b))[......]  
 
Pirenne Reading : 
1  [ ......±] ÿ 
2  êtr ¶-ám¥n n[... ...]  
3  [......]  
4  [......]  
 
Translation 
1  [......] which has dedicated him and gave ± ÿ 
2  êtr ¶-ám¥n himself [......]  
3  [. . .] ±êtr ¶-ëmm and by ¶t Âmym  
4  . . . µmr Byn and (m)((b))[......] 
 
Pirenne,1987, pp.101-102. fig.2. 
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2. Kh-MaÜna¥at M¤rÇya 2 (fig ) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
ám¥n 
MaÜna¥at M¤rÇya 
Chronology: A 
Boustrophedon 
 Measures: h. 12, w. 65, lh.5. 
 
1  lÃgm/ ±lhn/ bn/ ±m£ ÿ 
2  mr  (symbol)  
 
Translation 
1  Jetty of ±lhn son of ±m£ = 
2  mr (symbol)  
 
3. Kh-SaÃb¤n 1 (fig 3) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
SaÃb¤n 
Chronology: A 
Boustrophedon 
Measures: h.22, w. 20, lh.5. 
 
1  [......] (mm) [......]  
2  [......](n)/ w-mdwln . [......]  
3  [......] °r(y)/ (ê)bt [......]  
 
Translation 
1  [......] (mm) [......]  
2  [......](n) w-mdwln . [......]  
3  [......]°r(y) (ê)bt [......] 
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Note: mwdln see Gar Sharahbil A/5 
 
4. Kh-£Umayma 25 (fig 4 A-B) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: A 
Boustrophedon 
 
1  Ytr m b-¥rn w-kwn/ Ãg-hw 
2  b-wr(Å)/ Qyün/ qdm/ l-Åmâ/ ährn/ qdÃ/ w-l-êmn/ qdÃn/ mn°Ã/ .  
3  w-l-êlê/ mn°Ã ãmâm/ w-l-êlê/ . . . . .°Ã . / w-l-rb¥  
4  . . . . LÃy¥t [......] rn/ w-kwn 
5  Ytr/ b¥l ¥ 
 
Translation 
1  Ytr m in this mountain, and was his pilgrimage 
2  in the beginning month of the Qyün as to five ährn qdÃ and to eight qdÃn of 
the deity . .  
3  and third of the deity ãmâm and third . . . . . °Ã . and four  
4  . . . . LÃy¥t [. . . . . . ] rn and was  
5  Ytr b¥l ¥ 
 
Note:  
qdÃn see Haram 9/7. 
Ytrn : DhM 356 
 
5. Kh-£Umayma 46 (fig 5) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: A 
Measures: h.15, w.19, lh.7. 
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Symbul 
 
1  Ytr 
 
6. Kh-Sayyah 1 (fig 6) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Bab al-Shawaria 
Chronology: A 
Measures: h.42, w.38, lh.5-10. 
 
1  Ûdqäbm 
2  ¢êbn ¥wt ÿ 
3  q m¶mÃn 
 
Note:  
- Letters ‘d’ and ‘m’ are reversed.  
 
Translation 
1  Ûdqäbm 
2  ¢êbn ¥wt- 
3  q m¶mÃn 
 
7. Kh-Sayyah 2 (fig 7) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Modern site: 
Chronology: A 
Measures: h.30, w.65, lh.6. 
 
1  Ûrb . . ¶/ ¥ . . / bn/ ãhl(m) 
2  r¥y/ £rw[yn/] (m)¶ . . mrdm 
3  . . . . . t . y/ mÃnn/ ¥ä[r] 
 
Translation 
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1  Ûrb . . . ¶ ¥ . . son of ãhl(m) 
2  herdsman £rw . . (m)¶ . . mrdm 
3  . . . . . mÃnn ¥ä[r] 
 
8. Kh-Àhawl ad-D¤r 1 (fig 8) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Àhawl ad-D¤r (West Hakir) 
Chronology: A 
Measures: h.11, w.2, lh. 2. ¢ 
 
1  ¢bÜdq ±yn 
 
Note: in Hadramitic inscriptions it’s women (Ja 919/4; Ja 350/1) and man 
(Raybñn-Kafas/Na¥m¤n 261; BM 141537), I think in this inscription it’s man. 
 
9. Kh-Àhawl ad-D¤r 2 (fig 9) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
 Àhawl ad-D¤r (West Hakir) 
Chronology: A 
Measures: h.7, w.11, lh. 2.5. 
 
1  Âywm/ Ynhí 
2  m¶mr Ûí¥m 
 
Translation 
1  ÂÜfm Ynh° 
2  Protector of Ûí¥m 
 
10. Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 1 (fig 10) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Àhawl S¤lim (East Hakir) 
Chronology: A 
 Measures: h.11, w.44, lh. 8. 
 
1  Ûdqm/ Ygd 
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B : Analysis 
 
 
Until recently, discussing early patterns in Dham¤r area has been a sort of risk, 
but the archaeological facts have proved the existence of continuing activity of 
civilization since the Old Stone Age. This is evidenced by a series of researches 
carried out by the expedition of the University of Chicago, led by Mike Gibson 
and others during the period from 1993-2001. 
 
In the region covered by this study, a number of early inscriptions were found 
in four areas, viz. MaÜna¥at M¤rÇya, the region adjacent to the city Hakir, a site 
adjacent to the village of al-Ahs¤£a in al-Had¤, and the region adjacent to the 
village of Sayyah southwest of Dham¤r. 
 
The inscription (kh-M¤rÇya 1), which was found in the site made Maria (hgrn 
ám¥n) and had been re-used in building a house in the village of Maria next to the 
old site, was written in a Boustrophedon way. From the remaining part of the 
inscription it has been understood that the inscription refers to the occasion of 
presenting a sacrifice to the god (±êtr ¶-ám¥n), known from other inscriptions as 
the god of the city of (ám¥n). It also makes reference to other gods, i.e. (±êtr ¶-
ëmm) god of Mhqr£m Tribe, and the god (¶t Âmym), which was widely known in 
all southern Arabia areas. At the end of the inscription there was a proper name 
(µmr Byn). 
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The inscription (Kh-M¤rÇya 1) also mentions the main god of Mhqr£m Tribe, 
(±êtr ¶-ám¥n and ±êtr ¶-ëmm), in addition to the god (¶t Âmym). The god (±êtr ¶-
ám¥n) has been identified in the inscriptions (DJE 25/13; Moretti 1/6; Robin 
Dham¤r 1/3) while the god (±êtr ¶-ëmm) has been preceded by the name of the god 
(±êtr ¶-ám¥n) in the inscriptions: (DJE 25/13; Moretti 1/6) as found in the city of 
Simeon, or preceded by the name of the god (±êtr ¶-ByÃn) as observed in the 
inscription (MAFRAY-al-k¥ab VIII d/1-2) which was observed in the al-Law¶ 
Mount in the province of M¤rib. Robin opines that (±êtr ¶-ByÃn and ¶-ëmm) are 
the gods of the tribe headquarters in the first century AD, but in the third and 
fourth centuries AD the god (±êtr ¶-ám¥n) replaced (±êtr ¶-ByÃn) while the god 
(±êtr ¶-ëmm) maintained its position (Robin 2006 a: 115-116). But the inscription 
(Kh-M¤rÇya 1), which dates back to the seventh century BC, clearly refers to the 
name of the god (±êtr ¶-ám¥n), as well as (±êtr ¶-ëmm), so we see that the earliest 
mention dates back to the seventh century BC at the very least. It is important to 
note that the inscription (A 20-263) is a broken one that was found in the area 
(£Afq) north M¤rÇya, which belonged to Muqri Tribe. It contains statements which 
also exist in the inscription (Kh-M¤rÇya 1), i.e. (t£¶n - ¶-ëmm - £nfâ), which makes 
us believe that it dates back to the same era. 
 
On the other hand the description of the god (±êtr) as (¶-ám¥n) in the 
inscription (kh-M¤rÇya 1) demonstrates conclusively that the City ám¥n existed 
prior to the seventh century BC. This view is reinforced by the archaeological 
evidence at the top of the mountain, measuring 22 hectares (Lewis: 2005: 164) 
where the ruins of the City ám¥n exist. These indicate the presence of human 
activity in the site dating back to the Bronze Age at least, as memorial stones 
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spread on the north side of the site whereas the southern side is occupied by 
remains of houses dating back to the bronze Age. 
 
The proper name (µmr) referred to in the inscription (kh-M¤rÇya 1/4) raises 
many questions. It is customary in inscriptions that proper name (µmr) consists of 
a composite of two syllables, such as: µmr¥ly (RES 3945/1) or µmrkrb (RES Ja 
555/1), and the difference between the two names is that the first name refers to 
the governor while the second name refers to an ordinary person. 
 
The study of the font style of the inscription (kh-M¤rÇya 1) confirms that the 
phase (A) that goes back to the centuries from the ninth to the seventh BC. From 
Dham¤r region, we have the inscriptions (A 20-263; BynM 420; DhM 206), which 
date back to the same period of history in which the inscription (kh-M¤rÇya 1) was 
written, but these inscriptions do not help to know the character (µmr Byn) 
mentioned earlier. We also have a large number of Sabaean inscriptions such as: 
(DAI Ûirw¤Ã 2005-50; RES 3945 ; RES 3936), which substantiate our view that 
(µmr Byn) is one of the rulers of Shiba who lived during the eighth and seventh 
centuries BC. 
 
The inscription (kh-M¤rÇya 1) represents one of the original evidences that 
confirms that the Sabaean control extended to Dham¤r Area. This control extended 
to Dham¤r area to later periods. This is also confirmed by the inscription (BynM 
208) that was found in Baynon area (Prioletta 2008, 200-201, fig 4), but the 
question is: when did the Sabaean control started to extend to Dham¤r area? In 
fact, until now we do not have a clear answer. The inscription (DAI Ûirw¤Ã 2005-
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50/2) that was inscribed about in the 8th century B.C mentions the name of the king 
(YÃr) which is an area located in the south of Dham¤r. So that it is possible that 
the Sabaean control started extended to Dham¤r area in the 8th century BC.  
 
The date of the inscription (Kh-M¤rÇya 2) inscribed in Boustrophedon can be 
estimated to be in the 4th – 3rd century BC. The dam (lÃgm) that is still working. 
(LÃgm)is the name of a house in the Qatab¤nian inscription (MQ-HK 4/2) 
(Arbach-Avanzini-B¤í¤yi¥-Robin 2001, 63-64, fig. 38), but the importance of the 
inscription lies in the existence of the symbol known as the symbol of ¢lmqh god (
) at the end of the inscription, and this code is known in the early Sabaean 
inscriptions. 
 
 The inscription (Kh-SaÃb¤n 1)is broken, only two words can be read. These 
two words are (mwdln) that was mentioned in the inscriptions (Gar antichità 9 d) 
in the form (mwdlm) that means (carved), and the word (°ry) that was mentioned 
in several inscriptions like the inscription (Y.86.BAR/13) in the form (°rw) that 
means ‘aromatic’. In both cases, the meaning of the inscription cannot be 
understood, but the inscription is still significant because it reveals the importance 
of the place where the inscription was found. The place is now named (SaÃb¤n) 
and it is only 2 km far to the north of (MaÜna¥at M¤rÇya). This site (MaÜna¥at 
M¤rÇya) is very large and contains the bases of huge buildings.  
 
Of the early inscriptions, there are two inscriptions at the site (£Umayma) (1 
km) in the northeast of Hakir. This site contains more than (37) inscriptions carved 
on the rocks at the eastern end of the mountain in the period from the fifth century 
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BC until the end of the fourth century AD, but on the other hand there are no 
traces of buildings.  
 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 25) mentions the practice of ritual pilgrimage 
which was done in a particular month of the year that is (Qyün) that means ‘June’. 
This inscription is one of the oldest inscriptions that mention the word (Âg) means 
pilgrimage and that has the same meaning used at present in Arabic language, and 
not as it is known in the Sabaean and Qatabanian inscriptions. In this inscription 
and other inscriptions in the site, we realize that the pilgrimage was dedicated to 
the god (Ytr) - a god that was not known earlier and was not mentioned in the 
inscriptions that were found in the other areas including the vicinity of the site. 
The inscription also mentions the name of the god (ãmâm) that is known in 
different regions of Yemen. 
Although the whole inscription cannot be read but we understand that it was 
carved for the purpose of recording mugs meter (unit of measurement), which was 
given to the god (Ytr) and (ãmâm) on the occasion of the annual pilgrimage. 
 
It is known that the letter (°) is written as ( ), as well as the letter (í) is written 
as ( ), but in the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 25/2-3) it was written as ( ), the letter 
was repeated in the second and third lines without changing the direction of the 
letter, in spite of the change of the direction that is found in the inscriptions that 
were carved in the Boustrophedon. This shape leads to lack of distinction between 
the letters (°-í), this will be seen in the following inscriptions and it was read as 
(°) in this inscription according to the word.  
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Near the former inscription, there is a small inscription (Kh-£Umayma 46) that 
mentions the name of the God (Ytr). Beside the word, there is the symbol of the 
god ¢lmqh (   ), which is the same symbol in the inscription (Kh-M¤rÇya 2). It 
indicates that there is Sabaean culture in Hakir area and its neiboring areas. In 
addition, that is another proof that the inscription is very old.  
 
The inscription (Kh-Sayyah 1) may belong to the same period. It was found 
near the village of Saiyah that overlooks wadi al-har in the south of the city of 
Dham¤r. The inscription is small, it was carved by a person named (Ûdqäbm). The 
inscription is not understood but it is here mentioned to refer to the presence of the 
early inscriptions in the area of Dham¤r. In the same area, (Beeston, 1990, 16-19) 
showed a set of stone inscriptions.  
 
The inscription (Kh-Sayyah 2) was carved beside a drawing that shows ibexes. 
The inscription is damaged in the middle. From this inscription, we realize that the 
person who carved the inscription was used to graze the female ibexes (£rwyn), 
and this means that the female ibexes were among the domesticated animals, such 
as goats, sheep and other animals. 
 
But the inscription (Kh-Sayyah 2/4) contained an ambiguous phrase that is 
(mÃnn ¥är), that is also mentioned in the other inscriptions from the same site. This 
phrase was not mentioned in the earlier inscriptions. The word (mÃnn) can be 
translated as ‘suppliant’ (Reinhart, Dozy, 1981, 340), but the word (¥är) does not 
indicate the name of a known god, so we believe that the phrase is a kind of 
supplication to the gods. 
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The inscription (Kh-Àhawl ad-D¤r 1) that was found in the site Àhawl ad-D¤r 
in the west of Hakir belongs to the early period as well. We can know that by the 
way of writing especially the letter (Ü) and the letter (d) ( ). Near this inscription, 
there is the inscription (Kh-Àhawl ad-D¤r 2) that mentions the name of the person 
(Âywm Yrhí ((Yrh°))). In the second line, the phrase (m¶mr Üí¥m ((Ü°¥m))) is 
mentioned, the carver used the letter ( ) in both cases. So that I think that ( ) is a 
letter used for (í) and ( ) used for (°) and that is because reading the letter (°) in 
the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 25/2-3 ) is confirmed.  
In the inscription (Kh-Àhawl ad-D¤r 2/2), we find the word (m¶mr), which we 
did not find a persuasive meaning, but we believe that its meaning is related to 
protection, and this word exists in more than one inscription in the area of Hakir. 
 
Last inscriptions of this period is (Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 1) that was found with 
other inscriptions in the site ‘Àhawl S¤lim’ at the west of Hakir. The inscription is 
carved in the same way of carving the earlier inscriptions.  
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Chapter 2 
 
 
Fourth to first Century BC. 
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A : Inscriptions: 
This chapter contains eleven inscriptions only, out of which we can 
ascertain the dates of ten inscriptions by means of the writing style of the 
period, i.e. between the fourth century BC and the first BC. The last 
inscription (Kh-£Umayma 2/6) is dated back to the first century BC. 
 
1. Kh-£Umayma 2 (fig 11) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Modern site : Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: 102 
Measures: h.27, w. 40, lh. 5.  
 
 
1  LÃy¥t/ bn/ (¢) ÿ 
2  bkrb/ w-¢lkrb/  
3  bn/ Rznm/ w-K(r)äm 
4  b(ny)/ m£dbt/ Qwl(n) 
5  b-ywm/ ¥dyw/ mn°Ãn/ Ytr/ w-b- 
6  Årfn/ ¶-l-êny/ w-m£tm 
 
Translation 
1  LÃy¥t Son of ¢ ÿ 
2  bkrb and ¢lkrb  
3  son of Rznm and Kräm 
4  descendantsof the vassals of Qwln 
5  when they visited the deity Ytr 
6  in the year a hundred and two 
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Note:  
- Rznm see BM 141539/1. 
- Qwln see Robin- Hajar Ûab¤Ã/2. 
- Letter ‘d’ an reversed. 
 
2. Kh-£Umayma 14 (fig 12) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h.10, w. 20, lh. 4. 
 
 
1  Ytr/ b¥l/ ¶n 
2  ¥rn 
 
Translation 
1  Ytr is the master of this 
2  Mountain  
 
Note:  
- Letter ‘l’ an reversed. 
 
3. Kh-Bany Badda 1 (fig 13) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Ancient site Al-£Ahjñr 
Modern site Bany Badda  
Chronology C 
Measures: h. 26, w. 58, lh. 5. 
  
 
1  [ ......b]ny/ ±lhn/ ±[ ......] 
2  [ ......] br£y/ w-hwêr/ w-¥â[£ ......] 
3  [ ......w-ê]wbn/ w-kl/ £Åíb-hw/ [ ......] 
4  [ ......]w/ b-räwt/ bn/ ±küm[ ......] 
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Translation 
1  [ ......s]ons of ±lhn ±[ ......] 
2  [ ......] built, fonded and made [ ......] 
3  [ ......] repair all its downstairs [ ......] 
4  [ ......]w during the priesthood of the descendant of ±küm[ ......] 
 
4. Kh-Bany Âay¤n 1 = Gl 1592 (fig 14) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¢hgrn 
Bany Âay¤n 
Chronology: C 1st ct. BC.  
Measures: h.26, w.45, lh.5.  
 
 
1  [L]Ãy]¥êt/ w-Hämr/ w-b[n-hmy/ Y]  
2  rm/ w-Nmrm/ bnw/ ¶-¢hgrn/ br£- 
3  w/ byt-hmw/ Yf¥n/ bn/ mwêrm  
4  [¥d]y/ äqrm/ ¶-Årf/ bn/ Kbäm 
 
Translation  
1  LÃy¥êt and Hämr and thire sons Y  
2  rm w-Nmrm banñ ¶-¢hgrn built  
3  their palace Yf¥n from foundation  
4 to top in the year of ibn Kbäm 
 
5. Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 1 (fig 15) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Gabayb an-Nñd (North ûulman) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h. 44, w. 70, lh. 8. 
 
1 Tb¥krb Y¥b .  
2  bn Âffn m¥hd  
3  ¯rm µmr 
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4  brdm 
 
Translation 
1  Tb¥krb Y¥b .  
2  son of Âffn protected by  
3  ¯rm µmr 
4  brdm 
 
Note: ¯rm µmr new god. 
 
6. Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 2 (fig 16) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Gabayb an-Nñd (North ûulman) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h. 40, w. 50, lh. 5. 
 
1  µ£bm 
2  mh¥ll 
3  ám¥ly 
4  w-m¥hd 
5  ¯r(m) 
 
Translation 
1  µ£bm 
2  Protector of 
3  ám¥ly 
4  and protected by 
5- ¯r[m] 
 
7. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 1 (fig 17) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: B 
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Measures: h. 8, w.18, lh, 2.5. 
 
1  ¢l£wâ/ Ydrm 
2  m¶mr/ Ydm 
3  m¥hd/ ±ætr/ ¶-ám¥(m) 
 
Translation 
1  ¢l£wâ Ydrm 
2  Protector of Ydm 
3  covenanter of ±ætr ¶-ám¥(m) 
 
8. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 2 (fig 18) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h.7,5, w.21, lh, 5. 
 
1  ¢l£wâ/ . ¥ . r/ Âffn 
2  m¶mr/ £rb¥((krbm))/ ãbm/ Rdmn 
 
Translation 
1  ¢l£wâ . ¥ . r Âffn 
2  Protector of £rb¥ ãbm Rdmn 
 
9. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 3 (fig 19) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h.8, w.14, lh, 2.5. 
 
1  ¢lkrb/ ¢r¶n 
2  Âffn/ ...... 
3  ãbm/ Bklm 
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Translation 
1  ¢lkrb ¢r¶n 
2  Âffn .......  
3  ãbm Bklm 
 
10. Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1 = Sad al-±Agm¤£a 2 (fig 20) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a (North Sanaban) 
Chronology: 111 
Measures: h.52, w. 63, lh. 2-3 
New reading: 
 
1  ¢lk ÿ 
2  rb/ bn/ ãnyfm/ [......] n 
3  m£db/ ±tr/ ãrqn/ w-m£db/  
4  ±tr/ ¶-(å)nÃ/ w-m[£]db/ ±tr/ (¶-)[á] ÿ 
5  m¥m/ w-m£db/ ±tr/ ¶-±dnm/ w-[......] 
6  [......]mr-hmw/ w-ärÃ/ grb-hw/ w-nfâ-hw/ w-[......] 
7 [......]w-nwb . -hw/ w-kl/ qny-(h)w/ w-£r°[-hw . . .]  
8 [......] bn / kl/ b°¥m/ w-mhwdrm/ w- . . . m    
9 [......] w-¶-y . q . / w-Ãfr/ âírn/ fl/ y¥tbrn/  
10 [......] £[......]k (w-)l-Ü¥q/ w-Ütbr/ kl/ £lt 
11  [......] ä¥bn/ Mytmm/ l-w°£t/ nfâ-hw [......]  
12  ám¥m / b-¶n/ âí[rn][......]m/[......] w-. rd . . m/ ¶-  
13  . ln/ w-±tr/ (¶-Y)f [¥] . . . £t[.] m . . wyn/ w-kwn/ ¶] ÿ 
14  n/ âírn/ b-Årf [ ......] l-£Ãd/ ¥ ÿ 
15  är/ w-m£tm 
 
Translation 
1  ¢lk ÿ 
2  rb son of ãnyfm 
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3  vassal of ±tr ãrqn and vassal 
4  ±tr ¶-(å)nÃ and vassal of ±tr (¶-)[á] ÿ 
5  m¥m and vassal of ±tr ¶-±dnm w-[......] 
6  [......] and the protection of his body and his life and [......] 
7 [......] w-nwb . -hw and all his cattel and his land [ . . .]  
8 [......]from all killing and mhwdrm w- . . . m 
9 [......] w-¶-y . q . and he engraved this inscription, whoever and my (the god) 
destroy 
10 [......] £ [......]k proclaimed w-Ütbr all these 
11  [......] trib Mytmm for the protection (?) his life [......]  
12  ám¥m in this inscription. . [......] m[......]w-. rd . . m ¶-  
13  . ln w-±tr(¶-Y)f . . . £t[......]m  wyn and was writien 
14  this inscription in the year of [ ......] hundred  
15- and eleven  
  
Note:  
- Letters ‘d’ and ‘m’ are reversed 
                       
11. Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 2 (fig 21) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a (North Sanaban) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h. 30, w. 43, lh. 2.5.  
 
1  (¢)lkrb/ bn/ ãnyfm 
2  w-räd/ w-¶kr/ b-¥brt-hw 
3  hrg/ ä¥bn/ Mytmm/ êlê/ m ÿ 
4  £tm/ bn/ Rdmn/ w-¶mr/ b-¥ . ÿ 
5  n/ £ym/ b-°r/ ¶-Ry(d)n/ w-hrg/ bn/ Mytmm 
6  Rdmn/ £rb¥/ m£tm/ b-(Y)gln/ w-b-(W)kdn/ w-fnw/ . n¥ 
7 £lfn/ bn/ kl/ Âmyrm/ w-£ . . . / h£År/ Yf¥ 
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8 bn/ °rn/ w-ântn/ w-mÃr/ âw£(m) 
9 w-kwn/ °rn/ ¥äry/ Åryftm/ (w-)t ÿ 
10 êyl/ âhn/ b-hrg/ 
 
Translation 
1  ¢lkrb son of ãnyfm 
2  give witnessed and reminded in his pasture 
3  Mytmm tribe killed three 
4  hundred from Rdmn, and defended in mountain  
5  ¢ym in war ¶-Rydn, and killed from Mytmm 
6  Rdmn four hundred in the Ygln and in the Wkdn, and spent . n¥ 
7 thousand from all Âmyrm w-£ . . and Yf¥ repel 
8 any war and infection and evil calamity 
9 and the war was for twenty years and lava-flow 
10 in the war 
 
12. Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 3 (fig 22) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a (North Sanaban) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h.11, w.26, lh. 2. 
 
1  ¢lkrb/ bn 
2  ãnyfm/ m¥h ÿ 
3  d ãmâ-hw/ ¯ ÿ 
4  rkmn w-Ãw[r] 
5  [Hk]rm  
 
Translation 
1  ¢lkrb son of 
2  ãnyfm protected by his 
3  ãmâ ¯ ÿ 
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4  rkmn and inhabitant of 
5  [Hk]rm  
 
13. Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 2 (fig 23) 
Qataban 
Àhawl S¤lim (East Hakir) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h.41, w.60, lh. 6. 
 
1  . ãbmm/ Yhn¥m ¶-M ÿ 
2  . rb¥ m¥hd ±æ ÿ 
3  trn ¶-ám¥m m(h¥) ÿ 
4  ll ä¥b-â/ ãbm B ÿ 
5  klm/ w-Rdmn 
 
Translation 
1  . ãbmm Yhn¥m ¶-M ÿ 
2  . rb¥ protected by ±æ ÿ 
3  trn ¶-ám¥m protector of 
4  tribes ãbm B ÿ 
5  klm and Rdmn 
 
Note : ±ætrn in Hadramitic inscriptions ±ætrm Raybñn-Âa°r¤n 213/2. 
 h¥ll: E 13#12; Ja 585/1-19, save, defend (Sabaic dictionary p.15) . 
 
14. Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 3 (fig 24) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Àhawl S¤lim (East Hakir) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h.20, w.65, lh. 10. 
 
1  ¢l£wâ/ mh¥ll 
2  (R)d(m)n 
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Translation 
1  ¢l£wâ protector of  
2  (R)d(m)n 
 
15. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 1 (fig 25) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h. 10, w. 17, lh. 3 H. 
 
1  Hämr/ ±näbm/ 
2  mh¥ll/ ä¥b-hw 
3  Yhbär 
 
Translation 
1  Hämr ±näbm 
2  protector of his tribe  
3  Yhbär 
 
16. Kh-M¤rÇya 3 (fig 26) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Al-MaÃ¤gir (North M¤rÇya) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h. 50, w. 70, lh.12. 
 
1  Yhfr¥ 
2  bn/ ¢bkrb 
3  b¥l/ ¥rmn 
 
Translation 
1  Yhfr¥ 
2  son of ¢bkrb 
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3  owner of the dam 
 
17. Kh-Ûun¥a 1 (fig 27) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Sadd al-¥AmdÇ (north-east Ûun¥a) 
Chronology: B 
Measures: h. 34, w.65, lh. 6. 
 
1  M(bh)l/ ¶-Rydn/ Yhr(¥ä)/ h [. . . . . . ] 
2  f¥l/ ¶n/ mftÃn/ w- [. . . . . . ] m 
3  nn/ 
 
Translation 
1  M(bh)l ¶-Rydn Yhr(¥ä)/ h [......] 
2  made this opening w-[......] m 
3  nn 
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B : Analysis 
The inscriptions from the fourth century BC to the first century BC are very 
difficult to decipher, and the information derived from them tends to be relevant to 
the gods, and does not mention details about wars or other civil works, such as 
agriculture, grazing, and so on. 
Most of these inscriptions, which date back to the period from the fourth 
century to the first century BC, was found in the (Hakir) region, which belonged to 
the Himyarite tribe (MaÇytam), provide us with some knowledge about the features 
of the culture of the region only. Meanwhile, we believe that the culture of other 
regions in the north and west (Hakir) does not vary much, but the existence of 
most of the inscriptions in (Hakir) region shows indications of a more 
sophisticated society in that region, which we can observe in the inscriptions 
discussed in the third chapter. 
In addition, the geographical location of (Hakir) region on the borders of the 
tribe (Radm¤n), which in the initial centuries BC was under the rule of the 
Kingdom of Qataban, has led to a kind of cultural interaction between the two 
tribes, and was perhaps due to the expansion of the Qatabanic influence 
represented by the tribe (Radm¤n) into (Hakir) city, i.e. the center of the tribe 
(MaÇytam). In a later period, the influence of tribe (MaÇytam) extended into the 
territory of the tribe (Radm¤n), and we know from the inscription again that a long 
war took place between the parties in the first century AD (see Chapter III).  
I found the Inscription (Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 2) in a site called (Àhawl S¤lim), 10 
km east of (Hakir). The inscription is broken at the beginning of the first line and 
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second line, but we can infer that the place of fracture had the symbol, because the 
author’s name appeared complete (ãbmm Yhn¥m). But the characters missing 
from the second line made it difficult to find out the name of the clan to which he 
belonged. There are also some other missing characters in broken but they can be 
inferred by juxtaposing it with other inscriptions. 
The inscription provides very vital data. This is the first time that an 
inscription refers to the name of the god (±ætrn ¶-ám¥m) (Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 2/2-3). 
This new version of the god’s name, as well as (±ætr ¶-ám¥m) in the inscription 
(Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 1/3), and we know from other inscriptions from the area 
of Dham¤r, that (±tr ¶-ám¥m) is the name of God (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 17/1), 
or as stated in the other inscriptions (±tr ¶-ånÃ w-¶-ám¥m) (Hakir 2/1; Kh-Garf 
An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 17/8), it is noted that the inscriptions that is reminiscent of (±ætr ¶-
ám¥m) by people from the tribe (Rdm¤n), so expect it own version god (±tr ¶-
ám¥m) god the main tribe (MaÇytam). 
 
In the inscriptions of Hadramout (±ætrm ¶t Â°rn) (Raybñn-Âa°r¤n 213/2) the 
name of the deities is feminine. 
But the inscription surprises us especially in the fourth and fifth lines, 
particularly with respect to the phrase (ä¥b-â ãbm Bklm w-Rdmn) and the use of 
the letter (â) in the pronoun in the word (ä¥b-â), as in the Qatabanic inscriptions 
(Arbach-Sayñn 1/3) and inscription Minaic (Fr-Ûan¥¤£ 5/3) and Hadrami 
inscriptions (Musée de Mukall¤ 161/6). Therefore, I think that the inscription is 
written according to the Qatabani language, a claim supported by the evidence of 
the names of the tribes mentioned in the inscription. 
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The tribe (ãbm Bklm) is mentioned for the first time in the inscriptions. In the 
inscription (Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 2/4-5) it is mentioned alongside the tribe (Rdmn), 
and in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 1/2) it is referred to as (ãbm 
Rdmn), but it is mentioned singularly only in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 3/3), 
The tribe (Radm¤n) is also mentioned in the inscription (Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 3/2) 
as it is well-known since the eighth century BC (DAI Ûirw¤Ã 2005-50/2, 3). The 
inscription also refers to the name of the king (Rdmn). 
It is important to mention that the territory of the tribe Radm¤n stretched east 
of the study area, including large parts of the Al-Baidha Governorate. There was a 
common border between the tribe (Radm¤n), which was under the rule of the 
Kingdom of Qataban, with the Himyarite tribe (MaÇytam), and it seems that some 
members of the tribe (Radm¤n) practised agricultural activities in (Àhawl S¤lim). 
In addition to that some of them engraved some inscriptions at the site (Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya) on the outskirts of (Hakir) city. The inscriptions referring to the tribe 
(ãbm Bklm) as well as the tribe (Rdmn) can be dated back to the third century 
BC. Thereafter, we could not find any inscriptions containing the name of the tribe 
(ãbm Bklm), but there is an insciption (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1 = Sad al-
±Agm¤£a 2) dating back to the first century AD approximately which refers to a 
long war between the tribes (Radm¤n) and (MaÇytam), see Chapter III. 
The inscription (Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 1) was found at the site (Gabayb an-Nñd) 
north of the village (ûulm¤n). It states the name of the god (¯rm µmr) for the first 
time (Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 1/5 ), we note here that the character (°) wrote in this 
form ( ). 
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The Inscription (Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 2/3) is distinguished by its writer’s claim 
to be the protector (ám¥ly), without character (h), which we believe is the 
(ámh¥ly) in the inscription (DhM 298/9-10). 
The inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 1) can be dated with some suspicion to 
the second century BC. Its importance lies in the fact that it mentions for the first 
time the name of tribe (Yhbär), which we find also in the inscription (Kh-Âammat 
a°-¯ab¥ 76-2; Kh-al-Kawlah 3/3; Ja 576/13), and in the inscription (CIH 939/2) 
(Jamme 1962, 75). 
The date of the inscription (Kh-M¤rÇya 3) is difficult to determine with 
accuracy, but the line goes back almost to the first century BC, and was written by 
someone named (Yhfr¥ bn ¢bkrb), and the name (Yhfr¥) is known as the clan name 
(CIH 569/1; DJE 25/9; Gr 31/1; MAFRAY-al-k¥ab V111d (= Ry 591/3); 
MAFRAY-al-k¥ab V111e (= Ry 592) / 2,4; Moretti 1/1; Robin-Dham¤r 1/1). We 
believe that this person is the founder of the clan named after him and to which the 
leaders of the tribe (Mhqr£m) are affiliated. 
Again, perhaps the inscription (Kh-Ûun¥a 1) came from the same period. It was 
written by the Raydan leader (Mbhl ¶-Rydn), about whom we know very little 
except for his name inscribed on a coin. This inscription is the first to mention him 
explicitly, along with his title (Yhr¥ä), even though after the surname (¶-Rydn). 
The proposed date for (Mbhl ¶-Rydn) is 50 BC (Robin 2010, 364), which tallies 
with the shape of the font of the inscription (Kh-Ûun¥a 1). 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 2) was written by several persons, i.e. (LÃy¥t bn 
(¢)bkrb w-¢lkrb bn Rznm w-K(r)äm), sons their vassals Qwln, on the occasion of 
the visit (pilgrimage) to the god (mn°Ãn Ytr), one of the gods of rain in the year 
102. 
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The date of the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 2/6) is the year (102), but the writer 
did not record the name of the calendar followed. We know that there are the 
Himyarite calendar known as (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°) and the calendar used in the 
neighboring tribe Radm¤n known as (¢b¥ly bn Rt¥). 
The inscriptions made earlier do not offer much assistance as to determining 
which of the calendars is used in the inscription, but now we have new inscriptions 
dating from the first century AD until the beginning of the third century AD, 
which were found in the vicinity of the study area where the inscription was found. 
Through these inscriptions it may be possible to have an idea about the kind of 
calendar used in inscription (Kh-£Umayma 2/6). These inscriptions are: 
Table (1): 
Date month Inscription  
102Kh-£Umayma 2/6  
 111  Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/14-15 
b-Årf Bkrm bn ±mrt¥ 146  Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 
3199 = Nagi 1-7 
Yhqm 200  M¶r£  Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4/5 
Yhqm 200  M¶r£n Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 5/3 
 200  M¶r£n Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 6/6-7 
 200  Ûyd Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 7/5 
 204  Qyün Kh-£Umayma 3/7-8 
242 b-Årfm ¶-MlÃm  Û[yd]/ w-D£w Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12/7-8 
¢n(m)r242 ÛrbnKh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13/6-7 
µmr¥ly Yhbr ¶-Rydn [2]47 QyünKh-£Umayma 1/5-6
274 ¶-ÄrfnKh-al-Harñj 1/4-5
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 304  Kh-£Umayma 4/5 
 308  Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18/10 
ãmr YhÃmd mlk áb£ w-¶-
Rydn 
327 Qyü Kh-£Umayma 5/7 
ãmr mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn 330  Kh-£Umayma 6/3-4 
 
Two inscriptions from Table (1) refer to the name of the calendar, i.e. (Kh-
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1) of year (146) according to the calendar 
(Bkrn bn ¢mrt¥), and the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12/7-8) of year (242) 
according to the calendar (¶-MlÃm). 
Robin considers the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1) 
to follow the Himyarite calendar (Robin 2006 a, 98). However, Møller considers it 
to follow the Radm¤n calendar (Møller 2010, 18) without providing the 
justification for this. Generally, the Himyarite calendar is known by the name 
(MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°) (CIH 46/6) while the Radm¤n calendar is known by the name 
(¢b¥ly bn Rt¥) (UAM 327/2) (B¤í¤yi¥-Arbach 2001, 108-110; Prioletta 2010, 178). 
We may disagree with this because the inscription bears the name of the calendar 
that carries its date, viz. (b-Årf Bkrn bn ±mrt¥), so we consider the calendar 
mentioned in the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1) to be 
another calendar unknown hitherto, and has nothing to do with the both the 
Himyarite calendar or the Radm¤n calendar. So far, we do not have new 
inscriptions to inform us regarding the start of using this calendar. But we infer 
from the inscription that the owner of this calendar had a close relationship with 
(Qwln), a clan of the tribe (Mytmm), so we expect that this calendar is peculiar to 
this clan. 
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The same goes for the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12/7-8), of the year 
(242) by the (¶-MlÃm) calendar, recorded by (bnw Bl¥n) who belonged to the tribe 
(Mytmm). It speaks of an invasion carried out by the tribe (Àymn) against the land 
of the tribe (Mytmm), and here we expect that the Calendar belongs to the clan 
(Bl¥n) only. 
The other inscriptions in Table (1) do not make explicit the name of the 
calendar used in them. The oldest of these inscriptions is (Kh-£Umayma 2) of one 
year (102), written by several persons, i.e. (LÃy¥t bn ¢bkrb w-¢lkrb bn Rznm w-
Kräm b(ny) m£dbt Qwln). It has been noticed that the owners of the inscription 
belonged to the clan (Qwln), so we have two options here: either the date of 
inscription follows the calendar (Bkrn bn ±mrt¥) or another different calendar. 
A comparison of the font in the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 
= Nagi 1) and the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 2) clearly shows that there is a big 
difference between them. We find that the font style of the inscription (Kh-
£Umayma 2) is consistent with inscriptions written in the first century BC. This 
makes us expect that it was written according to the Himyarite calendar (MbÃ° bn 
¢bÃ°), and not by the calendar (Bkrn bn ±mrt ¥), and thus the date of inscription is 
estimated to be the year (13) BC, that is, it is the most ancient Himyarite 
inscription found so far. 
The next inscription (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1 = Sad al-±Agm¤£a 2) was 
written on a small rock with a tortuous surface, making it very difficult to read. It 
was also difficult to obtain a clear picture of the inscription due to its uneven 
surface. 
This inscription is very important, written by (¢lkrb bn ãnyfm), where he puts 
himself and his property in the protection of the gods (±tr ãrqn - ±tr ¶-ånÃ - ±tr ¶-
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ám¥m - ±tr¶ - ±dnm - ±tr ¶-Yf¥). The real importance of the inscription comes from 
its mention of the date, i.e. the year (111), without explicitly referring to the 
calendar which it follows. We have stated previously that we expect it to follow 
the calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°). Approximately (100) meters away, there is also 
another inscription recorded by (¢lkrb bn ãnyfm) (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 2), in 
which he mentions a long-term war between the tribe (MaÇytam) and the 
neighboring tribe (Radm¤n) in which 300 persons from the tribe (Radm¤n) were 
killed as against 400 persons from the tribe (MaÇytam). In addition, it refers to a 
obscure war involving the Himyarites, of whom a thousand people died, extending 
over a period of twenty years. During the days of the war, a volcanic eruption 
occurred in the region. The same person carved also a third inscription (Kh-Àhawl 
al-±Agm¤£a 2). 
In order to know the name of the calendar sed in recording the date of the 
inscription (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1 = Sad al-±Agm¤£a 2), we must recognize that 
the inscription was recorded during or after a war that lasted twenty years, and 
went through two phases, the first between the tribe (Radm¤n) on the one hand and 
the tribe (MaÇytam) on the other hand, and the second involving the Himyarites 
along with tribe (MaÇytam). We do not know if there were other tribes which 
participated in the war on the side of the tribe (Radm¤n), which is the war 
mentioned in the inscription (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 2). But apparently, the toll of 
life from both sides was huge. 
In such a situation it is difficult to state that (¢lkrb bn ãnyfm) recorded the date 
of the inscription (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1 = Sad al-±Agm¤£a 2) according to the 
calendar (Radm¤n), especially with the existence of the calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), 
introduced around (115) BC, i.e. (184) years earlier than the beginning of the 
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calendar (Radm¤n), which begins about (69) AD (Møller 2010, IX), and thus we 
can say that the date of the inscription (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1 = Sad al-±Agm¤£a 
2) can be the year (111) by the calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°) equivalent to the year (4) 
BC. 
The inscriptions (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4/5; 5/3; 6/6-7; 7/5) date to the year 
(200), two of which mention the name of Sab’ian King (Yhqm), who is known 
from the inscription (Ja 644 / 3-4) (Yhqm bn µmr¥ly µrÃ mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn). This 
king lived in the late first century AD (Robin 2010, 375), and thus we find that 
according to the Gregorian calender the date of this inscriptions is the year (85 
AD). Therefore, this does not leave any room for doubt that it follows the calendar 
(MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), which started in the year (115 BC) or (110) BC according to 
Robin (Møller 2010, IX). 
The inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 7/5), also of the year (200), is 
characterized by the fact that it was written in the month (Ûyd), one of the months 
used in the region (Radm¤n) (RES 3958/14; YMN 15 / 5), and this means that the 
name of the month was used on both sides. 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 3/7-8) was written by individuals belonging to 
the family (bnw Qwln w-¶-±rw), one of the families that dwelt in the city (Hakir), 
dates back to the year (204), and was engraved on a rock near the inscription (Kh-
£Umayma 2), which also does not mention the name of the calendar used. 
The next inscription is (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12 /) of the month (Ûyd) year 
(242) by an unknown calendar hitherto, i.e. the calendar (¶-MlÃm). It refers to a 
mysterious war in which the leader of the tribe (ÀhaÇm¤n) invaded (MaÇytam). 
We notice here that the writer used in this calendar the month (Ûyd), which was 
mentioned in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 7/4). 
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It is also important to note that the writer used a new way of writing the 
number 200 (êty), where he used a monogramic way, unseen in any other 
inscription hitherto. 
Of the same date, the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13) dates to the year 
(242) too, but without mentioning the name of the calendar. The inscription is 
characterized by that it talks of the war between the king of áb£ and those of ¶-
Rydn. What is most important here is that the name of king of áb£ (±nmr) (Kh-
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13/4) is made clear, that is, the Sabaean king mentioned in 
the inscription (Ja 562/5-6 ,10-11) (¢nmrm Yh£mn mlk áb£ bn Whb£l YÃz mlk 
áb£), who ruled in the first half of the second century AD. So if we propose a date 
of the inscription according to the calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), the date of the 
inscription according to the Gregorian calendar will be the year (127). This date 
corresponds with the period when he most likely ruled. 
The next inscription is (Kh-£Umayma 1) of year ([2]47), and dates back to the 
rule of the Himyarite leader (µmr¥ly Yhbr ¶-Rydn) (BynM 3/3). It is likely that he 
is (µmr¥ly Yhbr mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn bn Yârm YhÜdq mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) 
mentioned in the inscription (CIH 365/16-18), who ruled around the middle of the 
second century AD. So it is appropriate to claim that the inscription follows the 
calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), i.e. the year (132) AD according to the Gregorian 
calendar. 
The next inscription from the village (al-Harñj), 10 km north of Hakir, dates 
back to the year 274 (Kh-al-Harñj 1/4-5), and although it does not report the type 
of the calendar or the name of the king we may as well infer its history. However, 
the font style resembles a lot that of the patterns in the second century AD, so we 
consider it to follow the calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), equivalent to (159) AD. 
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The inscriptions (Kh-£Umayma 4; Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18) date to the year 
(304) and (308), respectively. They tally with one another in terms of the font style 
employed in the inscriptions of the end of the second century AD. The inscription 
(Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18) is characterized by its details regarding a war that 
took place within the region of Hadramout. 
From the reign of the Himyarite King (ãmr YhÃmd mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn), there 
are inscriptions dating back to the year (327) (Kh-£Umayma 5/7) and the year 
(330) (Kh-£Umayma 6/3-4). There is no doubt that they followed the calendar 
(MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), and the dates of both inscriptions respond to the years (212) and 
year (215) according to the Gregorian calendar, respectively. This is fully 
compatible with the era of the reign of King (ãmr YhÃmd mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn ). 
In addition to the above, these inscriptions exist within the areas of the 
Himiyarites, who started before many others to use the chronological date, for we 
know that there is no calendar prior to the Himyarite. It seems that the eponymous 
calendar was present in the region, e.g. the inscription (Kh-Âawarwar 1/5-6) 
(unpublished), of the time of (b-Årf ¢bämr bn Ynh°), as well as the inscription 
(Kh-£Umayma 10/1) of the time of (b-Årf ãhrm bn Mlbn ¶-ãm ¶-¯£n) 
(unpublished). 
Thus we believe that the inscriptions found in the Himiyarite region follow the 
calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°) whereas the inscriptions following other calendars made 
mention of the calendars they followed. Hence, we consider the year (102) in the 
inscription (Kh-£Umayma 2/6) to be equivalent to (13) BC, and the year (111) in 
the inscription (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/14-15) to respond to the year (4) BC. So 
we need to reconsider the proposed date of the inscription (Hakir 2/5) of the year 
(167) which Møller (Møller 2010, 22) considered to have followed the calendar 
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(Radm¤n), as well as the inscription (H×fner AF 3/10) of year (161) (H×fner 1994, 
104-107; Møller 2010, 21). 
Table (2): 
Other Gregorian Himyarite  Inscription  
 year month year month  
 13 BC  102  Kh-£Umayma 2/6  
 4 BC  111  Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/14-15 
146  
b-Årf Bkrn bn ±mrt¥ 
¶-äm Qwln 
 Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 
3199 = Nagi 1-7 
 85 AD July 200  M¶r£  Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4/5 
 85 AD July 200  M¶r£n Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 5/3 
 85 AD July 200  M¶r£n Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 6/6-7 
 85 AD July 200  Ûyd Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 7/5 
 89 AD June 204  Qyün Kh-£Umayma 3/7-8 
242  
b-Årfm ¶-MlÃm 
   Û[yd]w
-D£w 
Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12/7-8 
 127 AD October 242  Ûrbn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13/6-7 
 132 AD June [2]47  Qyün Kh-£Umayma 1/5-6 
 159 AD August 274  ¶-Ärfn Kh-al-Harñj 1/4-5 
 189 AD  304  Kh-£Umayma 4/5 
 193 AD  308  Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18/10 
 212 AD June 327 Qyü Kh-£Umayma 5/7 
 215 AD  330  Kh-£Umayma 6/3-4 
The inscription (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 3) was written in the same period (the 
end of the first century BC), by (¢lkrb bn ãnyfm). The most important aspect of 
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the inscription is that the engraver was an inhabitant of Hakir city. Besides, it 
makes mention of the name of the god (ãmâ-hw ¯rkmn), a new name of the god 
of the sun – the name (¯rkmn) is the source of the name of the Mount (¯urk¤m), 
located about 20 km north of (Hakir). 
The inscription (Kh-Ûun¥a 1) has a special importance among the inscriptions of 
this period of history. It was written on the occasion of opening a canal water 
drainage in an old dam by Raydanite leader (M(bh)l ¶-Rydn Yhr(¥ä)), known only 
from old currency (Robin 2010, 363). We agree with the opinion of Robin, who 
said that its history goes back to about the year (50 BC), relying also on the font 
style which was written by the inscription written in handwriting style carrying 
properties that make it not far from the proposed date. 
But the most important aspect is that the inscription exists near the village 
(Ûun¥a) located in the southwestern edge of (Q¤¥ Jahr¤n), which indicates that the 
political domain of the Himyarites had extended over there in the first century BC, 
a step which had a significant impact on the conflict which grew and evolved 
during the first three centuries AD. 
In addition, for the first time we have an inscription in the name of the leader 
(Mbhl ¶-Rydn), who was carrying the epithet (Yhr¥ä) as stated in the inscription. 
It was customary that the people who belonged to the nobility or the more 
influential carried a double name, consisting of the correct name as well as an 
epithet/adjective (Robin 2010, 363). Thus (Mbhl ¶-Rydn Yhr¥ä) is the oldest 
Himyarite leader known so far, and the presence of his name on a piece of his 
work indicates also the high economic status he enjoyed in his term as Himyarite 
leader. 
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The inscriptions written through fourth to first century BC are marked by being 
engraved on rocks. We did not find any decorative inscriptions of this period. The 
subjects of these inscriptions were of a religious nature and were written in places 
dedicated to the practice of religious rites, or of a documentary written in different 
places to record construction or ownership of agricultural facilities. 
they also contains the names of a number of gods, e.g. 
±ætr ¶-ám¥m: Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 1/3. 
±ætrn ¶-ám¥m: Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 2/2-3. 
±tr ¶-±dnm: Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/5.  
±tr ¶-ám¥m: Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/4-5. 
±tr ¶-ånÃ: Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/4. 
±tr ¶-Yf¥: Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/13. 
Yf¥: Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 2/7. 
±tr ãrqn: Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/3. 
¯rm: Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 2/5. 
¯rm µmr: Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 1/3. 
mn°Ãn Ytr: Kh-£Umayma 2/5. 
Ytr: Kh-£Umayma 14/1. 
ãmâ-hw ¯rkmn: Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 3/3-4. 
Through the previous list one can observe that there are three forms to write 
the name of the god (±êtr), i.e. (±ætr; ±ætrn; ±tr). I have provided the three versions 
linked to the temple (¶-ám¥n), which is likely to have existed in the city (Hakir). 
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This poses a question regarding the differences in the name of one god 
whorshipped in a specific region, especially if we consider that the three versions 
differ from the version most common in areas of southern Arabia, which is the 
form (±êtr), and which we find in the inscriptions found in the region (Hakir). 
It is very difficult to answer this question with precision, and all we can say is 
that it is a unique linguistic phenomenon given the fact that it was in effect in a 
geographical area hardly exceeding (10) square kilometers. We find the name 
(±ætr) used in the Hadrami inscription (RAY/79/Te/6 / 2), which was found at the 
site (Raybñn) (Breton, Jean-François, Badre, Leila, Audouin, Rémy and Seigne 
Jacques 1980, 104, pl. II). Regarding the form (±ætrn) there are similar forms from 
(Raybñn) also, i.e. (±ætrm ¶t Â°rn) (Raybñn-Âa°r¤n 213/2), but it is a feminine 
deity, and it is not reasonable to talk about the overlap between these linguistic 
regions. 
With respect to the form (±tr), then, it is less difficult, or rather clear that it is 
the result of the impact of the dialect of Qataban, which extended its control to the 
region (al-Mi¥s¤l) adjacent to the area (Hakir), and there are several Qatabani 
inscriptions that mention the form (±tr) (MAFRAY-al-Maktñba 1/4). 
The god (±tr) has other temples beside to the temple (±tr ¶-ám¥m) in the region, 
which are the temple of (±tr ¶-±dnm) (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/5), the temple (±tr 
¶-ånÃ) (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/4), the temple (±tr ¶-Yf¥) (Kh-Àhawl al-
±Agm¤£a 1/13) also mentioned in the inscription (DhM 186/3), and the temple of 
(±tr ãrqn) (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/3). It is worth mentioning that the inscription 
(Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 2/7) provides a reference to the temple (Yf¥) without 
mentioning the name of the god (±tr). 
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Among the deities is the god (¯rm µmr) (Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 1/3) South-west 
(Hakir), which in another inscription is referred to as (¯rm) only (Kh-Gabayb an-
Nñd 2/5). 
Among the other important deities of the region is the god (Ytr) (Kh-£Umayma 
13/1), which is comes in the form (mn°Ãn Ytr) (Kh-£Umayma 2/5), and through 
the word (mn°Ãn) we understand that this god has to do with rain. Annual 
pilgrimage to this god’s temple was to be in the month (Qyün) June. 
The last god is (ãmâ-hw ¯rkmn) (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 3/3), the temples of 
which spread in all over the surrounding regions.  
The inscriptions of this period are also marked by some orthographic features 
especially with reference to the writing of letters (d,l, and m), which were written 
in some inscriptions inversely. It is not uncustomary to find inscriptions where (D 
and M) are written inversely, but it is very rare to write the letter (l) upside down 
(Kh-£Umayma 14/1), and here is a new form we see for the first time for the letter 
(d), where it is written upside down to the bottom ( ) in the inscriptions (Kh-Garf 
An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 2/2; Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 3/2 ). Still, however, the reading of this 
character as (°) in the inscription (Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 2/5) is uncertain, for it is 
likely to be a (í). 
Within this group of inscriptions are the names of four tribes (Mytmm, Rdmn, 
ãbm, Yhbär), which lived side by side. It is known that the tribe (Mytmm and 
Yhbär) is of the tribes that were within the Humyarite domain known as (¶-Rydn). 
The tribe (Radm¤n) was an independent kingdom ruled by (±mkrb mlk Rdmn) 
(DAI Ûirw¤Ã 2005-50-2) in the eighth century BC, but it was attacked by the 
Sabaean ruler (Yê¥£mr Wtr bn Ykrbmlk mkrb áb£). In the first century AD it 
became subjected to the of Sabaean king (Yhqm bn µmr¥ly µrÃ) (CIAS 95.11 / o 
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2 n. 2). The Sabaean rule of the area extended to the reign of King (±mdn Byn 
Yhqb°) (MAFRAY-al-Maktñba 1). But at the end of the second century AD the 
land (Radm¤n) was the arena of battles between the great powers, which saw the 
fall of the Kingdom of Qataban and control of the kingdom of Hadramaut on most 
of its regions in the early third century AD (MAFRAY-al-Mi¥s¤l 4). 
The inscriptions above inform that the relationship between the tribe 
(MaÇytam) and its neighbor (Radm¤n) was at peace, but a long war took place 
between them at the end of the first century BC (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 2). It is 
likely that the cause of those war is the conflict which normally occurs between the 
adjacent tribes over border land. In such situations, it is usual that the war starts 
between individuals from different tribes, only to break out later to involve their 
respective tribes. It seems that the conflict between the two tribes vastly expanded 
due to the fall of great numbers of the deaths from both sides. In the first phase, 
300 persons from the tribe (Radm¤n) were killed in comparison with 400 from the 
tribe (MaÇytam). It seems that the high death toll in the tribe (MaÇytam) led to the 
intervention of the rest of the Himyarite tribes to help (MaÇytam) tribe, which 
belonged to them. The inscription also mentions that total deaths among the 
Himyarites reached (1000) persons, but it does not mention the total death toll 
from the tribe (Radm¤n). 
The tribe (ãbm Bklm) is difficult to talk about presently because not much 
archaeological evidence is available. Besides, the inscriptions that refers to it date 
back to a short historical period, not more than one century, but we have 
inscriptions from other regions referring to the name of the tribe (Bklm), which is 
usually followed by another name, such as (Bklm ¶-£lhn) (MAFRAY-al-Mi¥s¤l 
5/8), whose territory existed in the (£Anis) region to the west from the (Q¤¥ 
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Jahr¤n); (Bklm ¶-¥mrn) (MAFRAY-al-Mi¥s¤l 2/6), which existed in the city of 
¥Amran north of Sana’a and its surroundings; (Bklm ¶-Mrymtm) (FB-al-¡dÇ 1/6), 
which is a Qatabani tribe that dwelt in the region HarÇyb; and then (Bklm rb¥n ¶-
Rydt) (CIH 282/2) in the north of ¥Amran. 
The tribe (Bklm), without additives, lived in the region of Shib¤m Kawkaban 
northwest of Sana’a, (CIH 126/9). 
 Generally, the most important aspect in the inscription (RES 3878/2-3)is the 
name of the tribes (Bklmy-Bklnhn), along with a number of other tribes, including: 
(Rdmn, YÃr, M°Ãym), which means that (ãbm Bklm) was associated with one of 
those tribes, and was like some other tribes subject to Qtaban Kingdom. It is worth 
mentioning that the date of the inscription (RES 3878/2-3) is the phase (B 1), that 
is of the same stage of inscriptions which mention the name of tribe (ãbm Bklm). 
Inscriptions (Kh-Bany Badda 1; Kh-Bany Âay¤n 1 = Gl 1592), origin of the city 
(al-£Ahjñr), and they were talking about construction, and through the line, we can 
likely that the inscription (Kh-Bany Badda 1) written in the second century AD, 
while the inscription (Kh-Bany Âay¤n 1 = Gl 1592) wrote shortly after, scholars 
have pointed to the one that goes back to the first century BC (Kitchen 2000, 207 ). 
The inscription (Kh-al-Bany Badda 1) is broken at the beginning of lines and 
at the end as well, and mentioned that two of the family (banñ ±lhn) work 
construction and maintenance of a building whose name is missing in the 
inscription, and that was in a period of divination person named (±küm) , and is 
noted here that the usual style of history of persons in Sabaean inscriptions (CIH 
555/7-8), which indicates that the penetration of Sabaean culture in the northern 
outskirts of the area Himiyarit at the time, and this is not the only inscription of the 
(al-£Ahjñr) of this shape, we have by inscription (Gl 1591/4), dated a year (¶-Årf 
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B£nm bn ±[......]), as well as Inscription (Kh-Bany Âay¤n 1 = Gl 1592) which I 
found in village (Bany Âay¤n) close to the (al-£Ahjñr). 
Inscription (Kh-Bany Âay¤n 1 = Gl 1592) written by (LÃy¥êt w-Hämr w-bn-
hmy Yrm w-Nmrm bnw ¶-¢hgrn), on the occasion of building their home (Yf¥n), 
and that was in years (¶-Årf bn Kbäm). 
Each of the (LÃy¥êt and his son Yrm), located in the inscription (Gl 1591/1-2), 
but note the difference here is in the person of his name, but for now it is not 
resolved problematic patterns of persons, it is difficult to know who wrote the 
Inscription before the other. 
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A : Inscriptions 
 
1. Kh-£Umayma 1 (fig 28) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: [2]47 
Measures: h.25, w. 23-37, lh. 2-3.  
 
1  âír/ Bhl/ bn/ ¢bÃ°/ mq ÿ 
2  twy/ µmr¥ly/ Yhbr/ ¶- 
3  Rydn/ b-ywm/ £ty/ bn 
4  hgrn/ Yhkl£/ b-w[r] ÿ 
5  Ån/ Qyün/ ¶-l-âb¥t<?>w-£rb¥y 
6  [w-êty/ m£tm] 
 
Translation 
1  Inscription of Bhl son of ¢bÃ° deputy of 
2  µmr¥ly Yhbr ¶ ÿ 
3  Rydn in day when he come back from the 
4  city Yhkl£ in the month 
5  Qyün two hundred  
6  and forty <  > seven 
 
2. Kh-£Umayma 3 (fig 29) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: 204 
Measures: h.28, w 24, lh. 2.5. 
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1  £âír/ ¢lz£d/ ¶-±wyfm/ w-á¥(dämâ)m 
2  w-ãrÃb£l/ bny/ Tb¥n/ w-¶-<¶>¢n 
3  mqtwt/ w-âír/ Nwfm/ ¢b£r/ b ÿ 
4  n/ Qwln/ w-¶-±rw/ w-âírw/ ¶n/ [£] ÿ 
5  âírn/ b-ywm/ ¥dyw/ b-Ãrm/ m° ÿ 
6  Ãn/ Ytr/ b-wrÅn/ Qyün/ (qd)mn 
7 ¶-b-Åryfn/ ¶-l-£rb¥t 
8  w-êty/ m£tm/  
 
Translation 
1  Inscription of ¢lz£d ¶-±wyfm and á¥(d ãmâ)m 
2  and ãrÃb£l banñ Tb¥n and ¶-<¶>¢n 
3  lieutenant and inscription of Nwfm ¢b£r son of 
4  Qwln and ¶-±rw and they write inscriptions 
5  when they visited of the deity 
6  Ytr at the beginning of the month Qyün past 
7  in the year two hundred  
8 and four  
 
3. Kh-£Umayma 13 (fig 30) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.22 , w. 27, lh. 4. 
 
1  Nmrm/ bn/ YÜbr/  
2  b-ym/ äw¥/ mr£-hw/ çw ÿ 
3  rm/ Qwln/ b-Ãrm/ mÃrmn 
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4  Ytr 
 
Translation 
1  Nmrm son of YÜbr  
2  in day when the accompanied his lord çw- 
3  rm Qwln to the Sanctuary  
4  Ytr 
 
4. Kh-£Umayma 30 (fig 31) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.1, w. 19, lh.2.5. 
 
1  ±hrm/ ¶-±rw/ mh¥ll 
2  . . . . .  
 
Translation 
1  ±hrm ¶-±rw protector 
2  . . . . .  
Note: 
- Letter ‘l’ an reversed. 
 
5. Kh-£Umayma 45 (fig 32) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h. 3, w. 4, lh. 1.8. 
 
1  ±yêm/ bn 
2  Rkkm 
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Note:  
- Letter ‘m’ an reversed in (±yêm). 
 
6. Kh-Baynñn 1 (fig 33) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Baynñn  
Chronology: C  
Measures: h.72, w.156, lh.14.  
W.W. Muller, Inscriptions to be published Inscriptions a paraitre  
 
1  LÃy¥êt/ (bn/ Z¥mm/) [......]. £ . (mq)Ü¥y- 
2  nh(n/ b-y)[wm/] (£tw. w-)[......](y w-Âkräm)[......] 
3  ry[......]hm[ ......](ârn N)mr(t) 
 
Translation 
1  LÃy¥êt son of Z¥mm [......] two tunnel  
2  in day . . . . . and Âkräm 
3  ry[......]hm [ ......] valley Nmrt 
 
7. Kh-Baynñn 2 (fig 34) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Baynñn  
Chronology: C  
Measures: h. 75, w, 122, lh. 9. 
W.W. Muller, Inscriptions to be published Inscriptions a paraitre  
 
1  (l)-y¥tbrn/ ±êtr ãrqn/ (w-kl)/ (£l£l)tn 
2  l-b£âtm/ w-nkytm/ ¶-qâb/ w-Åææ/ âír 
3  LÃy¥êt/ bn/ Z¥mm/ (b)n/ ¶n/ m(q)Ü¥n/ w- 
4  ¶/ yqâbn-hw/ ¶-yÅææn/ ¶n/ âírn/ bn 
5  ¶n/ y(w)mn/ l-£År/ [¶n/ £](â)írn/ ±êtr-<h>mw 
6  ãrqn/ w-kl/ £l£ltn/ l-(b£ât)m/ w-nkytm 
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Translation 
 
1  To infect ±êtr ãrqn, and all the gods 
2  remove the harm and destruction and damage writing 
3  LÃy¥êt son of Z¥mm of this tunnel 
4  It destroys and removes this writing, from  
5  This day for the latest this writing ±êtr-mw 
6  ãrqn and all the gods, to abuse and removal 
 
LÃy¥yêt : Ja 644 (Yhqm bn µmr¥ly µrÃ mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) 
 
8. Kh-Baynñn 3 (fig 35) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Baynñn  
Chronology: C  
Measures: h.60, w. 255, lh 25. 
 
1  [LÃy¥êt/ bn/ Z¥mm/ bn/ ámhâm¥ w-]- 
2  Âkräm [qyl ãddm ......w-]- 
3  ¥â£ w-¥lw (mbr£t m)qÜ¥ynh(n) l-âqy ârn Nmrt 
 
Translation 
1  LÃy¥êt son of Z¥mm son of ámhâm¥ and] 
2  Âkräm [leader of the tribe ãddm . . . and] 
3  made and raised the constractions tunnels in the valley  
  Namarh 
 
9. Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 1 (fig 36) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Yf¥tm 
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Yaf¤¥a 
Chronology: C  
 
1  [. . . . . . ] [ . .] mw/ áÅmn  
2  [. . . . . . ] [ml]kn/ Yhqm 
 
Translation 
1  [. . . . . . ] [ . . ] mw áÅmn  
2  [. . . . . . ] the king Yhqm  
 
10. Kh-Gabal al-LissÇ 1 (fig 37 A - B - C) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¢â£y 
Gabal al-LissÇ (East Dham¤r) 
Chronology: 146 
Measures: h., w, lh. .  
 
1  µrÃn/ Àyln/ w-¢lkrb/ w-bny/ À°bm/ ¶- 
2  Ygwr/ f¥lw/ w-¶rkn/ w-æ£dn/ mâb£/ ¥rn 
3  KÃln/ w-¢â£y 
 
Translation 
1  µrÃn Àyln and ¢lkrb and bany À°bm ¶- 
2  Ygwr works and ¶rkn and æ£dn raod mountain 
3  KÃln and ¢â£y 
 
11. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4 (fig 38) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: 200 
Measures: h. 14, w. 42, lh. 4. 
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1  ¢b£nâ/ bnw/ Ûr¥ ÿ 
2  fn/ Ãfy/ b-¥rn/ á ÿ 
3  fí/ b-ywm/ °rr/ Yhqm/ £r° 
4  Âmyrm/ b-wrÅn/ M¶r£/ ¶-b-Årfn  
5  ¶-l-êty/ m£t(n) 
 
Translation 
1  ¢b£nâ banñ Ûr¥ ÿ 
2  fn turnover around the mountain á ÿ 
3  fí in day war Yhqm, land  
4  Âmyrm in the month M¶r£ year   
5  two hundred 
 
12. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 5 (fig 39) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: 200 
Measures: h.9, w. 27, lh, 2.5. 
 
1  ¢b£nâ/ Ûr¥fn/ Ãfy/ b-¥rn/ áfí   
2  b-ym/ °rr/ Yhqm/ £r°/ Âmyrm/ b-wrÅ 
3  M¶r£n/ ¶-b-Årfn/ ¶-l-êty/ m£tn  
 
Translation 
1  ¢b£nâ Ûr¥fn turnover around the mountain áfí   
2  in day War Yhqm land Âmyrm in the month 
3  M¶r£n in the year two hundred 
Note:  
- Letter ‘l’ an reversed. 
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13. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 6 (fig 40) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: 200 
Measures: h.18, w.15, lh.2.  
 
1  ¢b£nâ/ bny/ (Ûr¥f)[n] 
2  Ãfy/ b-¥rn/ âfí 
3  b-ym/ tgz/ mÜr/ áb£  
4  b-fnw/ Ålf/ Hkrm/ w- 
5  dhrw/ gt(n)tn/ b-w(rÅ) 
6  m¶r£n/ ¶-l-(ê)[ty/ m]  
7  £(t)n 
 
Translation 
1  ¢b£nâ banñ (Ûr¥f)[n] 
2  turnover around the mountain âfí 
3  in day he defeat mÜr áb£  
4  beside the entrance to Hkrm and 
5  burned grain in the month 
6  m¶r£n in the year two  
7  hundred 
Note:  
- Letter ‘d’ an reversed. 
 
14. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 7 (fig 41) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
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Chronology: 200 
Measures: h.17, w.10, lh. 3. 
 
1  ¢b£nâ/ bny 
2  Ûr¥fn/ Ãfy  
3  b-¥rn/ áfí 
4  b-wrÅ/ Ûyd  
5  ¶-l-êty/ m£tn 
 
Translation 
1  ¢b£nâ bany 
2  Ûr¥fn turnover 
3  around the mountain áfí 
4  in the month Ûyd  
5  year two hundred 
Note:  
- Letter ‘d’ an reversed. 
 
15. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 8 (fig 42) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.9, w.15, lh.3.  
 
1  ¢b£n(â)/ Ûr¥fn 
2  m¥hd/ ã(mâ)m/ (±)lyt 
3  w-l-krbn-h/ w-y ÿ 
4  æf/ (¥)brt(n)  
 
Translation 
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1  ¢b£n(â) Ûr¥fn 
2  protected by ã(mâ)m (±)lyt 
3  and enjoy it 
4  and protects his 
 
16. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 9 (fig 43) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.18, w.20, lh. 3. 
 
1  LÃy¥t/ bn/ Rkk(m) 
2  w-¢b£nâ/ bn/ Ûr¥[f] 
3  n/ t¥yry/ b-ym/ Yh ÿ 
4  qm/ w-l-yüwín/ hmy 
5  ãrqn/ ±tr 
 
Translation 
1  LÃy¥t son of Rkk(m)  
2  w-¢b£n son of Ûr¥[f] 
3  n disgrace of in the day Yh ÿ 
4  qm to forgive them 
5  ãrqn ±tr 
 
17. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 10 (fig 44) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h. 8, w.25. lh, 2.5.  
 
1  Fr¥m/ bn/ Z(¥)lm/ Ãfy/ b-¥rn/ áf ÿ 
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2  í/ b-ym/ tgz/ m(Ür)/ Yhqm/ b-Ålf 
3  Hkr(m)/ b-wrÅn/ M¶r£n 
 
Translation 
1  Fr¥m son of Z(¥)lm Rotation around the mountain áf ÿ 
2  í in day Defeated King Yhqm beside  
3  Hkr(m) in the month M¶r£n 
 
18. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 11 (fig 45) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.26, w.15, lh, 4. 
 
1  Mrêdm/ bny/ M¥zy(/ w-) 
2  Krm/ bn/ D[ . ]- 
3  km/ Ãfy/ b-¥r ÿ 
4  n/ áfí/ b-ywm 
5  °rr/ Yhqm/ £ ÿ 
6  r°/ Âmyrm 
 
Translation 
1  Mrêdm bany M¥zy 
2  Krm son of D [.] ÿ 
3  . m rotation around the mountain 
4  áfí in day  
5  faght Yhqm land 
6  Âmyrm  
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19. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12 (fig 46) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: 242 
Measures: h.34, w.25, lh.3-3.5 
 
1  rêd/ bnw/ Bl¥n/ Ãf(y)[-hmw/ b-¥rn] 
2  áfí/ kwn/ ¶n/ °(r)n/ b-y(m) [ . . ] 
3  dm/ ¶-(À)ymn/ ¥ly/ £r°/ (M)yt ÿ 
4  mm/ kw(n)/ w-¶n/ âím/ b-wrÅn 
5  Û[yd]/ w-D£w 
6  w-kwn/ ¶n/ °rn/ b-Å(r)fm 
7  ¶-MlÃm/ ¶-l-êny/ [w-] 
8  £rb¥y/ w-êty/ [m£tm] 
 
Translation 
1  commited banñ Bl¥n (Ãf(y)[-hmw) (a person who guides pilgrims through 
their spinning around) in mount 
2  áfí, this war was on day . . Mrê] 
3  dm ¶-(À)ymn to land (M)yt ÿ 
4  mm and it was this attack in the month of 
5  Û[yd] and D£w 
6  This was the war in a year 
7  ¶-MlÃm corresponding to a two  hundred 
8  and Forty-two 
 
20. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13 (fig 47) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
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Chronology: 242 
Measures: h.25, w.40, lh. 2.5.  
 
1  [......] 
2  (Ã)fy/ b-¶n/ ¥rn/ áfí/ b-ym/ kwn  
3  °rm/ bynn/ mlk/ áb£/ w-¶-Rydn/ w-k ÿ 
4  wn/ ¶n/ âírn/ b-ym/ mÜr/ ¢n(m)r/ b¥ly 
5  Hkrm/ w-kwn/ ¶n/ âírn/ b-wrÅn/ Ûrb ÿ 
6  n/ ¶-b-Årfn/ ¶-[l-ê]ny/ (w-£)rb¥y/ w-êty/ m ÿ 
7  (£)tn 
 
Translation 
 1  [......] 
2  Rotation around the mountaináfí in day took 
3  war between the King of áb£ and ¶-Rydn  
4  write this Inscription in day attacked ¢n(m)r to 
5  Hkrm and writing this Inscription in the month Ûrb- 
6  n in the year two hundred and Forty-two  
 
Note: ¢nmrm Yhn¥m mlk áb£ bn Whb£l YÃz mlk áb£ Ja 562/5-6 
 
21. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 14 (fig 48) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.23, w.37, lh. 4.  
 
1  ¢nmrm/ bn 
2  Âfn/ m£db/ Qwln 
3  Ãfy/ b-¥rn/ áfí/ b-ywm 
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4  m/ kwn/ °rn 
5  bn-ht/ mlk/ áb[£] 
6  w-¶-Ry(d)[n] 
 
Translation 
1  ¢nmrm son of 
2  Âfn vassal Qwln  
3  Rotation around the mountaináfí in day  
4  war took  
5  Between the King of áb[£]  
6  and ¶-Ry(d)[n] 
 
22. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15 (fig 49) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.22, w.43, lh. 3  
 
1  Âfn/ ¶-Mr°wt/ Ãfy/ b-¥rn 
2  áfí/ b-wrÅn/ ¶-Dê£n/ w-(n)íd-hw  
3  ¶-ám¥m/ w-ãmâ-hw/ ¢âm/ ¶-(±)bltm 
4  bn/ Åmân/ °r(m)/ . . / â µmr¥ly/ Yhbr 
 
Translation 
1  Âfn ¶-Mr°wt Rotation around the mountain 
2  áfí in the month ¶-Dê£n and make it in the protection of  
3  ¶-ám¥m and ãmâ-hw ¢âm ¶-(±)bltm 
4  from army war . . â µmr¥ly yhbr 
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23. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 16 (fig 50) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.10, w. 48, lh. 2. 
 
1  Krb¥t/ bn/ Qwtmm/ Ãff/ ±tr/ ¶-ám¥m/ w-¶t/ B(¥)d ÿ 
2  n/ Ãfy/ b-¥rn/ áfí/ b-wrÅn/ Dê£/ ¶-b-hw/ ngä 
3  Yhbr/ ¥ly/ (á)frm/ b-ywm/ âm¥w/ k-yrd(£)n/ w-Åmân 
 
Translation 
1  Krb¥t son of Qwtmm give ±tr ¶-ám¥m w-¶t B(¥)d ÿ 
2  n rotation around the mountaináfí in the month Dê£ in which the attacked   
3  Yhbr upon (á)frm in day asked to help him and the army. 
 
24. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 17 (fig 51) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
¥rn åfí 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya (North Hakir) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.10 , w.21, lh. 2. 
 
1  LÃy¥t/ bnw/ [ ......Ãfy] 
2  b-¥rn/ áfí/ [b-ywm/] 
3  mÜr/ ¶-(R)<<y>>dn/ ¥ly (á)frm 
 
Translation 
1  LÃy¥t banñ [ ...... rotation] 
2  around the mountain áfí in day.......] 
3  attacked ¶-(R)<<y>>dn to (á)frm 
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25. Kh-Garf Isbeel 1 (fig 52) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Garf Isbeel (East Dham¤r) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.8, w.30, lh.3. 
 
1  Rd¥m/ ±blm 
2  bny/ M¥rän 
 
26. Kh-Hakir 1 (fig 53 A - B) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Hakir 
Chronology: C 
Measures A: h.34, w.160, lh.12. \ h.34, w 19, lh, 12. 
 
1  Krb/ YhÜbn/ Qwln 
2  w-¶-±rw/ br£/ w-h¥¶b/ Å . . \ (B)yÃn 
 
Translation 
 
1  Krb YhÜbn Qwln 
2  and ¶-±rw built and repair Å . . \ (B)yÃn 
 
27. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 2 (fig 54) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.3, w.3.5, lh. 07. 
 
1  Âüyn/ (b)n 
2  BÃt/ m¥hd  
3  (ã)mâm/ ±lyt 
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Translation 
1  Âüyn son of 
2  BÃt protected by 
3  (ã)mâm ±lyt 
 
28. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 3 (fig 55) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h. 2, w. 2.5, lh. 0,7 Â. 
 
1  Â(ü)yn bn/ 
2  BÃt/ áír 
3  ¶n/ [m]ændn 
 
Translation 
1  Â(ü)yn son of 
2  BÃt writing 
3  this inscription 
 
29. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 4 (fig 56) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.3, w.20. lh. 2. ê 
 
1  ±myê¥/ bn/ ±yêm/ Ãwr/ ãmm  
2  m¥hd/ ãmâm/ ±lyt 
 
Translation 
1  ±myê¥ son of ±yêm inhabitant ãmm  
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2  protected by ãmâm ±lyt 
 
30. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 5 (fig 57) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.6, w.8. lh. 1.5. 
 
1  Nmrm/ m£db 
2  bny/ ãrqn/ 
3  w-¶n/ âírn 
4  b-wrÅn 
5  ¶-Âltn 
 
Translation 
1  Nmrm vassal 
2  banñ ãrqn 
3  and this writer 
4  in the month  
5  ¶-Âltn 
Note:  
- Letter ‘d’ an reversed. 
 
31. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 6 (fig 58) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.4, w.3,5. lh. 2. 
 
1  Whb£l 
2  bn/ ¢êtn/ Â ÿ 
3  °n¥mm/ Ãw ÿ 
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4  r/ Ãqln/ çr ÿ 
5  wm . / 
 
Translation 
1  Whb£l 
2  son of ¢êtn Ã 
3  °n¥mm inhabitant   
4  Ãqln çr ÿ 
5  wm .  
Note:  
- Letter ‘l’ an reversed. 
 
32. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 7 (fig 59) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.12, w.9. lh. 2. 
 
1  Klbm/ bn/ ãh ÿ 
2  yrm/ ¶-±myd ÿ 
3  ¥/ Ãwr/ hgrn 
4  ãmm/ m¥hd/ ã ÿ 
5  mâm/ ±lyt 
 
Translation 
1  Klbm son of ãh ÿ 
2  yrm ¶-±myd ÿ 
3  ¥ inhabitant town 
4  ãmm protected by ã ÿ 
5  mâm ±lyt 
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Note:  
- Letters ‘l’ and ‘m’ are reversed.  
 
33. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 8 (fig 60) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.4,5, w.7. lh. 1.5-2. 
 
1  ±yêm bn Rkkm 
2  m¥hd ãmâm 
 
Translation 
1  ±yêm son of Rkkm 
2  protected by ãmâm 
 
Note: ±yêm bn Rkkm see Kh-£Umayma 45/1-2. 
 
34. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 9 (fig 61) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.6, w.10. lh. 1.5. 
 
1  Nmrm/ bn/ ±yêm/ m¥ ÿ 
2  hd/ ãmâm/ ±lyt 
3  w-m¥hd/ ±tr/ ¶-å ÿ 
4  nÃ/ b¥l/ Känf 
 
Translation 
1  Nmrm son of ±yêm protected by 
2  ãmâm ±lyt 
3  and protected by ±tr ¶-å ÿ  
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4  nÃ b¥l Känf 
Note:  
- Letter ‘d’ an reversed. 
 
35. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 10 (fig 62) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.12, w.14. lh. 1.5. 
 
1  M¥dn/ (R) . . bn/ YfÅr 
2  m¥hd/ ãmâm/ ±lyt 
3  Ãwr/ hgrn/ ãmm/ w-[rêd]  
4  ±tr/ ¶-ånÃ l-wfy-hw/ w- 
5  wfy/ £Å-hw l-y¥tb- 
6  rn/ ±tr/ ¶-ånÃ/ ¶-y ÿ 
7  Åææn/ ¶n/ mæn[d](n) 
 
Translation 
1  M¥dn (R) . . son of YfÅr 
2  protected by ãmâm ±lyt 
3  inhabitant of the town ãmm entrusted to 
4  ±tr ¶-ånÃ for his safety and  
5  safety of his brother, take may ±tr ¶-ånÃ under protection  
6  ±tr ¶-ånÃ the one who will 
7  injure this document 
Note: 
- Letters ‘g’ and ‘m’ are reversed. 
- In line 4: letter ‘Ã’ an reversed. 
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36. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 11 (fig 63) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.5, w.6, lh. 2. 
 
1  çwrm 
2  r¥y/ kbän 
 
Translation 
1  çwrm 
2  herdsman kbän 
 
37. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 12 (fig 64) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.10, w.20, lh. 2. 
 
1  Âfn/ áÃrn/ m¥hd/  
2  ãmâm/ b¥lt/ ¥rn/ Âêtm 
3  Ãffy £wênn w-°£nn 
 
Translation 
1  Âfn áÃrn protected by  
2  ãmâm b¥lt mount Âêtm 
3  performed boundary stone and sheeps 
Note: 
- Letters ‘d’ a ‘l’ are reversed 
- Letters ‘Ã’ an reversed in áÃrn. 
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38. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 13 (fig 65) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.10, w.18, lh. 2.5. 
 
1  Âfn áÃrn/ m¥hd ãmâ-hw 
2  w-£l-hw/ ¶-ám¥m/ b¥l/ MÃfn 
3  w-£l-hw/ b¥l/ ±ft 
 
Translation 
1  Âfn áÃrn protected by his ãmâ 
2  and his god ¶-ám¥m mster of MÃfn 
3  and his god master of ±ft 
Note: 
- Letters ‘d’ a ‘l’ are reversed 
- Letters ‘Ã’ an reversed in áÃrn. 
 
39. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 14 (fig 66) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h. 5, w. 14, lh. 3 f. 
 
1  Âfn áÃrn Ãwr Hkrm 
2  m¥hd ãmâm ±lyt 
 
Translation 
1  Âfn áÃrn inhabitant of Hkrm 
2  Protected by ãmâm ±lyt 
Note:  
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- Letter ‘Ã’ an reversed in áÃrn. 
 
40. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 15 (fig 67) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h. 6, w. 23, lh. 2.5 £. 
 
1  ±m£nâ/ bn/ M¥dn/ m¥hd/ ãmâ ÿ 
2  m/ mh¥ll/ ä¥b-hw Myt(m)[m Ãwr] 
3  ¶-Hkrm l-Ål £l-hw ¶-ám ÿ 
4  ¥m 
 
Translation 
1  ±m£nâ son of M¥dn protected by ãmâ ÿ 
2  m protector of his tribe Myt(m)[m inhabitant] of 
3  ¶-Hkrm and for the power of his god ¶-ám ÿ 
4  ¥m 
Note: 
- Letter ‘d’ an reversed. 
 
41. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 16 (fig 68) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h. 6, w. 10, lh. 2.5. 
 
1  ãÃÜm/ bn/ Ûb(l) [......] 
2  bn/ Yhbär t 
 
Translation 
1  ãÃÜm son of Ûb(b) [......] 
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2  bn Yhbär t 
Note: 
- Letter ‘m’ an reversed. 
 
42. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 17 (fig 69) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h. 5, w. 13, lh. 2 d. 
 
1  Hn£m/ m£db/ bny/ åÃ ÿ 
2  km/ Ãwr/ hgrn/ Hkrm 
 
Translation 
1  Hn£m vassal of banñ åÃ ÿ 
2  km Inhabitant of the city Hkrm 
Note: 
- Letter ‘d’ and ‘m’ are reversed. 
 
43. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 18 (fig 70) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h. 9, w. 15, lh. 2 H. 
 
1  Hn£m/ m£db/ bny/ å ÿ 
2  Ãkm/ Ãff/ qny-hmw/ t¶nn 
3  ±tr/ ¶-ånÃ/ l-ärÃ/ qny-hw 
4  f¥l/ ¶ ÿ 
5  n/ w¥ln/ w-k ÿ 
6  lbn 
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Translation 
1  Hn£m vassal of the banñ å ÿ 
2  Ãkm protection of his cattle  
3  ±tr ¶-ånÃ to preserve his cattle  
4  Drew 
5  This ibex and 
6  Dog 
 
Notes: 
- Letters ‘m’ and ‘d’ are reversed.   
 
44. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1 (fig 71) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
Chronology: 146 
Measures: h. 23, w. 12, lh 2. 
Robin, B¤faqÇh, Raydan 4 (1981) s. 84-87. Jamme, A: Miscellanees d,ancient arabe XVI 
(1988), S. 68-77: 9 
new reading 
 
1  RbÃm/ w-bn-hw/ ç ÿ 
2  wrm/ m£dby/ bn ÿ 
3  y/ ±wyfm/ Ãffy 
4  qny-hmy/ Ãwry 
5  hgrn/ Hkrm/ w-kw  ÿ 
6  n/ ¶n/ m¥hdn/ b-Årfn/ 
7  ¶-l-âêt/ w-£rb¥y/ w-m ÿ 
8  £tm/ b-Årf/ Bkrn/ bn/ ± ÿ 
9  mrt¥/ ¶-äm/ Qwln 
 
Translation 
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1  RbÃm and his son ç ÿ 
2  wrm, vassals of the  
3  clan ±wyfm, protectors of 
4  the cattle of them both, residents of  
5  the city Hkrm and was 
6  this protection during the year 
7  one hundred and fourty-six 
8  of the year of Bkrn son of ± ÿ 
9  mrt¥ him of clan ¶-ãm and Qwln 
Note: 
- Letters ‘d’ and ‘m’ are reversed. 
L 6: Jamme Riding, Ã/ ¶n/ m¥hnn/ b-Årfn/  
 
45. Kh-al-Kawlah 1 (fig 72) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Modern site al-Kawlah (Âayd MaÃaqr) 
Chronology C 
Measures: h.7, w.8, lh. 1-2. 
 
1  Hämr/ Z¥m[m] 
2  m¥hd/ £ln 
3  b¥l/ Qrnm 
 
Translation 
1  Hämr Z¥mm 
2  Protected by god 
3  Master of the mountain 
 
46. Kh-al-Kawlah 2 (fig 73) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Modern site al-Kawlah (Âayd MaÃaqr) 
Chronology C 
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Measures: h.10, w.8, lh, 1.5. 
 
1  (N)b¥rm/ Z¥mm 
2  mh¥ll/ ä¥b-hw 
3  Yhbär/ w-mh¥ ÿ 
4  ll/ lb-hw /w-ãm ÿ 
5  â-hw/ w-£l-hw/ ¢ ÿ 
6  â£y/ w-Hyf¥m 
 
Translation 
1  Nb¥rm Z¥mm 
2  The protector of his tribe 
3  Yhbär and the undertaker of his 
4  heart and his sun 
5  and his Gods ¢ ÿ 
6  â£y and Hyf¥m 
 
47. Kh-al-Kawlah 3 (fig 74) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Modern site al-Kawlah (Âayd MaÃaqr) 
Chronology C 
Measures: h.6, w.14, lh.1,5. 
 
1  ¢lkrb/ Z¥mm/ mh¥ll 
2  (£l)-hw/ ¢â£y/ w-Hyf¥m/ 
3  w-(m)h¥ll/ ãm(â)-hw/ (±lyt) 
 
Translation 
1  ¢lkrb Z¥mm the protector of 
2  his gods ¢â£y and Hyf¥m 
3  and protector of his ãmâ ±lyt 
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48. Kh-al-Khar¤b 1 (fig 75) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
al-Khar¤b (east Baynñn) 
Bynn 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.19, w. 54, lh. 4.  
Monogramme (µrÃn) 
 
1  [......] b [ ......](-h)mw w-bny-hmw bny µrÃn Rdmm w-¢w¥ln ¶- . . . . 
2  (b)r£w w-êwbn (byt)-hmw (Y)gr£l bn mwêrm ¥dy äqrm w-Ãüyn âqfm b-byt  
3  [hm]w Yfd£l b-rd£ ±êträrqn w-±êtr ¶-ûhryâr w-b-¶t B¥dn w-¶t Âm ÿ 
4  [ym]....... . mn°Ã [......]  
 
Translation 
1  [......] sons and their banñ µrÃn Rdmm w-¢w¥ln ¶-. . . 
2  Built and repaired their palace (Y)gr£l from fondation to top, and completed 
ceiling in his house 
3  Yfd£l by the help of the Gods ±êträrqn, ±êtr, ¶-ûhryâr, ¶t B¥dn and ¶t Âmym 
4  [. . . . . .] mn°Ã [. . . . . .]  
 
49. Kh-Sanab¤n 1 (fig 76) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Sanab¤n (Singra) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.5, w.21, lh.2. 
 
1  LÃy¥t/ bn/ Ûr¥fn/ r¥y/ Årfytn 
2  t£¶n/ ±êtr/ ¶-ånÃ/ l-wfy-hn 
 
Translation 
1  LÃy¥t son Ûr¥fn herdsman two years 
2  and gave ±êtr ¶-ånÃ for his safety 
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50. Kh-Sayyah 3 (fig 77) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Sayyah (ash-Sharif) 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h. 6, w. 6, lh. 1. 
 
1  Ybhl/ bn . . 
2  . . n/ Ãwr/ hgr ÿ 
3  n/ µmr/ w-kwn/ ¶ ÿ 
4  n/ âí<r>n/ b-wrÅn 
5  ¶-çbtn 
 
Translation 
1  Ybhl son of . . 
2   . . . inhabitant of the city 
3  µmr, and was this 
4  inscriotion in the month 
5  ¶-çbtn 
 
51. Kh-Yak¤r 1 A-B (fig 78 A - B) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Yak¤r 
Chronology: C 
Measures: 
(A): h.25, w.59, lh, 9. 
(B): h.20, w. 49, lh, 9.  
 
1  [ ......] . . (t) . . ( w-b) [ ......] 
2  [ ......¢](l)mqhw w-b-¶t Âmym [ ......][w-]b £(l)-hmw [±]êtr [ ......] 
3  [ ......] (µ)rÃ bn µ(m)r£ly By[n] [ ......] (n) w-b-ä[¥]b-hmw µ[mry] [ ......] 
 
Translation 
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1  [ ......] . . (t) . . ( w-b) [ ......] 
2  [ ......] [¢](l)mqhw and ¶t Âmym [ ......] [ ......] [w-]b their god [±]êtr [ ......] 
3  [ ......] (µ)rÃ son of µ(m)r£ly By[n] [ ......] (n) and their tribe µ[mry] [ ......] 
 
52. Kh-Yak¤r 2 (fig 79) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Yak¤r 
Chronology: C 
Measures: h.30, w. 46, lh, 11. 
 
1  (H)wf¥êt/ bn 
2  (D)wrm/ qwl/ µmr- 
3  y/ bny/ byt-hw/ Yf¥t 
 
Translation 
1  (H)wf¥êt son of 
2  (D)wrm qayl of µmr- 
3  y built his house Yf¥t 
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B : Analysis 
 
To analyze the inscriptions of this chapter we need to order the inscriptions 
chronologically, and not by alphabetical order of the name, and doing so is very 
difficult because the period in which the inscriptions were inscribed is not more 
than a century and a half, extending from the first century AD until the mid-second 
century AD, and although the presence of inscriptions dated but the mystery that 
surrounds some of the difficulty is extra, and each case has arranged the 
inscriptions is another difficulty. So, the inscriptions were ordered approximately 
according to the kings’ names and historical events and the dates of the 
inscriptions if available and the engraving evolution whenever possible.  
The inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1): it seems that 
this inscription was inscribed during the first half of the first century AD. 
The first mention of the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 
1), was in (Robin, B¤faqÇh 1981, 84-87), then (Jamme) visited the site and 
published the inscription in (Jamme: 1988, 68-77), and this is the only dated 
inscription among hundreds of inscriptions that were found in the site (Âammat 
a°-¯ab¥), the inscription mentions that (RbÃm and his son çwrm), who belong to 
(banñ ±wyfm), put theirs property under the protection of the gods and they were 
inhabitants of they city of (Hakir), and that was in the year (146) according to the 
calendar of (Bkrn bn ±mrt¥). 
In the second chapter, it was mentioned that it was an unknown calendar 
before, but the last line contains the phrase: (¶-äm Qwln), and we expect that the 
right meaning is (which put Qwln). (Qwln) is one of the big families known in the 
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inscriptions area (Hakir), for example (Kh-£Umayma 2/4; Robin Hajar Ûab¤Ã 1/2) 
means that the calendar starts at the beginning of the family (Qwln), which was 
determined by (Bkrn bn ±mrt¥), and thus we expect that the Calendar is for this 
family only. The expected beginning date of this calendar was in the 1st century 
BC., i.e. after the calendar of (MbÃ ° bn ¢bÃ°), so we started with this inscriptions 
before any one.  
From the village (Yak¤r) we have two inscriptions, the first inscription is (Kh-
Yak¤r 1 A-B). This inscription is broken into two pieces of stone; one was found 
in the wall of the old mosque and the second piece was found on the in the wall of 
a house.  
In the first line, no word can be read, in the second line, the name of the gods 
(¢lmqhw - ¶t Âmym - ±êtr) were mentioned and in the third line (µrÃ bn µmr£ly 
Byn) was clearly stated and the name of the tribe (µmry) is read with some 
difficulty.  
Despite the shortage in the inscription, the remaining part carries important 
implications. It mentions the name of Sabaic God (¢lmqhw), which indicates that 
the Sabaean influence at least reached that area and that was confirmed by the 
remaining part of the god in the third line that was ([......] (µ)rÃ bn µ(m)r£ly 
By[n]). Unfortunately the name is not complete. If we go to the inscriptions that 
were published earlier, we will find another problem, namely, the King (µmr£ly 
Byn) has no son whose name ends with the adjective (µrÃ), and his son is (Krb£l 
Wtr Yhn¥m mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn), but his grandson is (µmr¥ly µrÃ mlk áb£ w-¶-
Rydn bn Krb£l Wtr) (Robin 1991, 183). 
Obviously we will not reach a conclusion because of the shortage in the 
inscription, and all that we can confirm is that the name ([......] (µ)rÃ bn µ(m)r£ly 
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By[n]) is the name of the Sabaean king (µmr¥ly µrÃ mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn), who 
ruled almost in the middle of the first century AD,and was the father of the king 
(Yhqm), that will be mentioned later. But we cannot assure that he was the son of 
the king (µmr£ly Byn).  
The inscription also indicates that it was engraved in the period in which the 
village (Yak¤r) was belonging to the tribe (µmry), the centre of which was the city 
(Na¥°). It was known that (Yak¤r) later on became a part of the territory of the 
tribe (Mh£nfm) (CIH 46). 
Perhaps the inscription (Kh-Yak¤r 1 A-B) may not give any addition that help 
to disambiguate the ambiguities of the chronology of the kings of the first century 
AD, but in fact it can increase the ambiguity.  
The second inscription is (Kh-Yak¤r 2) that belongs to the same period of the 
inscription (Kh-Yak¤r 1A+B), and that was indicated by the name of the tribe 
(µmry) mentioned in the inscription. 
This inscription was inscribed by (Hwf¥êt bnDwrm), surnamed (qwl), on the 
occasion of building his house called (Yf¥t). 
The inscription (Kh-Hakir 1) was found with the help of citizens. The 
inscription currently is in the wall of one of the modern houses at the down side of 
the city (Hakir). It was covered with plaster, but with the help and participation of 
Office of Antiquities in the province of Dham¤r, the plaster was removed and the 
inscription was read )1( . 
                                                            
1  The inscription was detected by the consent of Mr. Ali Al-Sanabani, General Director of Antiquities, 
Dham¤r. So, we deeply thank him for his help.   
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The inscription (Kh-Hakir 1) was inscribed by (Krb YhÜbn Qwln w-¶-±rw) on 
the occasion of the establishment of a building called (ByÃn), this person was 
mentioned in the inscription (Robin-Hajar Ûab¤Ã 1) Robin Ch.-Dridi H. 2004, 113. 
which was inscribed by (¢byd¥ YrÅm bn Krb YhÜbn) with another person. This 
inscription is one of the building inscriptions. The inscription is characterized by 
mentioning the name of the king (Krb£l mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn). The presence of the 
name of the king helps us in determining the date of inscription (Kh-Hakir 1), but 
the problem is in the name of the king that was mentioned without any surname. 
There were the Sabaean king (Krb£l Wtr Yhn¥m mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn), who ruled the 
Sabaean areas in the middle of the first century AD, and the Himyaritic King 
(Krb£l ¢yf¥ mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn), who ruled the Himyaritic areas in the first half of 
the third century AD, but we expect that the Sabaean king (Krb£l Wtr Yhn¥m mlk 
áb£ w-¶-Rydn) was intended. And it is usual that the Himyaritic inscriptions do 
not mention the surnames of the Sabaean rulers.  
Inscriptions (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11) mentions one topic, 
namely, wandering in the mountain (áfí), in the month (M¶r£n) (July) years (200), 
when the sabaean king (Yhqm) attacked the area (Âmyrm), including the city 
(Hakir). It is clear that it was a strong attack. That was confirmed by an inscription 
of the king (Yhqm) found in the area (Y¤f¥), which lies about (200 km) south of 
the (Hakir) Ja 878), and another incomplete inscription from the area (¥Utmah), 
about (60 km) west of the area of (Hakir) (Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 1). 
The first Inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4) mentions that (¢b£nâ bnw 
Ûr¥fn) cruised in the mountain (áfí) when (Yhqm) attacked the land (Âmyrm) in 
the month (M¶r£) year (200). 
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The second inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 5) mentions that (¢b£nâ Ûr¥fn) 
cruised in the mountain (áfí) when (Yhqm) attacked the land (Âmyrm) in the 
month (M¶r£) year (200). 
The third inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 6) mentions that (¢b£nâ bny 
(Ûr¥f)[n]) cruised in the mountain (áfí) when he confronted the attack of (áb£) 
around the city (Hkrm), and burned the yields in the month (M¶r£) year (200). 
The fourth Inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 9) mentions that (LÃy¥t bn 
Rkk(m) w-¢b£nâ bn Ûr¥[f]) were suffered from shame on the day (Yhqm), and the 
god (ãrqn ±tr) will forgive them. 
The fifth inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 10) mentions that (Fr¥m bn 
Z(¥)lm) cruised in the mountain (áfí) when he confronted the attack of (áb£) 
around the city (Hkr(m)), and burned the yields in the month (M¶r£n). 
The sixth inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 11) mentions that (Mrêdm bny 
M¥zy (w-)Krm bn D[.] Km) cruised in the mountain (áfí) when (Yhqm) attacked 
the land (Âmyrm). 
These inscriptions are significant because they give us information about an 
interesting incident in the history of the southern Arabian. They also give 
additional information about the Sabaean king (Yhqm), known by the Inscription 
(Ja 878/4). Here, we indicate that these inscriptions do not mention the name of the 
leader of the Himyaritic tribes, which makes us expect that there was no one leader 
of Himyaritic tribes. That is why each Himyaritic tribe used to confront the troops 
of the king (Yhqm) individually. The Sabaean forces used to defeat the Himyaritic 
forces. The Sabaean rule extended to the depth of the Himyar land and went even 
further to other areas that were under the rule of Qataban Kingdom. 
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It is noted that in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4/1-2) a name 
appeared as (¢b£nâ bnw Ûr¥fn), and in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 5/1; 
8/1) it appeared as (¢b£nâ Ûr¥fn), and in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 
6/1; 7/1-2) it appeared as (¢b£nâ bny (Ûr¥f)[n]), and in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 9/2) it appeared as (¢b£nâ bn Ûr¥[f]). 
Also it was found that the inscriptions mention one incident, but they do not 
mention the details but what was good in them is that they mention the month and 
the year in which the war took place. Additionally, the inscriptions clearly 
mentioned that the attacking forces destroyed crops in the fields. We expect that 
those forces failed to break into the city (Hakir) because it was well-fortified 
against any external attack and it is located on a mountain, and was surrounded by 
a fence some of which still exist at present.  
On the other hand, the city inhabitants undoubtedly had suffered from calamity 
as a result of the damage of their crops in the fields, especially because the attack 
took place in July, i.e. in the mid of the annual growing season. It is usual to find 
in the inscriptions such behavior that has been done by the attacking forces for the 
purpose of making the areas attacked surrender and it was also usual that the 
attacking forces bury the wells. (Ja 576/12; Ja 577/15). 
The inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 7) was inscribed by (¢b£nâ bny Ûr¥fn) 
on the occasion of wandering in the mountain (áfí) in the month (Ûyd) year (200). 
It is noted here that the wandering in the mountain was not performed in a 
particular month of the year, but it was performed in different times of the year 
and the performance was not related to some specific timing.  
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The inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 8) was inscribed by (¢b£n(â) Ûr¥fn) to 
request the gods (ã(mâ)m (±)lyt) to keep his property and farms safe. The date of 
the inscription was not mentioned.  
The last inscription that mentions the name of the king (Yhqm) is (Kh-Dadaih-
Yaf¤¥a 1), but it is broken and there is no help to know the content, but the 
presence of the inscription in the village (Yaf¤¥a) indicates that the rule of the king 
(Yhqm) extended to the west of the area (Dham¤r), it is worth mentioning that the 
inscriptions of (Yaf¤¥a) were not known before, and this is the first known 
inscription from the region. The date of the inscription relates with the other 
inscriptions that mention the war done by the Sabaean king (Yhqm) against the 
Himiaritic areas. 
There are three inscriptions, which are relevant to this topic, they are in the 
area (Baynñn) inscribed on the wall of the open tunnel. There are two old tunnels; 
one is closed by rocks and the other one is still open. On the walls of the open 
tunnel there are the inscriptions mentioned. These inscriptions mention the work of 
digging tunnels in the mountain for transferring the water to the Valley (Num¤ra). 
There is one reference to two of these inscriptions in (Sabaic Dictionary) by (W W 
Mñller), (AF Beeston; MA Ghul; WW Mñller; J. Ryckmans, 1980, XX), but no 
inscription has been published.  
The first inscription (Kh-Baynñn 1) is in a very bad condition, but we can read 
some words that indicate that it was inscribed by (LÃy¥êt (bn Z¥mm)). It also 
indicates that the purpose of the inscription was for constructing two tunnels.  
The second inscription (Kh-Baynñn 2) is in a good condition and it is 
interesting. In this inscription, there is a prayer to the god (±êtr ãrqn) requesting 
him to protect the inscriptions engraved by (LÃy¥êt bn Z¥mm) on the wall of the 
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tunnel, and to destroy anyone who remove those inscriptions since that day to the 
end of these lines. 
The third inscription (Kh-Baynñn 3) is also mostly infected, and what can be 
read is that the purpose of constructing the two tunnels is to irrigate the valley 
(Nmrt), that still carries the same name.  
The three inscriptions (Kh-Baynñn 1; 2; 3) were inscribed (LÃy¥êt bn Z¥mm), 
to document the great work done by him. His work represents one of the major 
geometric works in Southern Arabia. The View of the tunnels confirms that a lot 
of money was spent for the construction. The tunnel is (150 m) long and its height 
is (18 m), and the inside height is (4 m), and the width is (3 m). such work was 
definitely done by a great person, and hopefully this will be proved.  
There is a person’s name mentioned in the inscription (Ja 644/4-5) (LÃy¥êt bn 
ámhâm¥), we expect that it is the same name (LÃy¥êt bn Z¥mm) mentioned in the 
inscriptions of the tunnel.  
The inscription (Ja 644) mentions the details of the war took place between the 
tribe (Àymn) led by (¢wâ£l Y°¥ ¶-Àymn), and the tribe (áddm) led by (LÃy¥êt bn 
ámhâm¥), and the reason of the war as mentioned in inscription is the attack 
carried out by the tribe (ãddm) at the Royal Palace (álÃn) in the capital (Mryb), 
and that was in the reign of King (Yhqm bn µmr¥ly µrÃ mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) which 
made the King (Yhqm) send his followers of the tribe (Àymn) to drive the 
attackers from (M¤rib) and after that attack on the regions of the tribe (ãddm) to 
punish them. The inscription also mentions that the followers of the tribe (Àymn) 
arrived to the city (Kwmnn) to the East of (Baynñn). 
Because the goal of engraving these inscriptions is to document the process of 
drilling two tunnels, there is no mention of the war that took place in that period. 
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We do not know whether digging the tunnels was before or after the war, but the 
logical order of events makes us expect that it started with the military campaign 
by the King (Yhqm) on the territory (Âmyrm), which extended to areas that are far 
from the Sabaean region. This is what encouraged the tribe (ãddm)- the closest 
Himyaritic tribe to the Sabaean capital- to take advantage of the absence of the 
King from the capital (M¤rib) to do a rapid attack against the royal palace (álÃn). 
Then, according to the inscription (Ja 644), the Sabaean tribe (Àymn) revenged 
and strongly swept through and over the areas of the tribe (ãddm).  
After four years of the war done by the King (Yhqm) against Himyarite lands, 
the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 3) was engraved by (¢lz£d ¶-±wyfm w-á¥(dämâ)m 
w-ãrÃb£l bny Tb¥n w-¶-<¶>¢n), and (Nwfm ¢b£r bn Qwln w-¶-±rw), when they 
visited the place of the god (m°Ãn Ytr), in the month (Qyün) (June), year (204). 
The persons mentioned in the inscription belong to the four families (¶-
¢wyfm), (banñ Tb¥n), (¶-¢n) and (Qwln ¶-¢rw). These families are known in the 
inscriptions, but the family (banñ Tb¥n) was mentioned only in this inscription. In 
the inscription (A-20-888/1), there is the name of the family (banñ Tb¥m), but the 
family is not related to the family mentioned in this inscription. 
In the third line of the inscription, the word (mqtwt) that means (assistant- 
deputy) was mentioned but the context of the inscription does not give this 
meaning.  
It is important here to mention that the font style of the inscription carries the 
characteristics of the inscriptions engraved in the beginning of the third century 
AD, especially the letters (b-w), while the rest of the letters carry the 
characteristics of the second century, especially the letter (r). 
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What concerns us in the inscription is that it was inscribed in the year (204), 
and we expect that according to the calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), equal to the year 
(89 AD). 
In the mountain (al-LissÇ) there is an inscription of three lines (Kh-Gabal al-
LissÇ 1). It was inscribed by (µrÃn Àyln w-¢lkrb w-bny À°bm ¶-Ygwr) to 
document the construction of a road linking the mountain (KÃln) and the mountain 
(¢â£y), and at the present time we do not know where the site of mount (KÃln) is, 
but mountain (¢â£y) is currently known as (al-LissÇ) where the inscription is. It is a 
volcanic mountain where there are steam baths on its peak and its sides. From 
these steam baths, hot air with a sulfur smell comes out, which is currently used 
for medication. In the inscriptions, there is a mention of the god (¢â£y) (DhM 
186/3; Kh-al-Kawlah 2/5-6; 3/2), and there is no doubt that the name of the god is 
attributed to the name of the mountain, or vice-versa.  
The family (w-bny À°bm ¶-Ygwr) participated in the process of constructing 
the road. This family is known before. The inscription contains the two verbs (¶rkn 
- æ£dn) that were first mentioned here only. the meaning of the two verbs can be 
undersood by the context of the sentence that mentions the process of constructing 
a mountain road. The intended meaning is constructing and paving the road and 
constructing stairs for going up to the top of the mountain.  
When I visited the mountain, I did not find any traces of buildings dated back 
to the pre-Islamic era. At present, there is an archaeological castle that was built in 
the Ottoman era. So, the construction of the road was to facilitate the arrival to the 
top of the mountain which is expect to have a temple especial for the (¢â£y). It is 
also expected that the big cave digged in the rock, which is located on the north 
side of the mountain, was digged in the pre-Islamic era to be used as a steam bath 
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for the purpose of medication as it is used at present. Also, it is expected that there 
is another steam bath at the top of the mountain that was used for the same 
purpose.  
It is difficult to analyze the content of the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 
12) without having to add the content of the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 
13) for many reasons including the inscriptions was inscribed in the same font, that 
can be noted in the letters (b-m-í-w). As well as their history is (242), and the 
events are related to Sabaeans and Himyarites. So we will review the content of 
each inscription, and then analyze their contents together. 
The inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12) is broken at the end of each line, 
making the text of the inscription unarranged. The inscription mentions that (banñ 
Bl¥n) did their pilgrim in the mountain (áfí), and this was was on ([..] dm ¶-
(À)ymn) on the land of the tribe (MaÇytam). This attack was in the month (Û[yd] 
w-D£w). This war was in the year (¶-MlÃm ¶-l-êny [w-]£rb¥y w-êty [m£tm]). This 
inscription is characterized that the way of inscriping the figure (w-êty) was as 
(monogram). The end of the inscription is and perhaps the figure (w-êty) was 
inscribed in the broken part.  
The first line of the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13) is broken. The 
inscription mentions the circumambulation around the mountain (áfí) when the 
war broke out between the Sabaean king and ¶ñ Rayd¤n, and this inscription was 
when (¢n(m)r) attacked the city (Hakir), in the month (Ûrbn) (October) year (242). 
There is no mention of the family (banñ Bl¥n) in the inscriptions, but the main 
objective of the inscription is to record the assault carried out by the tribe 
(ÀhaÇm¤n) on the territory of the tribe (MaÇytam), and in the other inscription 
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there is a record of the Sabaean assault against Rayd¤nit. The question is whether 
the incident is the same or they are two different incidents.  
To answer the question we need to know the relationship between the tribe 
(ÀhaÇm¤n) which lies to the east of the city (Ûna¥¤£) and its King is (¢nmr). 
Through the inscription (Ja 562/5-6) we can know that the king (¢nmrm Yhn¥m 
mlk áb£ bn Whb£l YÃz mlk áb£) shifted from the house (¶-Àymn) to the palace 
(álÃn) in (M¤rib), the capital of the Kingdom of Sheba, and this is clear evidence 
that there is a close relationship between the king and the tribe, what can be said is 
that (¢nmrm ¶-Àymn) in the inscription (Ja 564/1, 8) is the same of King (¢nmrm 
Yhn¥m mlk áb£) before taking the power in the Kingdom of Sheba, and what 
concerns us here is to emphasize that the inscriptions (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12; 
13) have a close relationship with the inscriptions (Ja 562; 564), but to emphasize 
that they mention the same incidents is difficult. The difficulty is created by a 
sentence that has been inscribed before the date of the inscription (Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 12). The sentence is (b-Å(r)fm ¶-MlÃm), which we mentioned in 
chapter II that indicates the presence of another calendar that is different from the 
calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), and there is no problem in not mentioning (Yhn¥m) after 
the name of the King (¢nmr), and that is because the inscription was inscribed by 
people belonging to the (¶-Rydn), and they do not mention the surnames of their 
enemies, although they clearly admitted that he is the king of Sheba, and it is the 
title known in the Sabaean inscriptions. This means that, like his father, he gave up 
the royal title (mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn), this is the nickname of the Sabandon kings 
who ruled before them.  
There is another proposal that may help to solve the problem, which is that the 
inscription contains two calendars; the first one indicates the person and it is (¶-
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MlÃm) and the second one refers to the years and it is equal to (242) years by the 
calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°) which was not mentioned in the inscription as in the 
other inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13). In case this hypothesis is correct, 
the inscriptions mention one incident only, in the year (242) by the calendar 
(MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), i.e. in (127 AD ). 
In this case, the reign of King (¢nmrm Yhn¥m mlk áb£ bn Whb£l YÃz mlk áb£) 
goes back to (127 AD), rather than the proposed date of his reign that is between 
(180-190 AD) (Robin 1996, 1135). This will make the order of the kings during 
this period more complicated than it is before, and it will become clear through the 
following inscriptions. 
Another note related to the names of the months in the inscription (Kh-Garf 
An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12/5) Month (Ûyd) known in the Qatabanic inscriptions (YMN 
15/5), and the month (D£w) known in the Himyarite inscriptions and Sabaean 
inscriptions (CIH 541/96 ). According to the inscription, the war mentioned took 
place during the two mentioned months. The inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 
13/5-6) mentions the month (Ûrbn), it is important to point out here that the month 
of (Ûrbn) in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13/5-6) is the month, in which 
the inscription was engraved, not the month in which the war happened. From this, 
it can be concluded that the months (Ûyd - D£w) are before the month of (Ûrbn) 
which is (October). 
The following inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 14) has a close relationship 
with the last inscriptions. This inscription was engraved by (¢nmrm bn Âfn), who 
belongs to the family (Qwln). It records the circumambulation in the mountain 
(áfí), and that was on the day when the war between the King of Sheba and ¶ñ 
Rayd¤n took place. 
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The inscription does not mention the date of the war but the reference to the 
king of Sheba and the war with the Raydanites makes us expect that the inscription 
refers to the war mentioned in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13). 
The inscriptions (Kh-£Umayma 1; Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15; 16; 17) were 
engraved in the era of the Raydanite leader (µmr¥ly Yhbr ¶-Rydn), and the most 
important of them is (Kh-£Umayma 1). 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 1) was engraved by (Bhl bn ¢bÃ°), who was 
working as a deputy or a leader with the leader (µmr¥ly Yhbr ¶-Rydn), and that 
was when he came from the city (Yhkl£), in (Qyün) (June), year ([2]47), i.e. (132 
AD). 
It is worth mentioning that the sixth line can not be read, but the text was 
completed by the appropriate context. 
The person who engraved the inscription is not known in other inscriptions. He 
engraved this inscription document his visit to the Temple of the god (Ytr), without 
mentioning the name of the god, but he mentions that he came from the city 
(Yhkl£) adding the letter (h) in the name of the city which we believe that it is 
(Ykl£) in the inscription (Ja 576/9, 10; Ja 578/20). The city is located in Al-Âada 
to the north of Dham¤r (al-Sheiba 1986, 62). This means that the leader (µmr¥ly 
Yhbr ¶-Rydn) extended his rule that city.  
The political situation in the south of Arabia in this period is extremely 
complex, because of a conflict between more than one king at that time. What 
concerns us here is to say that the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 1) is the oldest dated 
inscription mentioning the leader (µmr¥ly Yhbr ¶-Rydn) that was found so far. 
There is another inscription of the same leader (DAI Jabal al-¥Awd 3/20) dated 
(267), i.e. (152 AD), i.e. after twenty years, noticing that the name of the leader is 
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without the surname (Yhbr). There are other inscriptions mention the leader with 
title of king of Sheba and ¶ñ Rayd¤n. some of these inscriptions are (CIH 365/16-
18; Ir 6), which mention his name with the name of his son and his father (µmr¥ly 
Yhbr w-bn-hw ç£rn mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn bny Yârm YhÜdq mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn). 
At the Museum of Baynñn, there is another inscription, but it is broken (BynM 
3), of it mentions the name of the leader (µmr¥ly Yhbr ¶-Rydn). The inscription 
mentions a war with the King of Sheba, but it is difficult to understand the events 
because of the shortage in the inscription.  
The inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15), was engraved by (Âfn ¶-Mr°wt), 
in which he mentions that he cruised in the mountain (áfí) in the month (¶-Dê£n) 
(January), to be in the protection of the gods (¶-ám¥m w-ãmâ-hw ¢âm ¶-(±)bltm), 
in the army of the war .. (µmr¥ly Yhbr), and this inscription is characterized by the 
way of engraving the letters (r-f) that were engraved in a decorative form that was 
not usual before. The same thing is in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 17). 
The inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 16) was engraved by (Krb¥t bn 
Qwtmm), the gods’ circumambulation guide (±tr ¶-ám¥m w-¶t B(¥)dn). The 
inscription mentions that the gods’ circumambulation guide (±tr ¶-ám¥m w-¶t 
B(¥)dn) cruised in the mountain (áfí), in the month (Dê£) (January), when (Yhbr) 
attacked (áfrm), when they asked to help him and his army. 
The third inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 17) a part of which is broken 
was engraved by (LÃy¥t bnw [...]), on the occasion of cruising in the mountain 
(áfí), when (¶-(R)<y>dn) attacked ((á)frm). 
It is clear that the three inscriptions mention a war carried out by Raydanites 
against the tribe (áfrm) which is located in the area (al-Âadd). What is known 
about this war is that it took place in the month (Dê£) (January) and the year is not 
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known. The inscriptions do not mention any details about the war and its causes. 
Through the way of engraving the letters, especially the letter (b) in the inscription 
(Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 16), which has the characteristics of the 2nd century AD 
inscriptions, we can infer that the war took place at the end of the era of (µmr¥ly 
Yhbr). It is important here to point out that the inscription (Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 16/3) mentions the surname of the leader (Yhbr) only without 
mentioning his name, and even the broken part of the inscription (Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 17) does not suffice the name of the leader and his surname.  
 
Unusually, we find the names of the gods (¶-ám¥m w-ãmâ-hw ¢âm ¶-(±)bltm) 
in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15/3), and the gods (±tr ¶-ám¥m w-¶t 
B(¥)dn) in the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 16/1-2). 
The following inscriptions are not dated and they there are no hints that may 
help us to determine even approximate dates. This is what makes their historical 
order very difficult, but as a whole, they almost belong to the period from the 
beginning of the first century AD to the mid-second century AD. So, the analysis 
of the content of these inscriptions will be based on some topics that are common 
among them.  
The first topic is the city (ãmm): 
The city (ãmm) was mentioned in three inscriptions that were found in the site 
(Âammat a°-¯ab¥). These inscriptions are: (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 4; 22; 37), and 
the contents of the inscriptions are as follows: 
The first inscription is (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 4), that waste engraved by (±myê¥ 
bn ±yêm) who lives in (ãmm) and who is protected by the gods (ãmâm ±lyt). 
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The second inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 7) that wash engraved by (Klbm 
bn ãhyrm ¶-±myd¥), to document that he is a resident of the city (ãmm) and he is 
protected by the gods (ãmâm ±lyt). 
The third inscription is (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 10) that was engraved by (M¥dn 
(R) .. bn YfÅr) who is protected by the gods (ãmâm ±lyt). The inscription 
mentions that (M¥dn (R) .. bn YfÅr) approached the god (±tr ¶-ånÃ) to save his 
brother and to damage anyone who removes any part of this inscription.  
In these inscriptions, for the first time we know a city named (ãmm), and its 
location is still unknown until now, its location is not far away from the place 
where the inscription (Âammat a°-¯ab¥) was found. Usually in this site, we find 
many people who mention the names of the cities in which they live such as 
(Hakir). It seems that the site contains a huge number of inscriptions that are 
available around the remains of a simple temple of the gods (ãmâm ±lyt). The 
temple was a shrine that people from different areas used to came to. The 
inscriptions are close to it. Most of those inscriptions inscriptions were engraved 
by persons belonging to the city (Hakir) that is of the tribe (MaÇytam). Some of the 
persons who engraved those inscriptions belong to the city (ãmm) and some of 
them belong to the tribe (Yhbär). This means that the gods (ãmâm ±lyt) are 
common gods, not specific to a particular tribe.  
It is known that the city (Hakir) was of the tribe (MaÇytam), but the tribe of the 
people whose lived in the city (ãmm) is not known. At present, there is a vallay 
named (Shamama) in the area (Bany ÂudaÇja), about (30 km) to the north of the 
site (Âammat a°-¯ab¥). This large distance proves that the site of the city (ãmm) 
is not there. In addition, it is historically known that (Bany ÂudaÇja) is of the tribe 
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(ãddm). Also we need an archeological evidence to say that the city (ãmm) to the 
tribe (Yhbär).  
In the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 10/4, 6), it is noted that the person 
who engraved it mentioned the name of the god (±tr ¶-ånÃ), and it is known that 
this god was one of the main gods of the thr tribe (MaÇytam). Accordingly, we can 
conclude that the residents of the city (ãmm) used to worship this God, but that is 
not enough to ascribe them to the tribe (MaÇytam). 
 
We have three inscriptions found in the mountan (MaÃ¤qir), that is located 
near the village (al-Kawlah). These inscriptions, with the inscription (Kh-Âammat 
a°-¯ab¥ 16) carry new information.  
The first Inscription (Kh-al-Kawlah 1) was engraved by (Hämr Z¥m[m]) who 
is protected by the god (b¥l Qrnm). In the inscription, the first thing that draws our 
attention is that some letters are engraved in (al-Zabwr) font, but the letter (n) in 
the word (Qrnm) was engraved in a new font that was not known so far. The letter 
was considered (n) in order to be compatible with the context. What this 
inscription adds is that it mentioned the god (b¥l Qrnm). The word (Qrnm) was 
mentioned earlier as a city name in the inscription (Ir 35/7), as a valley name in 
the inscription (MAFRAY-MaÅliq 1 A+B/4), and in inscription (Ir 14/5) it was 
mentioned as a temple of the goddess (b¥lt Qrnn Âwrt). 
The second inscription (Kh-al-Kawlah 2) was engraved by ((N)b¥rm Z¥mm), 
the protector of his tribe (Yhbär), and the protector of his mind is the god (ãmâ-
hw), and the gods (¢â£y w-Hyf¥m). The name of the tribe (Yhbär) is the only one 
mentioned in the inscriptions of this site. So we conclude that the site was 
belonging to the tribe (Yhbär), and it is on the northern border of the tribe 
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(MaÇytam). What is noted in this inscription is the existence of the name of the god 
(¢â£y) and the god (Hyf¥m), so we expect that these gods are the main gods of the 
tribe (Yhbär). It is noticed that the god (Hyf¥m) was mentioned for the first time in 
the inscriptions.  
The exact site of the tribe (Yhbär) is still unknown, but through these 
inscriptions we can determine the geographical location of this tribea and that is by 
linking the areas of the worship of the gods (¢â£y w-Hyf¥m) and the areas of the 
tribe (Yhbär), i.e. the area where these gods are worshiped are the areas of the 
tribe (Yhbär), including the mountain (al-LissÇ) known as (¥rn ¢â£y) in the 
inscriptions (Ja 578/8-9). To be more exact, we can say that the areas of the tribe 
(Yhbär) were located among four tribes: the tribe (ãddm) in the north, the tribe 
(Mytmm) in the south, the tribe (Rdmn) in the east, and the tribe (Mhqr£m) in the 
West. 
In the third inscription (Kh-al-Kawlah 3) was engraved by (¢lkrb Z¥mm), the 
protector of the gods (¢â£y w-Hyf¥m), and the protector of the gods (ãm(â)-hw 
(±lyt)). 
The fourth inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 16), from the area (Âammat a°-
¯ab¥) about (10 km) in the east of (al-Kawlah) was engraved by (ãÃÜm bn Ûb(l). 
bn Yhbär), and it indicates that the people of the tribe (Yhbär) contributes in 
engraving some inscriptions in the site (Âammat a°-¯ab¥). 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 13) was engraved by (Nmrm bn YÜbr), when he 
accompanied his master (çwrm Qwln), in the season of pilgrimage to the temple 
of the god (Ytr). 
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The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 30) was engraved by a person belonging to (¶-
±rw). He was a protector of an unknown thing because of the deliberate shortage in 
the second line since the past as it seems.  
The last inscription from the site (£Umayma) is (Kh-£Umayma 45). It is an 
inscription representing the name of a person only, that is (±yêm bn Rkkm), and 
this person has another inscription that was found in the site (Âammat a°-¯ab¥). 
In this inscription, he also engraved his name and mentioned that he is protected 
by the gods (ãmâm) (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 8). 
At the site (Âammat a°-¯ab¥), (Âüyn bn BÃt) engraved two inscriptions that 
are (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 2; 3). In the first inscription, he recorded that he is 
protected by the gods (ãmâm ±lyt), and in the second inscription he recorded that 
he is the person who engraved the inscription. These inscriptions were engraved in 
the minuscule script. They are very small, especially the inscription (Kh-Âammat 
a°-¯ab¥ 3) and its size is (2 x 2.5 cm). It is the smallest inscription found in the 
area (µham¤r), and perhaps it is the smallest inscription in Southern Arabia. 
It is noted that the inscriptions of (Âammat a°-¯ab¥) do not show the date of 
engraving. But there is an exception; the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 5) that 
was engraved by (Nmrm), a person belonging to the family (bny ãrqn), mentioned 
the month (¶-Âltn) (February) in which the inscription was engraved without 
mentioning the year. The family (ãrqn) is not known earlier in the inscriptions of 
the region. 
The inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 6) mentions the name of a place in the 
area which is (Ãqln çrwm). It is difficult to determine its site at present but it is 
believed that it is close to the site (Âammat a°-¯ab¥), where the inscription was 
engraved. It is possible that this place is relevant to the site (Âqln) mentioned in 
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the inscription (CIH 308/23) and to the city (hgr Âqln) mentioned in the inscription 
(CIH 308 bis/20). But there are more than one place called (Q¤¥ al-Âaql). So we 
cannot assert that the place is the same intended in the inscription (CIH 308/23) 
(al-Sheiba 1987, 25). There is also another inscription that is (MAFRAY-al-Mi¥s¤l 
2/3) that mentions (Ãqln ¶-Ârmtm). It is clear that it has no relevance.  
In the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 9), there is the name of a temple of the 
god (±tr ¶-ånÃ). The name of the temple is (Känf), which indicates there there 
were more than one temple of this god in Hakir area.  
It is also noted that some people used to engrave their names and their 
profession, for example, the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 11), which was 
engraved by (çwrm) mentioned the name (çwrm) and his profession as a grazer.  
The three inscriptions (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 12; 13; 14) weer engraved by 
(Âfn áÃrn), an inhabitant of the city (Hakir). In the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-
¯ab¥ 12) recorded the name of the god (ãmâm b¥lt ¥rn Âêtm), and in the 
inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 13) he recorded the name of the god (¶-ám¥m 
b¥l MÃfn) and the name of the god (b¥l ±ft), and in the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-
¯ab¥ 14) he recorded the names of the gods (ãmâm ±lyt). The inscriptions (Kh-
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 12; 13) are characterized by the way of engraving the letter (Â) 
in the name (Âfn) in which it was engraved in the format ( ). The researcher made 
sure about that letter through-hole inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 14) and in the 
word (áÃrn), it was inverse.  
The inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 15) mentions that it was engraved by 
(±m£nâ bn M¥dn), protected by the goddess (ãmâm), the protector of his tribe 
(Mytmm), and lives in the city (¶-Hkrm) by the strength of the god God (¶-ám¥m). 
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The inscriptions (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 17; 18) were engraved by (Hn£m), who 
belong to the family (bny åÃkm) that is known in the inscriptions of the site 
(£UmaÇyma). In the inscription, (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 17) he stated that he is an 
inhabitant of the city (Hakir), but he engraved the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-
¯ab¥ 18) to state that he drew the ibex and the dog. Under the inscription, there is 
a drawing of an ibex and two dogs. This indicates that goal of engraving the 
inscription is boasting his ability of drawing. 
One of the important inscription is (Kh-Sayyah 3) found in a site near the 
village (Sayyah) (5 km) southwest of the old city of Dham¤r (µham¤r al-Qarn). 
The inscription is in a very poor condition as well as it is very small. It was read at 
the site and the most important thing is that it mentions the name of the city 
(Dham¤r). 
The following inscription is from the village (Sanab¤n). It was engraved by 
(LÃy¥t bn Ûr¥fn), who grazed (sheep) for two years. He prayed to the god (±êtr ¶-
ånÃ) to keep him safe and to protect him. 
The inscription was inscribed by (Ybhl bn ..), who lived in the city (µmr), in 
the month of (¶-çbtn) (April). 
Unfortunately, the inscription did not mention the year in which it was 
engraved. It also did not mention any information about the name of the tribe or 
the gods or anything that could have given some additional information about 
Dham¤r city that is known only by the Sabaean inscriptions (Ja 576/14, 15.16; 
577/2; 631/29). 
The inscription (Kh-al-Khar¤b 1), that is located on a wall of one of the old 
houses in the village (al-Khar¤b), is broken from the beginning side. That is why 
the persons who engraved it could not be known. The remain part of the 
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inscription mentions that the persons who engraved it belong to the families (bny 
µrÃn Rdmm w-¢w¥ln ¶ ....). the inscription was engraved to record the construction 
work they did in their home ((Y)gr£l) andy the other works they did in their home 
(Yfd£l) with the help of the gods (±êträrqn w-±êtr ¶-ûhryâr w-b-¶t B¥dn w-¶t 
Âm[ym]). At the end of the lines there is a (monogram) of the word (µrÃn). 
There is no doubt that the inscription was removed from the city (Baynñn), and 
the buildings that were constructed are parts of the ruins of the old city. 
The family (µrÃn Rdmm w-¢w¥ln) is not known before, but the name of the 
house (Ygr£l) is known in the Qatabanic inscription (Pi. ÂuÜn al-Wusr/2). The 
persons who engraved the inscription are from the Qatabanite family (µrÃn)that 
was known in many inscriptions. The question is whether this was by chance or 
there is a relevance among the names.  
In fact it is difficult to say that there is a relationship between the name of the 
family and the name of the house in the inscription (Kh-al-Khar¤b 1) and in the 
inscription (Pi. ÂuÜn al-Wusr/2), especially because the language of the inscription 
is Raydanite and because the names of the gods including the god (±êtr ¶-ûhryâr) 
is the god of the Raydanite tribe (ãddm). 
The last inscription is from the area (Kh-Garf Isbeel), and in this region there 
is a huge number of inscriptions but most of them are not readable because their 
poor condition.  
The inscription (Kh-Garf Isbeel 1) was engraved by (Rd¥m ±blm), one of the 
family (bny M¥rän), and there is nothing else in the inscription. 
In the inscriptions of this historical period, there is multiplicity of gods that 
have had specific locations where some practices of religious rituals were done but 
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the ritual practices are still unkown. It is clear that there is strong relevance 
between the political power and religious influence, and that can be recognized by 
the inscription (Kh-Yak¤r 1 a/2 ;) which mentions the name of the Sabaean god 
(¢lmqhw) with the name of one of the Sabaean rulers who extended their rule to 
the northern region (Q¤¥ Jahr¤n). through the inscription (DhM 298/8) and other 
inscriptions in in the Museum of (Dham¤r) that were found near the village (al-
£AÃâ¤£) (8 km) south (Yak¤r), we can know that the god (¢lmqh) was one of the 
gods mentioned in the inscriptions engraved by persons belonging to the Himyarite 
tribe (Mh£nfm) in about the sixth seventh century BC. This indicates that the 
Sabaean political power and religious influence are ancient, but the religious 
influence did not exceed the northern border of the region (Q¤¥ Jahr¤n). 
One of the gods that were mentioned more in the inscriptions is the god (±tr), 
especially in the area of (Hakir), for example, (±tr ¶-ám¥m) (Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 16/1) and (±tr ¶-ånÃ) (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 9/3-4; 10/4, 6; 18/3). The 
inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 9/3-4) is characterized by mentioning the name 
of the temple (b¥l Känf). In the inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 9/4), the name 
of the god appeared as (ãrqn ±tr), and in one inscription, it appeared as (±êtr ¶-
ånÃ) (Kh-Sanab¤n 1/2) therefore, we consider the date of this Inscription later 
than the rest of the Inscriptions. There are inscriptions that do not mention the 
name of the god; they only mentioned the epithet of the god, especially the god (¶-
ám¥m) (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15/3; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 15/3-4). One of His 
temples was mentioned in the inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 13/2) (¶-ám¥m b¥l 
MÃfn). 
In other areas, the name of the god (±êtr) appears as in the inscription (Kh-al-
Khar¤b 1/3) (±êträrqn - ±êtr ¶-ûhryâr). It appears as (±êtr ãrqn) in the inscription 
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(Kh-Baynñn 2/1), and in the same Inscription it also appears as (±êtr-<h> mw 
ãrqn) (Kh-Baynñn 2/5-6) and this format of engraving the name was seen only in 
this inscription. 
In the inscription (Kh-Yak¤r 1 b/1), there is only the name of the god (±êtr), 
and because ethe inscription is broken, the nickname of the god does not appear. It 
is possible that the intended god is (±êtr ¶-Gwftm), the main god in the area 
(Yak¤r). 
The goddess (ãmâm) possessed a great status in that historical period as She 
was mentioned in many inscriptions, in addition to the names of the temples that 
we know for the first time, such as (ãmâm b¥lt ¥rn Âêtm) in the inscription (Kh-
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 12/2), as well as (ãmâ-hw ¢âm ¶-±bltm) in the inscription (Kh-
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15/3). 
Most of the inscriptions that mentioned the names of gods, mentioned the gods 
(ãmâm ±lyt) (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 8/2; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 2/2; 4/2; 7/4-5; 9 
/ 2; 10/2; 14/2). 
From the private gods, we find the names of the two gods (¢â£y w-Hyf¥m) (Kh-
al-Kawlah 2/5-6; Kh-al-Kawlah 3/2), who are two gods of the tribe (Yhbär) as we 
think.  
The god (Ytr) remains in his status in the inscriptions (Kh-£Umayma 3/6; 
13/4). It was mentioned earlier that the place of this god was visited for annual 
pilgrimage in the month (Qyün) (June). Such ritual practices continued 
approximately till the 3rd century AD.  
Regarding the gods (b¥l ±ft) and (b¥l Qrnm), teher is no information in hand 
that refers to them. Only we could know the god (b¥l ±ft) through the inscription 
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(Kh-Âammat a °-¯ab¥ 13/3) and the god (b¥l Qrnm) through the inscription (Kh-
al-Kawlah 1/2-3). 
The last gods are (¶t B¥dn) in the inscriptions (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya; 16/1-
2; Kh-al-Khar¤b 1/3), and the god (¶t Âmym) in the inscriptions (Kh-al-Khar¤b 
1/3; Kh-Yak¤r 1a/2). These gods were worshiped in different regions of South of 
the Arabian Peninsula. 
In the inscriptions of this historical period, we could know a number of cities 
and places that were inhabited by people. The city (Hkrm) ranked first in terms of 
the number of inscriptions that mention it (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 6/4; 10/3; 13 / 
5; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 14/1; 17/2; 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1/5; 15/3 ;). The city 
(Hakir) is the main city of the tribe (MaÇytam). 
The second city in terms of the number of Inscriptions that mention it is 
(ãmm) (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 4/1; 7/4; 10/3), and its location is unknown, as we 
mentioned before. 
There is only one inscription that mentions the name of the city (µmr) (Kh-
Sayyah 3/3). This city is mentioned for the first time in the Raydanite inscriptions. 
This city is still existent till now. Some think that it is located in the current city of 
(Dham¤r), but we think that the old city is currently known as (Dham¤r al-Qarn) 
(Noman 2005, 134). 
The City (Yhkl£) was mentioned in the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 1/4). In the 
Sabaean inscriptions, the city is known as (Ykl£), and it is currently known as (an-
Nakhla al-Âamr¤£). 
There are two places that possibly were cities; they are (Ãqln çrwm) (Kh-
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 6/4-5), and (Gt(n)tn) (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 6/5) . 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
From middle second to end third Century AD. 
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A : Inscriptions 
 
1. Kh-Afq 1 (fig 80) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Afq 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h. 19.5, w. 55.5. lh. 4. 
  
1  ....... . . . (rb)....... . .[br£/ w-](hq)- 
2  äbn/ w-qyÃn/ kl/ f¥l/ ¶n/ m£gln/ w- 
3  m£glm/ b-Ktfn/ w-m£glm/ b-tÃt/ byt- 
4  n/ ¶-(¢)qäí/ [Ktf](n)/ Â°ft/ b-rd£/ £l-hw 
5  [......] 
 
Translation  
1  ...... 
2  Constructed  and completed all the construction of this tank and 
3  tank in Ktfn and another tank under the palace 
4  ¶-(¢)qäí [Ktf](n) Â°ft With the help of God 
 
2. Kh-£Umayma 4 (fig 81) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: 305 
Measures: h.15, w 18, lh . 2. 
 
1  £âír/ Mrêdm/ b[n] 
2  Rym/ mqtwy/ ãrÃb£l 
3  bn/ ámhâm¥/ w-Qwln 
4  b-ywm/ ¥dy/ mÃrm/ m°Ãn/ Y ÿ 
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5  tr/ b-¶-l-Åmst/ w-êlê/ m£t[m] 
 
Translation 
1  Inscription of Mrêdm son of 
2  Rym deputy of ãrÃb£l 
3  son of ámhâm¥ and Qwln 
4  when he visited the Sanctuary of the deity Y ÿ 
5  tr in the year three hundred and five  
 
3. Kh-£Umayma 5 (fig 82) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: 327 
Measures: h.12, w.23, lh. l 2.  
 
1  âír/ LÃy¥êt/ ±zzm/ L ÿ 
2  wz/ bn/ Dhnm/ ¶-Yhr/ mqtw ÿ 
3  y/ w-¥qb/ mr£-hw/ ãmr/ YhÃ ÿ 
4  md/ mlk/ áb£/ w-¶-Rydn/ w-m°Ãn/ Ytr/ f-l-yämn 
5  w-ÜÃ/ ¥bd-hw/ LÃy¥êt/ w-l-yrtêdn/ grybt/ £lwd-hw/ £ ÿ 
6  Ãrrm/ w-£dym/ [w-âír]/ ¶n/ £âírn/ b-ywm/ kwn/ b-Ãgt/ Ytr/ b-w ÿ 
7  rÅn/ Qyü/ qdmn/ ¶-l-âb¥t/ w-¥äry/ w-êlê/ m£tm 
 
Translation 
1  Inscription of LÃy¥êt ±zzm L ÿ 
2  wz son of Dhnm ¶-Yhr deputy 
3  and viceroy his lord ãmr YhÃ ÿ 
4  md king of áb£ and ¶-Rydn; and may the deity Ytr protect 
5  and save his servant LÃy¥êt and may He take under His protection the life of 
his sons 
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6  free men and vassals. And he work this inscription in day of the hajj Ytr in 
the beginning 
7  of the month in the year three hundred and twenty-seven 
 
4. Kh-£Umayma 6 (fig 83) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: 330 
Measures: h.8, w.38, lh. 1,5. 
 
1  £âír/ ãrÃb£l/ bn/ åÃykm/ w-¢lwhb/ w-Âm 
2  mqtwyy/ ãmr/ mlk/ áb£/ w-¶-Rydn/ [b-ywm/ ¥d] 
3  yy/ b-Ãrm/ m°Ãn/ Ytr/ b-Ãrm/ Åryf/ ¶-l ÿ 
4  êlêy/ w-êlê/ m£tm/ w-rêdy/ grybt-hmy/ mn°Ã ÿ 
5  n/ Ytr/ w-grybt/ £lwd-hmy 
 
Translation 
1  Inscription of ãrÃb£l son of åÃykm and ¢lwhb and Âm 
2  deputies of ãmr king of áb£ w-¶-Rydn in when they both visited  
3  the sanctuary of the deity Ytr in pilgrim in a sacral year  
4  three hundred and thirty, and put their bodies in the protection of the deity 
5  Ytr and the persons of their children  
 
5. Kh-£Umayma 7 (fig 84) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.25, w. 23. lh. 3. 
 
1  âír/ ¢ydm/ bn/ ûr ÿ 
2  bm/ w-Ltyrm/ mq ÿ 
3  twy/ Yârm/ Yhn¥m/ w-b ÿ 
4  n-hw/ ãmr/ Yhr¥ä 
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5  mlky/ áb£/ w-¶-Ryd ÿ 
6  n/ (w-)rêd/ m°Ã(n)/ (Y)tr  
7  [......] (w-)âír/ (¶n/) £âír(n)/ b-Å ÿ 
8  [rfn/ ............ . . ] 
 
Translation 
1  writing of ¢ydm son of ûr- 
2  bm and Ltyrm deputy of 
3  Yârm Yhn¥m and his son 
4  ãmr Yhr¥ä 
5  kings of áb£ w-¶-Ryd 
6  n and put under the protection to the deity (Y)tr  
7  [......] and the wrote this Inscription in the year  
8  [rfn ............ . . ] 
 
6. Kh-£Umayma 8 (fig 85) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.12, w. 8, lh. 1. 
 
1  l-ykrbn/ m°Ã ÿ 
2  n/ Ytr/ ¥bd-hw 
3  Âlqh/ bn/ ¢bk ÿ 
4  rb/ w-ãrym/ Bkl ÿ 
5  m/ Ytr/ mqtwy/ ãmr 
6  Yhr¥ä/ ¶-Rydn/ b ÿ 
7  n/ Yârm/ Yhn¥m 
8  b-ywm/ ¥dy/ mÃr ÿ 
9  mn/ l-wfy/ grb- 
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10  hw/ w-wfy/ £lwd-hw 
 
Translation 
1  May the deity 
2  Ytr protect his servant 
3  Âlqh son of ¢bk ÿ 
4  rb w-ãrym Bkl ÿ 
5  m Ytr deputy of ãmr 
6  Yhr¥ä ¶-Rydn son of 
7  Yârm Yhn¥m 
8 when he visited the sanctuary 
9  to save his body  
10  and his sons 
 
7. Kh-£Umayma 9 (fig 86) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.21, w. 16, lh. 3. 
 
1  âír/ ¢byd¥/ ¶-G ÿ 
2  £nn/ mqtwy/ ãm ÿ 
3  r/ Yhr¥ä/ bn/ Y ÿ 
4  ârm/ Yhn¥m/ ml ÿ 
5  ky/ áb£/ w-¶-Rydn 
 
Translation 
1  Inscription of ¢byd¥ ¶-G ÿ 
2  £nn deputy of ãm ÿ 
3  r Yhr¥ä son of Y ÿ 
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4  ârm Yhn¥m Kings of 
5  áb£ and ¶-Rydn 
 
8. Kh-£Umayma 10 (fig 87) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.8, w. 17, lh. 2. 
 
1  ãrÃb£l/ bn/ Tn ÿ 
2  æm/ w-¢ærtn/ w-ãh ÿ 
3  zn/ nÃyl/ m(h)¥tn/ b ÿ 
4  ywm/ ¥dy/ mÃrm/ m°Ãn/ Ytr 
 
Translation 
1  ãrÃb£l son of Tn ÿ 
2  æm and ¢ærtn and ãh ÿ 
3  zn officials of the watering in 
4  the day they visited sanctuary of the deity Ytr 
 
9. Kh-£Umayma 11 (fig 88) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: D 
 Measures: h.10, w. 19, lh. 2. 
Monogramme :  
 
1  l-yrtêdn/ m°Ãn/ Ytr/ ã ÿ 
2  f¥êt/ ¢lär/ bn/ ¢yârm 
3  l-yÅmrn-hw/ r°w/ lb-hw/ b-£mr ÿ 
4  £-hw/ £b¥l/ Rydn/ w-ärÃ/ w-äwf 
5  t/ (y)d-hw/ w-lân-hw/ b-Ãrymm 
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6  Y(t)r/ w-l-ymt¥n-hw/ bn/ í¥ / w-äm ÿ 
7  t/ [......] m 
 
Translation 
1  To may the deity Ytr protect ã ÿ 
2  f¥êt ¢lär son of ¢yârm 
3  and may he grant him the satisfaction of his heart, by his lords 
4  owners of Rydn, and preserve and protect  
5  his hand and tongue, in the inviolability of 
6  Y(t)r and to may he protect him from damage  
7  t [......] m 
 
10. Kh-£Umayma 16 (fig 89) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h. 10, w. 26, lh. 3. 
 
1  £âír/ álmh/ ¶-åÃyk ÿ 
2  m/ w-Bhl/ ¶-Ârymm/ mqt ÿ 
3  wyy/ Rf£/ YhÜbn/ Qwln 
 
Translation 
1  Inscription of álmh ¶-åÃyk ÿ 
2  m and Bhl ¶-Ârymm deputies of 
3  Rf£ YhÜbn Qwln 
 
11. Kh-£Umayma 17 (fig 90) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: D 
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Measures: h.10, w. 23, lh. 1. 
 
1  âír/ ¢Ãææ/ ¢ÃÜn/ b ÿ 
2  n/ ålybm/ wz¥/ ä¥bn 
3  Mytmm/ w-âír/ ¶n/ £ ÿ 
4  âírn/ b-ywm/ ¥dy/ b-Ã ÿ 
5  rm/ m°Ãn/ Ytr/ w-m°Ã ÿ 
6  n/ Ytr/ l-yÅmrn-hw/ r ÿ 
7  üw/ w-Ã°w/ b-£mr£-hw/ £b ÿ 
8  ¥l/ Rydn/ w-l-yhtlfn/ än£-hw 
 
Translation 
1  Inscription of ¢Ãææ ¢ÃÜn son of 
2  ålybm, Leader of the tribe 
3  Mytmm and wrote this  
4  Inscription, in day he visited the  
5  Sanctuary of the deity Ytr and deity 
6  Ytr to give him  
7  Satisfaction and prestige his by lords  
8  sovereign of Rydn and may the destroy his enemy 
 
12. Kh-£Umayma 18 (fig 91) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.17, w. 16, lh. 3. 
 
1  âír/ Mrêdn/ ¢ ÿ 
2  ÜÃÃ/ bn/ ãn ÿ 
3  yfm/ w-hrêd/ Ytr/ b ÿ 
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4  ny-hw/ ãrÃt/ w-L ÿ 
5  Ãy¥t 
 
Translation 
1  writing of Mrêdn ¢ ÿ 
2  ÜÃÃ son of ãn ÿ 
3  yfm and he made entrust to Ytr his 
4  sons ãrÃt and L- 
5  Ãy¥t 
 
13. Kh-£Umayma 19 (fig 92) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Dukm £Umayma (Northeast Hakir) 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.9, w. 17, lh.2,5. 
 
1  l-ykrbn/ m°Ãn/ Yt ÿ 
2  r/ ¥bd-hw/ á¥dämâm/ ¶- 
3  Âürm 
 
Translation 
1  May the deity Yt ÿ 
2  r bless his servant á¥dämâm ¶- 
3  Âürm 
 
14. Kh-Baynñn 4 = Gl 1537 (fig 93  A - B - C - D - E) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Num¤ra (south Baynñn )  
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.60, w. 255, lh. about 5.5. 
Two monograms: Ä°¥m and ? . 
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1  Ä°¥m/ mqtwy/ Yârm/ w-£Åwt-hw/ Hwfÿ 
2  £l/ w-¢Ãmâ/ w-ãr(Ã)b£l/ w-ãf¥t/ hqnyw/ l-mr£-hmÿ 
3  w/ ±êtr-ãrqn/ ¶tn/ mwqntn/ l-â¥(d)-hmw/ r°w/ mr£y-hÿ 
4  mw/ Yârm/ Yhn¥m/ w-bn-hw/ ãmr/ Yhr¥ä/ mlky/ áb£/ w-¶-Rÿ 
5  ydn/ w-l-wfy-hmw/ w-l-wfy/ byt-hmw/ w-l-w(f)y/ £dm-hmw/ w-qnÿ 
6  y-hmw/ gddm/ w-qínm/ w-mäym-hmw/ w-¥æbt-hmw/ w-l-â¥d-hmÿ 
7  w/ b-brwg-hmw/ w-ÃÜwr-hmw/ êmr/ âqym/ w-£(kl)m/ w-l-nqm/ w-/  
8  htlfn/ kl/ än£-hmw 
 
Translation 
1  Ä°¥m lieutenant of Yârm, and his brothers Hwfÿ 
2  £l, and ¢Ãmâ, and ãr(Ã)b£l, and ãf¥t, dedicated to their lord 
3  ±êtr-ãrqn, this stela to grant them the satisfaction of their lords 
4  Yârm Yhn¥m and his son ãmr Yhr¥ä, kings áb£ w-¶-Rÿ 
5  ydn, for his safety and the safety of their house, and the safety of their 
servants and their properties. 
6  new and old, and their fields, and thier property, and grant them  
7  by their zodiac, and their cultivated land, the deposit of vegetables, harvest 
and crops, and crush and  
8 destroy all their enemies 
 
15. Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 2 (fig 94) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Yf¥tm 
Yaf¤¥a 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.45, w.36, lh.7.  
 
1  [......] âbíw/ w-nql/ w-gy(r) [......] 
2  [......£l-hm]w/ Âbr/ b¥l/ Ryæ/ [......] 
3  [......] [Y]f¥tm/ w-byt-hw/ (¶-) [......] 
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4  [......]¥wd/ b¥lt/ D£b/ w-t [......] 
5  [......w-b-wä](¥)n/ £b¥l/ hgrn/ Yf¥t [......] 
 
Translation 
1  [...] digging they quarried stones and plastered [......] 
2  their god Âbr master of Ryæ[......] 
3  [...] [Y]f¥tm and his house (¶-)[......] 
4  [...]¥wd mistress of D£b w-t[...] 
5  by help for the masters of the city Yf¥t[......] 
 
16. Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 3 (fig 95) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Yaf¤¥a 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.19, w. 55, lh. 5.  
 
1  [. . . ]w/ LÃy¥êt/ w-bny-hw   
2  [ . . .]n/ Bhl/ w-b-mqm/ ¥n. .  
3  [......] 
 
Translation 
1  [. . . ] w LÃy¥êt and his sons   
2  [ . . .]n Bhl by the power of ¥n. .  
3  [......] 
 
17. Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 4 (fig 96) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Yaf¤¥a 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.28, w. 74. Lh, 28. 
Monogramme (Ã ä) ? 
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1  MhbyÃ/ ¢zkn 
 
18. Kh-¯¤f 1 (fig 97) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
¯fw 
¯¤f 
Chronology: 392 him 
Measures: h.23, w. 1.30, lh. 7. 
 
1  [±]bd¥m/ ¢äw¥/ [bn/] (M¶rÃm)/ w-çfyn/ w-Mlykm/ w-çwbyn/ ¶-±md/ £b¥l/ 
bytn/ ãb¥n/ £qwl/ ä¥bynhn/ Mh£nfm/ w-ûh[rm . . . . . . m£gl-hmw] 
2  Hrn/ ¶-b-wâí/ mwínn/ ¶-ëmm/ ¶-b-hgrn/ ¯fw/ w-wrd-hw/ w-nql/ üwrn/ ¥är/ 
£mm/ Üdqm/ l-fâ£/ £rb¥t¥är/ bÃ[wrm ......] 
3  hw/ w-nkl-hw/ w-hwêr-hw/ w-hnklw/ w-hn°¥n/ hwt/ m£gln/ Hrn/ l-mâqtm/ l-
hgrn/ ¯fw/ k-£l/ kæ£w/ [......] 
4  w-£ly-hmw/ ±êtr/ ¶-Gwftm/ b¥l/ mÃrmn/ ±lm/ w-Bär/ b¥l/ mÃrmn/ ãbmm/ w-
£ämâ-hmw/ w-mn°[Ãt £byt-hmw/ b¥l/ ãb¥n/ w-b-r] ÿ 
5  d£/ w-mqm/ mr£y-hmw/ Yârm/ Yhn¥m/ w-bn-hw/ ãmr/ Yhr¥ä/ mlky/ áb£/ 
w-¶-Rydn/ w-b-rd£/ w-£Åy[l/ ä¥bynhn/ Mh£nfm/ w-ûhrm/......] 
6  ¥md/ w-b-wrÅn/ ¶-çbtn/ ¶-b-Åryfn/ ¶-l-êny/ w-tâ¥y/ w-êlê/ m£tm/ bn/ Åryf/ 
MbÃ°/ bn/ ¢bÃ°  
 
Translation 
1  [±]bd¥m ¢äw¥ son (M¶rÃm) and çfyn Mlykm and çwbyn ¶-±md lords of the 
palace ãb¥n, Leaders of the two tribes Mh£nfm and ûh- 
2  [rm/ br£w/ w-hqäb/ w-hqwÃ/ w-hwêrn/ m£gl-hmw/] Hrn, a downtown area 
¶-ëmm, in ¯fw city, and reinforced and plucked the rock, full ten cubits, 
bringing the fourteen-storey 
3  and do it, Kan, and completed the drilling of the Water Tank Hran, he 
added, to irrigate the city  
4  by power ±êträrqn, and gods with ±êtr ¶-Gwftm the owner of the temple ±lm, 
and Bär the owner of the temple ãbmm, and their sun and mn°[Ã] 
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5  with the help and the denominator, Yârm Yhn¥m and his son ãmr Yhr¥ä, 
Regal Saba and Dhi Raydan, and with the help and the strength of the two 
tribes Mhonf emerged  
6  intentionally, in the month of April, corresponding to ninety-two years and 
three hundred, from a calendar MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ° 
 
19. Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18 (fig 98) 
Mñller 2010, 13. 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 
Chronology: 308 
Measures: h.32, w.46, lh. 3. 
 
1  Âyzn/ bn  
2  M¥dn 
3  âír/ Âyzn/ M¥dn/ b-ywm  
4  âb£/ w-Átzyn/ b-(¥)m/ ¶-b ÿ 
5  n/ ä¥bn/ Mytmm/ ¥dy/ £r°/ Â°rm ÿ 
6  wt/ w-ârn/ ¶-Âgr/ w-£tyw/ âwn-hw/ b-w ÿ 
7 fym/ w-£Ãllm/ w-âbym/ w-hwbltm 
8  ¶-[¥]âm/ b-rd£/ ±êtr/ ¶-ånÃ/ w-(¶-á)m¥m/ w-£äm ÿ 
9  [â-hmw/ w-£l]£lt-hmw/ w-b-wrÅn/ Qyü/ qdmn/ ¶- 
10  [b-Årfn]/ ¶-l-êmnt/ w-êlê/ m£tm 
 
Translation 
1  Âyzn son  
2  M¥dn 
3  Inscription of Âyzn M¥dn when  
4  he undertook the military campaign and 
5  Tribe Mytmm in the land of Â°rm ÿ 
6  wt and the valley ¶-Âgr and they returned with 
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7  Safety and spoils and captivity and cattle 
8  in abundance with the help of ±êtr ¶-ånÃ and (¶-á)m¥m and their Shams 
9  and all gods in at the beginning of the month Qyü  
10  in the years, three hundred eight 
 
Mñller riading: 
L 1: Âytn 
L 3: Âytn 
L 4: ¶-bn 
L 8: ¶-¥ânm 
 
20. Kh-al-Harñj 1 (fig 99) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
al-Harñj 
Chronology: 274 
Measures: h.9, w. 9, lh. 1.5-2. 
 
1  Nmrn/ bn/ Hn ÿ 
2  °/ Y(h)fqyn/ w-âír 
3  ¶n/ £âírn/ b-wrÅ ÿ 
4  n/ ¶-Ärfn/ ¶-l-£rb¥ 
5  [w-]âb¥y/ w-êty/ m£tn 
 
Translation 
1  Nmrn son of Hn° 
2  Y(h)fqyn and he wrote 
3  this inscription in the month 
4  ¶-Ärfn in the year Seventy-four  
5  and two hundred 
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21. Kh-Âaddah 1 (fig 100) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âaddah (South M¤rÇya)  
Chronology: D 
 
1  [ ......](ê)b/ w-£lwd-hmw/ Klbm/ w-LÃy¥êt/ bnw/ ±rml/ qíw/ w-br£/ w-
(b)[ny/......] 
2  [......m](Ã)fd-hmw/ Ûn¥n/ ¶-b¥ly/ ¶n/ krfn/ br£w/ w-hqÃ/ w-Ãüy/ kl/ £wâ[......]  
3  [......b-rd£] /£lt-hmw/ ±êtr/ ¶-Yf¥/ w-¢â£y/ w-¢ämâ-hmw/ w-m°Ã-hmw/ w-¶t/ 
Âm(y)[m ...] 
4  [......mr£-h]mw/ Yhämr/ bn/ L¥zm/ ¶-ånÃ/ w-£qwl-hmw/ bny/ çwlmn/ w-
ä¥b-hm[w/......] 
5                                         Rywn/                            Wd£b /      
 
Translation 
1  [......](ê)b and their children Klbm and LÃy¥êt banñ of ±rml they dug and 
built and [ ......] 
2  their tower Ûn¥n which is on the top of this basin, they built and completed 
and fulfilled all the £wâ...... 
3  with the help of the Gods ±êtr ¶-Yf¥ and ¢â£y and their shams, and their w-
m°Ã-hmw w-¶t Âm(y)[m deity.  
4  their lord Yhämr son of L¥zm ¶-ånÃ and their leaders the banñ çwlmn and 
thier tribe [......] 
5                                         Rywn                            Wd£b  
 
Notes: 
- Letteres ‘k’ and ‘ü’ are reversed.   
- bnw ±rml 
- qíw see BynM 423/2. 
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- ±êtr ¶-Yf¥ new god. see DhM 186/3. 
- The name of God, ¢â£y is evidence that the inscription comes from the east of 
the city of Dham¤r.. 
- Yhämr bn L¥zm ¶-ånÃ new lord.  
- see banñ L¥zm in DhM 209/2. 
- bny çwlmn see ThuM 182/1. 
- Rywn see BynM 423/3. 
 
22. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 20 (fig 101) 
Sabaic, Raydanite 
Âammat a°-¯ab¥  
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.20, w.14, lh. 4. 
 
1  Äwln/ ¥bd 
2  bny/ ¢¥læm 
3  m¥hd/ ãmâm 
4  w-l-ytln-h/ ¶-Âk ÿ 
5  m/ w-âír-h/ b-Å- 
6  rfn/ ¶- 
 
Translation 
1  Äwln vassal 
2  bany ¢¥læm 
3  protected by ãmâm 
4  follow his ¶-Âk ÿ 
5  m writing in the 
6  month ¶- 
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23. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 21 (fig 102) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Âammat a°-¯ab¥  
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.7, w.15. lh. 2.5. 
 
1  Ä(¶)fm/ ¥bd/ ¶-±m- 
2  lm/ t£¶n/ ±êtr 
3  ãrqn/ w-±ê(t)r 
4  ¶-ånÃ 
 
Translation 
1  Ä(¶)fm vassal ¶-±m ÿ 
2  lm obeyed ±êtr 
3  ãrqn and ±ê(t)r 
4  ¶-ånÃ 
 
24. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 22 (fig 103) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Âammat a°-¯ab¥  
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.7, w.14. lh. 3. 
 
1  ±bdm/ m£db 
2  bny/ M¥dn/ r¥y/ °£n-hmw 
 
Translation 
1  ±bdm vassal 
2  family M¥dn herdsman his sheep 
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25. Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 23 (fig 104) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Âammat a°-¯ab¥  
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.14, w.10. lh. 2. 
 
1  ±bdm 
2  hwkb/ Åmâ 
3  m£t/ w-£l ÿ 
4  kwn/ b-hw/ k ÿ 
5  (g)m¥/ fÃlt 
6  d£(w)rb 
 
Translation 
1  ±bdm 
2  gain five 
3  hundred and 
4  who had 
5  and gathered his stallions 
6  d£(w)rb 
 
26. Kh-al-Kawlah 4 (fig 105) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
al-Kawlah (Âayd MaÃaqr) 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.10, w. 25, lh. 2.5.  
 
1  Hwf£l/ ±mlm/ âír/ b-ym/ zml/ ¶n-¥rn 
2  b-¥m/ qny-hw/ w-krbn-hw/ ±êt/ b-är ÿ 
3  q/ w-qny-hw/ ¶-yhwkbn/ w-(b)-krbn 
4  £d/ ænnt/ hmw/ Yfq/ w-£r°-hmw 
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Translation 
1  Hwf£l ±mlm writing when he left this mountain 
2  with his cattle and blessed him ±êt at dawn 
3  and his cattle which is a gift and it blessing 
4  to the direction Yfq and their lands 
  
27. Kh-Nñna 1 (A) = Gl 1593,1594,1595,1596 (fig 106) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Sadd al-Kh¤nñq (west Nñna ) 
Chronology: 389 
Measures: h.82, w 115, lh 5.  
 
1  ±b(d)(¥)m/ ¢äw¥/ bnw/ M¶rÃm/ w-çfyn/ w-Mlykm 
2  . . . w-µrÃ/ ¶-±êy/ w-çwbyn/ ¶-±myd/ w-±âymm/ ¶-Räm 
3  . . rn/ m¥hr/ (n)qd/ (£)b¥l/ bytn/ ãb¥n/ £räw/ ±lm/ £ ÿ 
4  (qwl)/ (ä)¥bn/ Mh£nfm/ w-ûhrm/ br£w/ w-hqäb/ w-qwÃ/ w-h ÿ 
5  [. . . ] (w-hn)bí/ w-hw(êr)/ w-Ãrr/ w-h(ê)[b]/ w-Ãüyn/ m£gl-hmw/ (¶) ÿ 
6  Yh(gb)/ ¶-b-¥lw/ ârn/ (¶)-ãÜrm/ w-ärÃ(tm)/ w-Ãywm/ l-hwt/ ârn/ 
7  ¶-ãÜrm/ l-£wnm/ w-tbqltm/ ¶-bqlw/ b-tÃt-hw/ w-qyüm/ ¶-Ü ÿ 
8  . . . nk(l)/ ¶-tÃt-hw/ b-rd£/ w-m(qm)/ mr£-hmw/ ±êträrqn/ w-£[ly] ÿ 
9  (h)w/ ±êtr/ ¶-Gwftm/ b¥l/ ±lm/ w-Bär/ w-£ämâ-hmw/ b¥lt/ 3rym/ w-M£m ÿ 
10  rm/ w-mn°Ãt/ £byt-hmw/ b¥l/ ãb¥n/ w-b-mqm/ mr£-hmw/ Yârm/ Y ÿ 
11  hn¥m/ w-bn-hw/ ãmr/ Yhr¥ä/ mlky/ áb£/ w-¶-Rydn/ w-b-rd£/ w-£Å ÿ 
12  yl/ ä¥by-hmw/ M<h>£nfm/ w-ûhrm/ w-hklw-hw/ w-hqäb/ qbl/ w-mh(y) ÿ 
13  ¥/ (êny)/ wrÅyn/ w-b-wrÅn/ ¶-M¥wn/ ¶-b-Årfn/ ¶-l-tâ¥t/ w-êmn ÿ 
14  yy/ w-êlê/ m£tm/ bn/ Åryf/ MbÃ°/ bn/ ¢bÃ°/ w-rêdw/ (m)qÃ-(h)[mw] 
15  [±ê]tr/ ärqn/ w-mn°Ãt/ byt-(hm)w  
 
Translation 
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1  ±b(d)(¥)m ¢äw¥ banñ M¶rÃm and çfyn and Mlykm 
2  . . . . and µrÃ ¶-±êy and çwbyn ¶-±myd and w-±âymm ¶-Räm 
3  . . . . rn m¥hr (n)qd personnel of the palace ãb¥n, Priests ±lm  
4  leaders of the tribe Mha£nfm and ûhrm built and accomplished  
5  [. . . ] and dig basis, and construct and finish a water tank Y ÿ 
6  h(gb) at the top of the valley (¶-)ãÜrm and ãrÃ(tm) to fertilite this valley  
7  ¶-ãÜrm for 5grapes and vegetables that is planted beneath, and summer 
season ¶-Ü ÿ 
8  . . . . all that under, with help and force the lord ±êträrqn and avatars 
9  ±êtr ¶-Gwftm b¥l ±lm and Bär and £ämâ-hmw b¥lt £rym and M¥m ÿ 
10  rm and Mn°Ãt £byt-hmw b¥l ãb¥n, and with force master Yârm Y ÿ 
11  hn¥m and his son ãmr Yhr¥ä kings áb£ w-¶-Rydn, and with help power  
12  tribes M<h>£nfm and [û]hrm, and they built and do swaps and the work of  
13  two months, in the month ¶-M¥wn, in the year three hundred  
14  and Eighty-nine, From a calendar MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°, and made their work in 
the protection 15 [±ê]tr ärqn and mn°Ãt byt-[hm] 
 
28. Kh-Nñna 1 (B) (fig 107) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Sadd al-Äanoq (west Nñna ) 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.14, w. 33, lh 5.  
 
1  w-âír-hw/ Fr¥ ÿ 
2  m/ Grbyb/ Fy¥(n) 
 
Translation 
1  and worte it Fr¥- 
2  m Grbyb Fy¥(n) 
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29. Kh-Sayyah 4 (fig 108) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Tibbat SakÇna 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h. 7, w. 12, lh. 2. 
 
1  (H)wf£l/ bn/ ±mlm 
2  âír/ b-ymt/ hÃd ÿ 
3  [ê/] qny-hw 
 
Translation 
1  (H)wf£l son of ±mlm 
2  wrate (this inscription) when he 
3  established his possession 
 
30. Kh-Ûrm al-Fuqaha£ 1 (fig 109) 
Sabaic, Raydanite  
Ûrm al-Fuqaha£ 
Chronology: D 
Measures: h.19, w.80. lh. 5. 
(2 monogrames) 
 
1  [. . ] rb [......]/ (Ãäkt-hmy/ B¥lä(w)r  
2  [. . ] r(y)mn/ byt-hmw/ ¶-Ãyw-hmw/ êlêt  
3  [......]t/ £âqfm/ bn/ t ......(í)yn  
 
Translation 
1  [. . ] rb [......] their wife B¥lä(w)r 
2  [. . ] r(y)mn their home, which revived  
3  [......] three-storey from . .  
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B : Analysis 
 
In this chapter, we review the inscriptions engraved the period from about the 
mid-second century AD, to the end of the third century AD. Of these inscriptions, 
there are seven inscriptions dated according to the Himyarite calendar in the years 
(274-305 - 308-327 - 330 - 389 to 392), i.e. (159-190 -193 - 212 - 215 to 274 -
 277) in the Gregorian calendar, but the other inscriptions are not dated. So we will 
try to give them approximate dates depending on the font style or some of 
the data carried by the inscription in spite of the difficulty especially because the 
historical gaps between the inscriptions are very short and the differences between 
the fonts are not clear.  
It is good to start with the inscription (Kh-al-Harñj 1) that was engraved 
by (Nmrn bn Hn° Y(h)fqyn), in a mountain located in the north of the village (al-
Harñj), in the month (¶-Ärfn) (August), year (204), i.e. (159 AD). The inscription 
did not mention any information or events that indicate the reason of engraving the 
inscription. It also did not mention the name of the tribe or the god. It is expected 
that the village (al-Harñj) was of the tribe (Yhbär), but there is not conclusive 
evidence so far.  
Like last inscriptions, this inscription is dated without mentioning which 
calendar was used to date it. The inscription is avaialbale in a Himyarite area. That 
is why we expect that the date was of the Himyarite calendar, depending on the 
place of the inscription.  
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Not far from the date of inscription (Kh-al-Harñj 1), there is another 
undated inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 22) that was engraved by (±bdm m£db 
bny M¥dn). In the inscription, he mentioned that he grazed his sheep. The same 
person has another inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 23) that was engraved near 
the last inscription to express his delight to collect (500) sheep, including a number 
of stallions. But he did not mention that he belongs to the family (banñ M¥dn ). It 
is impossible that the sheep he mentioned are of his own but they were possessed 
by the family he worked for.  
The following inscriptions also are expected to be engraved during the 
period (150-200) AD. They were found at the site (Kh-£Umayma). The first 
inscription (Kh-£Umayma 11) was engraved by (ãf¥êt ¢lär bn ¢yârm) in which he 
requested the satisfaction of his masters, the people of (Rydn) and requested the 
safety of his hand and tongue. 
The second inscription (Kh-£Umayma 17) was engraved by (¢Ãææ ¢ÃÜn bn 
ålybm), the leader (wz¥) of the tribe (MaÇytam). This inscription was engraved 
when he visited the temple of (m°Ãn Ytr), requesting the god to give him the 
satisfaction of the people of (Rydn) and to damage those who envy him.  
The two inscription are the same in mentioning that those who engraved them 
requested the satisfaction of the people of (Rydn), which is the name the royal 
palace in the Himyarite capital (ûaf¤r), without mentioning the name of the 
person or persons intended. This request is considered an expression of the loyalty 
to the leader who controls the palace. What is significantly noted in (Kh-£Umayma 
17) is the word (wz¥) that was used to denote the leader of the tribe (áb£) in the 
city of (M¤rib) (Ja 660/14) of the reign of King (ãmr Yhr¥ä mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-
Â°rmwt w-Ymnt), as well as the leader of the tribe (M£¶n) (Ja 655/2) of the reign 
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of King (ãmr Yhr¥ä mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn). In the highlands, the word is equivalent 
to the word (qyl) (Beeston 1976, 4). This inscription is the first known inscription 
mentioning the word (wz¥) in the highlands and it is the oldest one of the 
inscriptions that mention the word (wz¥) in the area of (M¤rib) . 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 16) was engraved by (álmh ¶-åÃykm w-Bhl ¶-
Ârymm), who are deputies (leaders) with the leader (Rf£ YhÜbn Qwln), who is not 
known so far, but (YhÜbn Qwln) is the name of two families that has a high 
position in the region (Hakir). 
One of the most important inscriptions is (Kh-Âaddah 1). This inscription was 
used in a fortress in the village (Âaddah), to the south of (MaÜna¥at M¤rÇya). It 
seems that the inscription was taken from an area that is located in the east of 
Dham¤r city, and the expected site is the village of (Rakhama), where the 
family (banñ çwlmn) lived, as it is also known in the inscription (ThuM 182/1). 
The inscription (Kh-Âaddah 1) was engraved by several people whose names 
were removed from the inscription. Only the name of (Klbm w-LÃy¥êt bnw ±rml) 
remained. The beginning of the inscription is lost. The reason of engraving the 
inscription is documenting that they constructed the tower (Ûn¥n), at the top of 
the water tank, with the help of the god (±êtr ¶-Yf¥ w-¢â£y w-¢ämâ-hmw wm°Ã-
hmw w-¶t Âmym), and with the help of their master (Yhämr bn L¥zm ¶-ånÃ),and 
his leaders belonging to the family (banñ çwlmn). The inscription contains some 
significant information the most important of which are the following:  
The Name of the gods (±êtr ¶-Yf¥ w-¢â£y), mentioned also in the 
inscription (DhM 186/3) in the same order. Perhaps there is a relevance to the 
god (Yf¥) in the inscription (Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 2/7). Through this inscription, 
we also knew the name of a leader in the area. The leader is (Yhämr bn L¥zm ¶-
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ånÃ) about whom we cannot say anything because of the shortage in the 
inscription. However there is a mention of the family (banñ L¥zm ) in the 
inscription (DhM 209/2). The font in the inscription (DhM 209) is totally 
matched with the font in the inscription (DhM 186), and the font of some letters is 
similar to the font in the inscription (Kh-Âaddah 1). This helps us 
to expect that they were engraved in the same period, that might be between (160-
185 AD). 
From the village (Afq), there is the inscription (Kh-Afq 1), which 
is fragmentary in the first line. It refers to building and digging a water tank, at a 
place called (Ktfn), at the bottom of the house (¶-¢qäí), with the help of God. 
This inscription does not carry any historical data that help to determine the 
date of engraving the inscription, but the font looks similar to the font of the 
inscription (Kh-Âaddah 1). We expect that it was engraved in the 
period between (160-185). 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 4) was engraved by (Mrêdm b[n] Rym), who 
is a deputy (leader) with (ãrÃb£l bn ámhâm¥ w-Qwln). He engraved the 
inscription on the occasion of his visit to the temple of (m°Ãn Ytr), in the year of 
(305), i.e. (190 AD). 
The inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18) was engraved by (Âyzn bn 
M¥dn), when he and the tribe (Mytmm) invaded the land of (Â°rmwt) and the 
valley (¶-Âgr) and returned safely with spoils and animals with the help of the 
gods (±êtr ¶-ånÃ w-¶-ám¥m w-£ämâ-hmw w-£l£lt-hmw), in the month of (Qyü) 
(June), the year of (308), i.e. (193 AD). 
The timing gap between the two inscriptions is not more than three years, 
because there is no doubt that the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 4) was engraved in the 
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month of (Qyü) (June), the month in which the annual practice of pilgrimage is 
done in the temple (Ytr).  
The date of engraving these inscriptions is close to the war mentioned in the 
inscription found in the temple (¢wm) in Marib that is still unpublished (MB 2004 
I-69). That war was carried out by the army of the Sabaean king (±lhn Nhfn w-
bny-hw ã¥rm ¢wtr mlky áb£) with the army of Hadhramaut king (Yd¥£l Byn mlk 
Â°rmwt) against the Himyarite tribes. The war was led by (ç£rn Yhn¥m ¶-
Rydn), known in the Himyarite inscriptions as (ç£rn Y¥b [Yhn¥m mlk áb£ w-¶-
Rydn]) (CIH 569/3). It is likely that the date of the inscription is after the date 
of the inscriptions (Kh-£Umayma 4; Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18), for several 
reasons the most important of which are the following : 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 4) mentions the name of one of the local 
leaders who imitate the kings in appointing their deputies (mqtwy). This means 
that there was no leader to guide the Himyarites in the year of (305), i.e. (190 AD), 
the date of engraving the inscription. 
The inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18) also did not mention the name of 
any governor, which means that the period in which the Himyarite tribes did not 
have a leader lasted till the date of engraving the inscription in (308), i.e. (193 
AD). 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 4) mentions that the local leader belongs to 
(ámhâm¥ w-Qwln) which are two families known in the inscriptions. The first 
family is (ámhâm¥) that was a family of the tribe (ãddm) and its centre is the 
city of (Baynñn). The people of this family were the leaders of the tribe (BynM 
200/1). In this inscription, the family of (ámhâm ¥) was in the place of the families 
(YhÜbn) and (Qwln) in the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 16). The second family 
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is (Qwln) that was a family of the tribe (Mytmm), and its centre is the city of 
(Hakir), and it is not yet known whether its leaders were nicknamed as (qyl). There 
is only one inscription in which the leader of the tribe (Mytmm) is nicknamed as 
(wz¥) (Kh-£Umayma 17/2). This nickname is not diffirent from the 
nickname (qyl) to which we referred earlier. It is noted also that the name of the 
family does not appear in the inscription.  
 
The existence of the names of the two families (ámhâm¥ w-Qwln), in one 
inscription indicates that these tribes were united. This union took place because of 
the political conditions of the region at that time. The main source of the dangers 
faced by the Himyarite tribes was the king of Sheba (±lhn Nhfn w-bny-hw ã¥rm 
¢wtr mlky áb£), who created a coalition that included king of Hadramaut (Yd¥£b 
Àyln) (CIH 308/15-16), and the king of Abyssinia (Gdrt) (CIH 308/12, 14). The 
coalition was aimed to subdue the Himyarite areas that were rebellious since more 
than a century.  
Accordingly, we expect that the Himyarite king (ç£rn Yhn¥m ¶-Rydn), had 
not came to power in the year (190 AD), and there is no proof of his being in the 
inscription (Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18), i.e. in the year of (193 AD). In contrast, 
it is difficult to say that the tribe (MaÇtam) invaded the areas of Hadramout and 
went to the Valley (¶-Âgr) individually, especially because this valley is located in 
the south of the Kingdom of Hadhramaut, (40 km) to the east of (BÇyr ¥AlÇ) 
(B¤faqÇh 2007, 171), and the distance between the valley (¶-Âgr) and the city of 
(Hakir) is not less than (500 km). 
The access to the valley (¶-Âgr) is not possible without crossing the territory 
of the tribes (Radm¤n and Ma°ÃÇ). This lets us expect that up to engraving the 
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inscription these tribes were not subject to the Kingdom of Hadhramaut, which 
was controlling the Qatabanite city (¶t-Àylm) (Ja 2888/4). It is not impossible that 
these two tribes with other Himyarite tribes participated in the invasion. That is 
why a coalition of the King of Hadhramaut and the king of Sheba was formed 
later. This coalition yielded in the war carried out by the army of the king of Sheba 
and the army of the king of Hadhramaut against the Himyarite area led by (ç£rn 
Yhn¥m ¶-Rydn). Later on Hadhramaut could control the areas of the tribe 
(Radm¤n) (YMN 9). 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 4) gives the possibility to formulate a 
hypothesis to determine the beginning of the reign of the Himyarite king (ç£rn Y¥b 
Yhn¥m mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) in the period almost between the years (190-193). It 
seems that his reign approximately lasted to the year (210 AD). During this period, 
it seems that the coalition of Sheba and Hadramaut was ended for some unknown 
reasons. The relations between the HImyarites and the king of Hadramaut 
strengthened. The evidence of strengthening the relations between them is that the 
Himyarite King (ç£rn Y¥b Yhn¥m mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn), sent a delegation that 
represented him in the ceremony of appointing the new king of Hadhramaut (¢l¥¶ 
Ylí mlk Â°rmt) (Ja 923), at the time when (ã¥rm ¢wtr mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) became 
the ruler of the Sabaean areas; that was approximately in the beginning of the 3rd 
century AD.  
It is clear that the friendly relationship between the king of Hadhramaut (¢l¥¶ 
Ylí mlk Â°rmt) and the Himyarite King (ç£rn Y¥b Yhn¥m mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) did 
not reach strengthen to let them form a coalition, but the King of Sheba (ã¥rm ¢wtr 
mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) stood decisively against the relationship between the King of 
Hadhramaut and the king of Himyar and envaded the Himyarite regions in the first 
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phase. Then the Sabaean army with Himyarite army led by the king of Sheba 
envaded the areas of Hadhramaut. This means that the Himyarite regions were 
subject to the rule of the king of Sheba (Ir 13). 
The inscriptions (Kh-£Umayma 5; 6) are of very significance, because they are 
of the reign of the Himyarite King (ãmr YhÃmd mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) and because 
they are dated inscriptions. 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 5) was engraved by (LÃy¥êt ±zzm Lwz bn Dhnm 
¶-Yhr), a leader and deputy of the king (ãmr YhÃmd mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn). The 
inscription represents a prayer to the god (m°Ãn Ytr) to keep him healthy and save 
the bodies of his free grandsons. The inscription was engraved when the inscriber 
mentioned above did the practice of pilgrimage to the Temple of the god (Ytr), in 
the month (Qyü) (June), in the year of (327), i.e. (212 AD). 
The inscription (Kh-£Umayma 6) was engraved by (ãrÃb£l bn åÃykm w-¢lwhb 
w-Âm) two leaders who follow (ãmr mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn), when they came to the 
Temple of the god (m°Ãn Ytr), in the month of pilgrimage in the year of (330), 
i.e. (215 AD), and asked the god (m°Ãn Ytr) to protect their bodies and the bodies 
of their children. 
The King (ãmr YhÃmd) is known in the Himyarite inscriptions (Ir 40/8; 
Moretti 1/5; MAFRAY-al-Mi¥s¤l 5/3) and in the Sabaean inscriptions he was 
known as (ãmr ¶-Rydn) (Ja 576/3, 5, 11.12, 15, 16) since the reign of the kings 
(¢lärÃ YÃ°b w-£Åy-hw Y£zl Byn mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn). 
We do not know precisely the factors that led to the emergence of the 
King (ãmr YhÃmd mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) as a leader of the Himyarites who, before 
his emergence, were subject to the Kingdom of Sheba. It is likely that in the year 
of (327), i.e. (212 AD), the King (ã¥rm ¢wtr mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) was 
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still governing the Sabaean areas. In other words, the beginning of the reign of the 
Himyarite King (ãmr YhÃmd) was at the end of the reign of the Sabaean 
King (ã¥rm ¢wtr). 
At the beginning of the reign of King (ãmr YhÃmd mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn), it is 
noted that the situation was relatively stable, but after transferring the power of 
Kingdom of Sheba to the kings (¢lärÃ YÃ°b w-£Åy-hw Y£zl Byn mlky áb£ w-¶-
Rydn), the situation changed, and the wars were broken out again between the 
Himyarites and Sabaeans. The kings of Abyssinia participated in the war 
supporting the Himyarites against the Sabaean, although they first supported the 
Sabaean against the Himyarites (Ja 576; 577). 
The inscriptions (Kh-£Umayma 5; 6) do not give any information about that 
conflict. That might be because they had been engraved before the conflict 
between the two parties occurred again. This made us expect that the inscriptions 
were engraved at the beginning of the reign of the king (ãmr YhÃmd mlk áb£ w-
¶-Rydn). The date of these inscriptions proves that his reign was before the 
proposals given by some historians that say that his reign was between the period 
of (235-245) (Robin 2004, 896). This does not lead to a change of the order of the 
kings of the 3rd century AD, but it leads us to reconsider the names of the Sabaean 
kings who lived in the period of the king (ãmr YhÃmd). Here we mean the 
Sabaean King (ã¥rm ¢wtr mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) and the kings who ruled after 
him (LÃy¥êt YrÅm mlk áb£ w-°-Rydn), and(Fr¥m Ynhb mlk ãb£) and his 
sons (¢lärÃ YÃ°b w-£Åy-hw Y£zl Byn mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn). 
Thus, we can say that the Himyarite king (ãmr YhÃmd mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) 
ruled during the rule of the five Sabaean kings (ã¥rm ¢wtr mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn - 
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LÃy¥êt YrÅm mlk áb£ w-°-Rydn - Fr¥m Ynhb mlk ãb£ - ¢lärÃ YÃ°b w-£ Åy-hw 
Y£zl Byn mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn). 
We also have a group of undated inscriptions that we expect that they were 
engraved during the 3rd century AD without determining their exact dates.  
The first inscription (Kh-£Umayma 10) was engraved by (ãrÃb£l bn Tnæm w-
¢ærtn w-ãhzn), two officials of irrigation, when they visited the Temple of (m°Ãn 
Ytr) and the region of (Hakir), in which the inscription is available. The region of 
(Hakir) is surrounded by a number of constructions of water such as dams and 
canals. The traces of these constructions are still available. It is worth mentioning 
that the word (nÃyl) is usually mentioned in the inscriptions (nÃl) followed by the 
word (£frân). That is why its meaning in Sabaic Dictionary is the leader 
of mercenaries (AF Beeston; MA Ghul; WW Mñller; J. Ryckmans, Sabaic 
Dictionary, 1980, 95), while in this inscription (nÃyl mh¥tn) it means the officer of 
water or irrigation. In another inscription (DhM 204/1-2), the phrase (nÃyl £frân 
Mytmytn) was mentioned and the proposed meaning is the trainer of MaÇytam 
horses. 
The second inscription (Kh-£Umayma 18) was engraved by (Mrêdn ¢ÜÃÃ bn 
ãnyfm) who prayed the god (Ytr) to protect his sons (ãrÃt w-LÃy¥t).  
The third inscription (Kh-£Umayma 19) was engraved by (á¥dämâm ¶-Âürm) 
who prayed the god (m°Ãn Ytr) to bless him. 
The source of the following three inscriptions is the village of (Yaf¤¥a) in 
(¥Utmah) district, an area that we do not know anything about its pre-Islamic 
history. These inscriptions represent an important addition in the field of the 
inscription of the South of Arabian Peninsula. They give a chance for the 
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reserachers and scholars to conduct archaeological surveys in the western 
region of the province of (Dham¤r). 
The inscription (Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 2) is broken from the two sides, so the 
inscribers and their tribal affiliation is not known. 
The remaining part of the inscription refers to different works of construction, 
the name of the god (Âbr b¥l Ryæ), and the name of the goddess (... ¥wd b¥lt D£b) 
whose first name is known because of the shortage of the inscription. It also 
mentions that the construction they did was in the city of (Yf¥t), and this is the 
name of the village at the present time. 
The inscription (Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 3) is from the village of (Yaf¤¥a). The 
letters are removed at the beginning. What remains of the inscription is the 
name (LÃy¥êt). In the second line, there is the name (Bhl). The relevance between 
the two names is not clear.  
The third inscription from the village of (Yaf¤¥a) is (Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 4) that 
was engraved in a large font, and contains the name (MhbyÃ ¢zkn). At the 
beginning of the inscription, there is also a monogram consisting of two 
characters (r-Ã) that may be the symbol of the tribe or the family to which the 
inscriber belongs.  
From the site (Âammat a°-¯ab¥), there are other inscriptions that can be dated 
to the third century AD, depending on the font style. These inscriptions are: 
The inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 20) was inscribed by (Äwln ¥bd bny 
¢¥læm), protected by the gods (ãmâm) and (¶-Âkm). It was engraved in the month 
of ….  
Usually, in the inscriptions, (Äwln) is the name of a tribe, but in 
this inscription it refers to the name of a person. It was mentioned in this meaning 
for the first time. In this inscription, the person is a slave of the family (¢¥læm) that 
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is not known so far. What draws our attention in this inscription is the word (¶-
Âkm) which we considered a name of a god according to the context. There is no 
interpretation for not mentioning the date of the inscription.  
The inscription (Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 21) was engraved by (Ä(¶)fm ¥bd ¶-
±mlm), asking the protection of the gods (±êtr ãrqn w-±ê(t)r ¶-ånÃ), It is noted in 
the inscription that (±êtr) was used instead of (±tr) mentioned in the inscription of 
the previous centuries. 
In the mountain (MaÃaqir) near the village of (al-Kawlah) there is the 
inscription (Kh-al-Kawlah 4) that was engraved by (Hwf£l ±mlm) when he 
moved from this mountain with all his property, without mentioning the reason for 
this move, with the blessing of God (±êt b-ärq). The name (±êt b-ärq) is mentioned 
in this inscription only. The transition was to the direction of (Yfq) that we expect 
to be the village of (¢fÇyq) that is currently (3km) to the north of the village (al-
Kawlah). 
The same person engraved another inscription in (Tibbat SakÇna) near to the 
village of (Sayyah), about (20 km) west of the village (al-Kawlah). In the 
inscription (Kh-Sayyah 4), the inscriber mentions that he engraved the inscription 
when he prepared his properties. The sentence is not understood because the 
word (hÃdê) is used when the inscription is about construction, while in this 
inscription, it was used to indicate (qny-hw), which means his properties, 
especially the animals. 
The following inscription was engraved in a beautiful font. It was existent in 
one of the small mosques of the village (Ûrm al-Fuqaha£) near the site (Baynñn). 
The inscription was taken out and now it is in a house of a citizen.  
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The inscription (Kh-Ûrm al-Fuqaha£ 1) is broken at the beginning of its lines. 
That is why the names of the inscribers are not known, but they are definitely two 
persons who were married to a woman named (B¥lä(w)r). The inscription refers to 
a building a house of three floors. The inscription contains two monograms, but 
they cannot be read because of the poor state of the inscription. 
The South of Arabian Peninsula witnessed the fall of the kingdom of Sheba in 
the hands of the Himyarites in about (270 AD). The inscription (Ir 17) recorded the 
process of the transmission the two kings (Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw ãmr Yhr¥ä 
mlky Sb£ w-¶-Rydn ), fromthe Palace (Rydn) in (ûaf¤r) to the palace (álÃn) in 
(M¤rib). From their reign, we have four inscriptions. They are the following: 
The first inscriptioin (Kh-£Umayma 7) was engraved by (¢ydm bn ûrbm w-
Ltyrm), two leaders who follow (Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw ãmr Yhr¥ä mlky Sb£ w-
¶-Rydn). They prayed the god (m°Ãn Ytr) to protect their bodies. The inscription 
was engraved in ….. (the remaining part is broken).  
The second inscription was present inside a small mosque of the village 
(Num¤rah),in the North of the site (Baynñn). Eduard Glaser has obtained a copy 
of the inscription (Schaffer B. 1972, 36). In this study, we re-publish it with 
correcting some of the words and providing pictures of the inscription.  
The inscription (Kh-Baynñn 4 = Gl 1537) was engraved by (Ä°¥m), a deputy 
of (Yârm), with the help of his brothers (Hwf£l w-¢Ãmâ w-ãr(Ã)b£l w-ãf¥t). They 
engraved the inscription on the occasion of giving the god (±êtr-ãrqn) a gift in 
order to give them the satisfaction of their masters (Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw ãmr 
Yhr¥ä mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn) and to protect them and save their home and their 
followers and to make them feel happy during the agricultural seasons and to 
damage their enemies.  
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The third inscription has been published before in four parts (Gl 1593, 1594, 
1595, 1596) (Schaffer B. 1972, 45-50). It seems that (Eduard Glaser) obtained the 
inscription in four pieces and he was told that the inscription is from the 
village (Bñs¤n) near the site where the inscription was found. That is why Eduard 
Glaser puplished it as four inscriptions and not a single inscription.  
The inscription (Kh-Nñna 1 (A) = Gl 1593,1594,1595,1596) was engraved 
by (±b(d)(¥)m / ¢äw¥) who belongs to (banñ M¶rÃm w-çfyn w-Mlykm ... w-µrÃ ¶-
±êy w-çwbyn ¶-±myd w-±âymm ¶-Räm), the owners of the palace (ãb¥n), the 
priests of the temple (±lm), and leaders of the tribe (Mh£nfm w-ûhrm). The 
inscription was engraved on the occasion of building the water tank (¶-Yh(gb)), at 
the top of the valley (¶-ãÜrm), with the help of their masters Gods (±êträrqn w-±êtr 
¶-Gwftm b¥l ±lm w-Bär w-£ämâ-hmw b¥lt 3rym w-M£mrm w-mn°Ãt £byt-hmw b¥l 
ãb¥n) and with the help of their lord the king (Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw ãmr Yhr¥ä 
mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn), and by the effort the two tribes (Mh£nfm w-ûhrm). The work 
took two months. It was engraved in the month of (¶-M¥wn) (March), in the year 
of (389) in the Himyarite calendar (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), i.e. (274 AD). 
There is a small inscription near the inscription (Kh-Nñna 1 (A) = Gl 1593, 
1594, 1595,1596). The small inscription is (Kh-Nñna 1 (B) that mentions only the 
name of the person who engraved the inscription. The name is (Fr¥m Grbyb Fy¥n). 
The fourth inscription is (Kh-¯¤f1) that was engraved by ([...... ±]bd¥m ¢äw¥ 
bnw M¶rÃm w-çfyn w-Mlykm w-çwbyn ¶-±md), the owners of the 
palace (ãb¥n), and the leaders of the tribes (Mh£nfm w-ûhrm), on the occasion 
of building the water tank named (Hrn), located in the center of the 
place called (¶-ëmm) in the city (¯fw), The measurement of the tank is (10) cubits 
that form (14) lines of stones. The purpose of this reservoir is watering 
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the city (¯fw). That was done with the help of the gods (±êträrqn w-£ly-hmw ±êtr ¶-
Gwftm b¥l mÃrmn ±lm w-Bär b¥l mÃrmn ãbmm w-£ämâ-hmw w-mn°Ãt £byt-hmw 
b¥l ãb¥n), and with the help of their masters (Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw ãmr Yhr¥ä 
mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn),and the effort of the tribes (Mh£nfm w-ûhrm), in the 
month of (¶-çbtn) (April), in the year of (392) in the Himyarite calendar (MbÃ° bn 
¢bÃ°), i.e. (277 AD). 
It is clear that the inscriptions (Kh-Nñna 1 (A) = Gl 1593, 1594, 1595, 
1596) and (Kh-¯¤f 1), belonging to one person who is (±bd¥m ¢äw¥). He is the 
same person who engraved the inscription (Ja 651/1). What is worth mentioning is 
that the name of (±bd¥m) in the inscription (Kh-Nñna 1 (A) = Gl 1593, 1594, 1595, 
1596) is read with some difficulty because of the poor condition of 
the inscription, the name was read by using another inscription (Kh-¯¤f 1). 
The inscriptions (Kh-Nñna 1 (A) = Gl 1593,1594,1595,1596) and (Kh-¯¤f 1) 
were engraved in the corporate governance of the two kings (Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-
hw ãmr Yhr¥ä mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn), while the inscription (Ja 651) was engraved 
in the reign of King (ãmr Yhr¥ä mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn). The timing difference 
between them does not exceed ten years. It is noted that the inscriptions refer to 
construction, which means that there was stability after a long period of conflict 
between the Sabaean kings and the Himyarite kings. The areas of (Mh£nfm), 
which extend to the south and east of Naqeel YasleÃ, were a field of the battles 
occurred during the reign of the Himyarite king (Krb£l ¢yf¥). (Âüyn ¢wkn) the 
owner of the inscription (al-Mi¥s¤l 5) talked about those battles in his works in that 
period. Those battles were violent and many Himyarite villages and cities were 
damaged as it is mentioned in the Sabaean inscriptions (Ja 576; Ja 577) and 
others. Because of the continuous conflict, it was difficult to rebuild the villages 
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and the cities. But with the beginning of political stability, the leaders of the tribe 
(Mh£nfm w-ûhrm) could rebuild the palace of their own. It is noteworthy here that 
the tribes (Mh£nfm w-ûhrm) were united when these inscriptions were engraved 
(Robin, 1987, 140). During the period of conflict between the 
Sabaeans and Himyarites, these two tribes were the line of contact between 
them and then their constructions were damaged.  
The inscription (Kh-¯¤f1) was characterized by the mention of the name of the 
temple (mÃrmn ±lm) that belongs to the god (±êtr ¶-Gwftm). This is the first 
inscription in which the god is described as (b¥l mÃrmn ±lm), while in the other 
inscriptions the god is mentioned as (b¥l ±lm). It is also characterized by the 
mention of the name of the temple (mÃrmn ãbmm) that belongs to the god (Bär). 
This is also the first inscription that mentions the name of this temple. 
From the reign of the king (ãmr Yhr¥ä), who succeeded his father in 
power, there are two inscriptions; they are as follows: 
The first inscription (Kh-£Umayma 8) was engraved by (Âlqh bn ¢bkrb w-
ãrym), a deputy of (ãmr Yhr¥ä ¶-Rydn bn Yârm Yhn¥m), when he visited the 
Temple of (m°Ãn Ytr ), in order to pray to the god to save his body and save his 
children. 
What attracts our attention is that the name of the king appeared as (ãmr 
Yhr¥ä ¶-Rydn), not as (ãmr Yhr¥ä mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) as usual. The name of his 
father (Yârm Yhn¥m) appeared without the usual royal title (mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn). 
This creates doubt of the date of the inscription. To give a clear picture about this, 
we can refer to the four phases of the king (Yârm Yhn¥m) and his son King (ãmr 
Yhr¥ä). These four phases are as follows: 
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Phase I: The King (Yârm Yhn¥m) solo in governance in about (265 AD), and 
the royal title was (Yârm Yhn¥m mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) (MAFRAY-al-Mi¥s¤l 5). 
Phase II: the name (ãmr Yhr¥ä) was added to the royal title in about 
(270 AD), and the royal title became (Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw ãmr Yhr¥ä mlky 
áb£ w-¶-Rydn) (CIH 46). 
Phase III: It is after the death of the King (Yârm Yhn¥m) in about 
(281 AD), King (ãmr Yhr¥ä) was solo in governance. The royal title was (ãmr 
Yhr¥ä mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn bn Yârm Yhn¥m mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn) (CIH 407/3-5). 
Phase IV: After Kingdom of Hadhramaut was subject to the authority of the 
Himyarites in about (290-293 AD) (Noman, 2004, 124), the royal title was (ãmr 
Yhr¥ä mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt). 
Through the foregoing discussion, the inscription (Kh-£Umayma 8) can be 
dated back to the period perior to (293 AD). 
The last inscription in this chapter is (Kh-£Umayma 9) that was engraved by 
(¢byd¥ ¶-G£nn), a deputy of (ãmr Yhr¥ä bn Yârm Yhn¥m mlky áb£ w-¶-
Rydn), without mentioning any other thing. 
The owner of the inscription belongs to the family (¶-G£nn), known in the 
inscription (Gar nuove iscrizioni 4/3), dated (617) (Garbni 1973, 44-45), or (619) 
(Gajda 1997, 71-72), i.e. after three centuries at least.  
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 
 
Fourth to sixth Century AD. 
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A : Inscriptions 
 
1. Kh-al-¥Aqm 1 (fig 110) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
al-¥Aqm (al-Âada£) 
Chronology: 600-665 him 
Measures: h. 174, w. 35, lh. 4. 
 
1  [... ...] 
2  w-¶-wt£w/ hqäbw/ b¥ly/ m£gln/ êty/ b£rn/ (l-âqy)/ (b)[â](f)[l]/ (â)rn 
3  ¶-±qrn/ ¶-yâmyn/ MÁbbm/ b-âfl/ £r°/ ¶-Âbb/ w-êny/ m£gln/ l-b£rnn 
4  m£glm/ w-l-Áyln/ m£glm/ ênym/ Áyr/ m£gl-hw/ ¶-hqäbw/ w-âqf-(h)mw/ w-
mÃrby-h ÿ 
5  w/ w-(m)-b-Ånt-(h)w/ w-kl/ ¶n/ mqÃn/ w-qäbn/ w-m£gln/ w-£r°n/ w-m£gltn/ 
¶-b-âfl 
6  ¶-Âbb/ w-£b£rn/ w-t¥¶b-hn/ w-¶-yhqäb/ bn/ £b£rn/ wqh/ Áyln/ f-kl-(h)w/ 
(ê)wb/ b-êny 
7  wrÅn/ ¶-Âltn/ w-¶-M¥n/ w-tqdm/ kl/ ¶n/ qhn/ ¢lêwb/ ¶-±md/ Ãl/ byt/ l-hw/ 
qyln/ wrÅ-hw/ ¶-Âl 
8  (tn)/ ¶-(b)-[Årfn/ ¶-l-[.../ w-](â)ê/ m£tm/ â(l)m/ w-âlm/ ¥ln/ ¶n/ m£gln/ w-£b¥l-
hw/ £mn/ w-£mn 
 
Translation  
. . . . .  
2  And they have done and built at the top of the Water tank, and two wells for 
watering at the bottom of the valley  
3  ¶-±qrn whose name MÁbbm At the bottom of the land ¶-Âbb and two Water 
tanks, Each well  
4  one water tank and to Spring water second is a water tank, other reservoir 
which they built and the roof and its supplement,  
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5  All this plastering, building, water tanks and land and reservoir at the 
bottom of 
6  ¶-Âbb And reform, and to unveil the wells and the spring all of the work 
completed In two  
7  months ¶-Âltn w¶-M¥n And assumed all of this work ¢lêwb ¶-±md under 
license from the leader in ¶-Âl- 
8  (tn) year . . . six (..) Peace and peace on this reservoir and its owners, amen 
and amen 
 
2. Kh-±ilbij 1 (fig 111) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
±ilbij (North Âammat Al-Q¤¥) 
Chronology: 497 ? 
 
1  Nwfm/ Ynhb/ w-£Åy-hw/ Y¥mr/ Nwfn/ bnw/ ¶-M¶rÃm/ w-çfyn/ w-Mlykm/ 
w-çwbyn/ ¶-±myd/ w-µrÃ/ ¶-±[êy] 
2  [w-±âymm/] ¶-Räm/ £b¥l/ bytn/ ãb¥n/ £räw/ ±lm/ £qwl/ ä¥bnhyn/ Mh[£]nfm/ 
w-ûhrm/ br£w/ w-êwbn/[......]  
3  [. . . .] m£gl-hmw/ ±lbgm/ . b . w-m£gl-hmw/ . Ü . m [. . .]w/ w-m£gl-hmw/ ¶-
Mrfä. [......] 
4  [. . . .] w-m£gl-hmw/ Rywn/ ¶-bârn/ M . . . dn/ ¥¶bw-hw . . ¶l b-hmwt/ 
m£gltn/ bn/ mw[êr-hmw/ ¥dy/ mry-] 
5  m-hmw/ b-kl/ gyr(-h)mw/ w-mâqy-hmw/ mâqytm/ l-£ârr/ w-tbqlt/ £ywn/ w-
êwb/ kwn/ (b)[. . .  
6  ltn/ w-bqlw/ âr(-h)mw/ Mql(yb)m/ ¶-b-tÃt/ m£gl-hmw/ Ykr/ . ¶-b-±lbgm w-
hqÃw-hmw/ w-¥[¶b-hmw/ b-rd£/ w-tÃrg] 
7  ä¥b[y]-hmw/ Mh(£)nfm/ w-ûhrm/ w-b-rd£/ ±êträrqn/ w-kl/ £l£lt-hmw/ w-
£ämâ-hmw/ w-[b-rd] 
8  £/ w-mqm/ £mrw£-h[m]w/ µr££mr/ ¢ymn/ mlk/ áb£/ w-¶-Rydn/ w-Â°rmwt/ 
w-Ymnt/ [...] 
9  b-Åryfm/ £Ãd/ ¶-l-hmw/ wrÅ-hw/ ¶-Qyün/ ¶-b-År[y]fn/ ¶-l-â[b¥](t)/ w-
(t)â[¥y/  
10  [w-£rb¥/ m£tm/ bn] Åryf/ MbÃ°/ bn/ ¢bÃ° 
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Translation 
1  Nwfm Ynhb and his brother Y¥mr Nwfn the banñ ¶-M¶rÃm çfyn Mlykm 
çwbyn ¶-±myd and µrÃ ¶-±[êy]  
2  [and ±âymm] ¶-Räm the lords of their house ãb¥n, Priests of ±lm qayls of 
the tribes Mh[£]nfm and ûhrm constructed and completed his [. . . ]  
3  [. . . .] their tank ±lbgm . b . and their tank . Ü . m [ . . . ]w and their tank ¶-
Mrfä . [......] 
4  [. . . .] and their tank Rywn, in the valley M . . . dn, were rehabilitated ¶l in 
this tanks from its foundations to the  
5  tops, all gypsum and their irrigation system for valleys and farms vines, and 
was completed (b)[ . . . 
6  ltn and planted the valley Mql(yb)m which is under the water tank Ykr . in 
the ±lbgm, and completed construction by help 
7  their tribes Mh(£)nfm and ûhrm, and by help ±êträrqn and all gods and 
£ämâ-hmw, with the help  
8  and assistance their µr££mr ¢ymn king áb£ ¶-RydnÂ°rmwt and Ymnt  
9  In one year, corresponding to the month of June, four hundred  
10  and ninety-seven, from a calendar MbÃ° son of ¢bÃ° 
 
3. Kh-Ball¤s 1 (fig 112) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
Qa¥ Jahr¤n 
Chronology: E 
Measures: h.60, w. 60. 
 
1  ãrÃ£l/ ¢â£r/ bn 
2  ãqr/ br£w/ w-âtqÃ/ m£gl ÿ 
3  hmw/ Blæy/ b-mqm/ mr<£>-hm ÿ 
4  w/ ±êträrqn/ w-b-mqm 
5  £l£lt-hmw/ w-m°Ã/ b ÿ 
6  <y>t-hmw/ w-b-mqm/ mr£y ÿ 
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7  hmw/ ç£rn/ Yhn¥m/ w-b ÿ 
8  n-hw/ Mlkkrb/ Yh£mn 
9  mlky/ áb£/ w-¶-R<y>dn 
 
Translation 
1  ãrÃ£l ¢â£r son of  
2  ãqr built and completed tank 
3  Blæy With the help of god lord  
4  ±êträrqn and the help of the  
5  Gods and the deity of their 
6  homes With the help of their masters 
7  ç£rn Yhn¥m and his son 
8  Mlkkrb Yh£mn 
9  kings áb£ and ¶-Rdn 
 
4. Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1 (fig 113) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
al-Bas¤tÇn (North Âammat µyab) 
Chronology: 575 him 
Measures A : h.102, w.50. lh. 4.5- 5.  
Measures B : h.25, w.50. lh. 4.5- 5. 
 
1  [âl]m/ w-âlm/ ¥ln/ ¶-[n] 
2  [. . . -h]mw/ tbqlw/ w-ryæn 
3  [......] (t) . . . ¢(l)yf¥/ w-ãr ÿ 
4  Ã£l/ w-Nmrn/ w-£ly[-hm] ÿ 
5  w/ ¶-±lym/ w-rb¥(t) 
6  [.] ryæw/ änt(-h)mw/ (w-) ÿ 
7  bqln/ b-rd£/ RÃm ÿ 
8  [nn/ w-]b-rd£/ mr£-hmw  
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9  [ãr]Ãb£l/ Y¥fr/ mlk 
10  áb£  
11  [w-¶-](R)ydn/ w-Â°rm ÿ 
12  [w](t)/ w-Ymnt/ w-¢¥[r] ÿ 
13  b-hmw/ ëwdm/ w-(T)[h] ÿ 
14  mt/ w-bqlw/ . ä ÿ 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
15  hmw/ b-°l(t) . . . 
16  hmw/ Rywn/ b-[Årf] ÿ 
17  n/ l-Åmst/ w-âb¥y/ w-Åms 
18  m£tm 
 
Translation 
1  peace and peace for  
2  Planted and 
3  [. . . ] and ãr ÿ 
4  Ã£l and Nmrn and staffing 
5  [......]  
6  [......] and protection of 
7  Crops with the help of Rahman 
8  And support the master 
9  King [ãr]Ãb£l Y¥fr 
10  áb£  
11  [w-¶](R)ydn w-Â°rm ÿ 
12  [w](t) w-Ymnt w-¢¥[r] ÿ 
13  b-hmw ëwdm w-(T)[h]- 
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14  mt and planted 
15  thire . . .  
16  Rywn in five hundred 
17 Seventy-five  
18 years 
 
5. Kh-al-Harñj 2 (fig 114) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
al-Harñj 
Chronology: 482 him 
Monogramme 
  
1  Üír/ m£dbt/ bny/ ¶-á[lyt] 
2  w-Mrêdm/ ¢äw¥/ w-¢bk[rb] . . .  
3  zrfw/ m£dbt/ bny/ ¶-Rydn/ . . t 
4  Åææ/ £<l>n/ ¶-yÅææn/ ¶n/ £âírn 
5  wrÅ-hw/ b-Ärfn/ (b)((¶))-l-(ê)ny/ w-êmn- 
6  y/ w-£[rb]¥/ m£tm  
 
Translation 
1  writer m£dbt bany ¶-á[lyt] 
2  and Mrêdm ¢äw¥ and ¢bk[rb] . . .  
3  Attacked m£dbt bany ¶-Rydn . . t 
4  Sabotage Which damages the writing  
5  And date of the corresponding year four hundred  
6  And Eighty-two 
 
6. Kh-Al-Garashah 1 (fig 115) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
Al-Garashah 
Chronology: E 
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Measures: h.42, w.65, lh. 6. 
 
1  Äämn/ Nwfn/ w-£lwd-hw/ Âíbn(/) [w-] ÿ 
2  ±mkrb/ w-Âüyn/ bnw/ Mkrm/ w-Ydm/ w- 
3  ¢kltm/ £wz¥/ ãddm/ br£w/ w-hq ÿ 
4  Ã/ w-hqäbn/ âqf-hmw/ ûrbn/ b-rd£/ £mr ÿ 
5  £-hmw/ ç£rn/ Yhn¥m/ w-bny-hw/ Mlkkrb/ Yh ÿ 
6  £mn/ w-µmr[¥](l)[y]/ Yhbr/ £mlk/ áb£/ w-¶-Rydn  
7  [w-](Â°r)mw(t)[/ w-Ym]nt 
 
Translation 
1  Äämn Nwfn and his sons Âíbn and  
2  ±mkrb and Âüyn banñ Mkrm and Ydm and  
3  ¢kltm £wz¥ ãddm built and accomplished 
4  their âqf ûrbn by help thier £mr ÿ 
5  hmw ç£rn yhn¥m and his sons Mlkkrb Yh ÿ 
6  £mn and µmr[¥](l)[y] yhbr kings áb£ and ¶-Rydn  
7  and (Â°r)mw(t) and Ym](n)t 
 
7. Kh-M¤rÇya 4 A-B (fig 116-117) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
M¤rÇya 
Chronology: 5(7-9)9 
Measures A : h. 25, w. 40, lh. 6. 
Measures B : h. 25, w. 42, lh 6. 
 
Two monograms: ( N¥mn) ( ¶t ) 
 
A+B: 
1  ¢âmym/ ¢l/ mr£t/# [by] # t/ Yhfr¥/ br£w/ w-hqä(b) [......] [byt-] 
2  hmw/ N¥mn/ w-âqf- h#mw/ ãælm/ w-mÃrb(m) [......] 
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3  tb/ w-¶-mwm/ w-# [m£]# gltm/ w-£âfl/ [......] 
4  wn/ b-mÜr¥/ m(â) # [w] # dm/ w-mr£-h[mw ......] 
5  RÃmnn/ ¶-b-âmyn/ # [w-b-]# (Å)yl/ ¥bd-h[......b-wrÅn] 
6  ¶-[Q](y)ün/ ¶-l-tâ¥t# [/w-(âb)((tâ))] # ¥y/ w-Åm[â/m£tm]  
 
Translation 
1  ¢âmym ¢l lady of the house Yhfr¥ built and accomplished 
2  N¥mn indoor hall ãælm and courtroom [......] 
3  A water tank, and down 
4  at the entrance of their headquarters and built [......] 
5  RÃmnn ¶-b-âmyn and Strongly, his servants [. . . in the month] 
6  ¶-[Q](y)ün in the year (seventy-ninety)-nine and five hundred.  
  
8. Kh-as-Salami £A°ru¥a 1 (fig 118) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
Sana’a 
Chronology: 426 
Royal inscription:  
Support remarks: This Inscription got the image of Dr. /Mohamed Ali Al-Salami, 
has photographed in the house of a citizen in the city of Sana'a, according to 
the Inscription was transferred from the village of Adhrwah (southeast Hakir).  
 
1  Yârm/ Yhn¥m/ w-bn-hw/ [µr££mr/ ¢ymn/ ((ç£rn/ ¢yf¥/)) mlky/ áb£/ w-¶- 
2  Rydn/ w-Â°rmwt/ w-Ym[nt ...... m£g]- 
3  l-hmw/ Yfd/ ¶-b-âr[n . . . b-wrÅn// ¶-Âl ((Ml))] 
4  tn/ ¶-b-Årfn/ ¶-l-âêt/ [w-¥äry/ w-£rb¥/ m£tm] 
 
Translation  
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1  The king Yârm Yhn¥m and his son Dharaamr [µr££mr ¢ymn ((ç£rn ¢yf¥)) 
mlky áb£ w-¶-and  
2  Dhi Raydan and Hadramwt and Yamanat [......] 
3  According to the water tank named Yafed in the valley [. . . in the month Âl 
(( Ml ))] 
4  tn corresponding to the year 426 H (311 AD) 
 
9. Kh-Tannin 1 = Gl 1539 (fig 119) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
Tannin 
Chronology: E 
Measures: h.30, w,24. lh, 4. 
Schaffer 1972, SEG VII, p . 38-39, pl. IX:17. 
New reading: 
 
1  ¢bämr/ Nwf/ w-±m . [......] 
2  ¢byd¥/ bn/ Mkrm/ w-¶ . [......] 
3  æbn/ br£w/ w-hqäb/ w-. [......] 
4  zr/ w-mzr/ k-ykæ£nn/ . [......] 
5  w/ £rb¥t/ bÃwrm/ b-m(q)[m/ mr£y-hmw/ Yârm/ Yhn¥m/ w-b] 
6  n-hw/ ç£rn/ ¢yf¥/ mlk[y/ áb£/ w-¶-Rydn/ w-Â°rmwt/ w-Ymnt] 
 
Schaffer Rading: 
1  ämr Nwf w-± [ . . . . . . . . . . . .] 
2  [¢]byd¥ bn Mkrm w-¶ [ . . . . . . . . ] 
3  bn br£-w w-hqäb w-[ . . . . . . . . . . ] 
4  r w-mzr k-ykæ£nn [ . . . . . . . . ] 
5  £rb¥t bÃwrm b-m [. . . . . mr£y-hmw Yârm Yhn¥m w-] 
6  £Åy-hw ç£rn ¢yf¥ ml[ky áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmnt w-Ymnt] 
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Translation 
1  ¢bämr Nwf and ±m [......] 
2  ¢byd¥ son of Mkrm and [......] 
3  æbn built and construct [......] 
4  wine for ??? [......] 
5  Four-storey prestige [ of their masters Yârm Yhn¥m and his son] 
6  ç£rn ¢yf¥ Kings áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmnt w-Ymnt 
 
10. Kh-Tannin 2 (fig 120) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
Tlnn 
Tannin 
Chronology: 498 him 
Measures: h. 32, w. 60. lh. 5.  
 
1  [. . . . .](n)/ £lht/ Yê¥n/ w-Räwy 
2  [. . . . ã]ddm/ br£w/ w-hqäbn/ w-hqÃ 
3  [......] b-Ålf/ hgr-hmw/ Tlnn/ b-rd£ 
4  [. . . . . w-b-]rd£/ w-mqm/ mr£y-hmw/ ¢bkrb 
5  [¢â¥d/][......£mlk/ áb]£/ w-¶-Rydn/ w-Â°rmwt/ w-Ymn- 
6  [t ......b-Å]ryfn/ ¶-l-êmnt/ w-tâ[¥y/ w-£rb¥/] 
7  [m£tm] 
 
Translation 
1  [......] people Yê¥n and priests  
2  [. . . ã]ddm built and accomplished  
3  [......] at the entrance to their city Tlnn by help  
4  [......] with the help their masters ¢bkrb 
5  [¢â¥d . . .] and dhi Raydan and Hadramet and Yamanat 
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6  [......] in Ninety-eight [and four hundred 
 
11. Kh-Tannin 3 (fig 121) 
Sabaic, Late Sabaic 
Tannin 
Chronology: E 
Measures: h.80, w.28, lh.20. 
 
1  RmÃæ 
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B : Analysis 
 
This chapter contains a small number of inscriptions, which I could find in 
different parts of the province of Dham¤r. 
In the early fourth century AD, the inscription (Kh-Tannin 1 = Gl 1539) was 
engraved by (¢bämr Nwf w-±m. [......] ¢byd¥ bn Mkrm w-¶.), on the occasion of the 
construction works they have made in the reign of kings (Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw 
ç£rn ¢yf¥ mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt). 
This inscription has been puplished by (Schaffer 1972, 38-39) as it is from 
(Baynñn), while it was found on the wall of a small mosque in the village (Tannin) 
(15 km) to the south of (Baynñn). We have a new reading of the inscription that is 
very important, because it corrects an error in the previous reading, where we 
find the word (his brother) (£Åy-hw) at the beginning of the sixth line, and the 
right is the word (his son) (w-bn-hw) between the fifth and sixth lines. 
The new reading corrects the position of the king (ç£rn ¢yf¥), known from 
the inscription (Ja 664/13) without mentioning that he is the son of th eking (Yârm 
Yhn¥m), and the error referred to let some people think that he is the brother of the 
king (Yârm Yhn¥m) and not his son. Now it is confirmed that the king ruled with 
his son not with his brother.  
The inscription (Kh-as-Salami £A°ru¥a 1) is also one of the important 
inscriptions. It is a royal inscription engraved by King (Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw 
[µr££mr ¢ymn (ç£rn ¢yf¥) mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt), on the 
occasion of building a water tank called (Yfd). The broken part of the inscription 
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made us unable to know the name of villay in which the water tank was built. The 
most important thing in the inscription is containing apart of its date, it is the 
number (6) (¶-l-âêt). It has been completed to be (326) in the Himyarite calendar, 
i.e. (311) AD. The inscription (DhM 290) is from the reign of King (Yârm 
Yhn¥m), and its date can be completes to be (424) in the Himyarite calendar, 
i.e. (309) AD. Thus it is the first that we we have two inscriptions, dated from the 
reign of King (Yârm Yhn¥m mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â¶rmwt w-Ymnt). 
The inscription (Kh-Al-Garashah 1) was engraved by (Äämn Nwfn w-£ lwd-
hw Âíbn w-± mkrb w-Âüyn) who are of the clans (bnw Mkrm w-Ydm w-
¢kltm), leaders of the tribe (ãddm), on the occasion of constructing the place 
of their meeting (ûrbn), with the help of their masters (ç£rn Yhn¥m w-bny-hw 
Mlkkrb Yh£mn w-µmr ¥ly Yhbr £mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt). 
Although the inscription is one of the usual construction inscriptions, it 
carries new information concerning the tribe (ãddm), which is found in this 
inscription under the leadership of several different populations. In this inscription, 
the term (£wz¥) is used instead of the term (£qwl) or (qyl) known in 
the inscriptions of the tribe (BynM 200/1). In addition, the names of 
the kings mentioned in the inscription are (ç£rn yhn¥m) and his sons 
children (Mlkkrb Yh£mn), and his son (µmr¥ly Yhbr), and the new thing here is the 
name of the second son (Yhbr), that we do not know anything about except his 
name mention in the inscription (DhM204) also. 
From the same period, we have the inscription (Kh-Ball¤s 1) that was 
engraved by (ãrÃ£l ¢â£r bn ãqr), on the occasion of drilling and construction 
of water tank named (Blæy), with the help of God (±êträrqn), and the other 
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gods, and with the help of their master (ç£rn Yhn¥m w-bn-hw Mlkkrb Yh£mn mlky 
áb£ w-¶-R<y>dn). 
The inscription contains more than a epigraphical error, the first error is in 
engraving the word (mr-hmw) in the third and fourth lines, where the character (£) 
is missed, and the second error is uncertain in engraving the word (bt-hmw) in the 
fifth and sixth lines, where the character (y) is missed (byt-hmw), the third 
error is in engraving the word (¶-Rdn) in the seventh line that is usually engraved 
as (¶-Rydn). 
It is noted in the royal inscription that was limited to (mlky áb£ w-¶-
R<y>dn), while it is supposed to be (mlky áb£ w-¶-R<y>dn w-Â°rmwt w-
Ymnt) , but such a case was in the inscription (MaÜna¥at M¤rÇya = DJE 25), dated 
in the year of (434), i.e. (319) AD of the reign of King (ç£rn Yhn¥m), which makes 
us expect that date of inscription (Kh-Ball¤s 1), not far from that. 
The Inscription (Kh-al-Harñj 2) was engraved by the followers of the 
family (¶-ályt), and (Mrêdm ¢äw¥ w-¢bkrb), to document the attack on them by 
(bny ¶-Rydn), and to pray the god to damage anyone who tries to remove 
the writing, in the month of (Ärfn) (August), in the year of (482), i.e. (367) AD. 
There are no details in the inscription on the event recorded, in addition to the 
presence of ambiguity in the affiliation of the owners of the inscription, who are 
supposed to be from the Himyarites. Perhaps (bny ¶-Rydn) attacked 
them because their rebellion on the authority of the Governor, and if that was true, 
this inscription would be the first inscription that records that the Himyarites 
suppressed the rebellion in their original lands. 
The date of the inscription is (367) AD. This date falls between the date of the 
inscription (YM 1950) ([47]3-[48]3) (Mñller 2010, 57), and the date of the 
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inscription (Gl 389) (493), i.e, at the end of the reign of King (ç£rn Yhn¥m), and 
the beginning of the reign of King (Mlkkrb Yh£mn). So we expect that the 
incident mentioned by the inscription may be during the transfer of power from the 
father (ç£rn Yhn¥m) to the Son (Mlkkrb Yh£mn). 
The inscription (Kh-±ilbij 1) was engraved by (Nwfm Ynhb w-£Åy-hw Y¥mr 
Nwfn) who belong to the families (¶-M¶rÃm w-çfyn w-Mlykm w-çwbyn ¶-±myd 
w-µrÃ ¶-±êy w-±âymm ¶-Räm), the owners of the palace (ãb¥n), the priests of the 
temple (±lm), the leaders of the two tribes (Mh£nfm w-ûhrm), on the occasion 
of building and repairing a number of water reservoirs, including the 
reservoir called (±lbgm), and another reservoir called (¶-Mrfä.), and also the 
tank labeled (Rywn). They did all the construction and repairing to irrigate their 
crops. That was by the help and participation of the two tribes (Mh£nfm w-
ûhrm), with the help of God (±êträrqn), and the rest of the gods, and with the help 
of their master (µr££mr ¢ymn mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt). The work 
took one year, and the date of the inscription is the month (¶-Qyün) (June), in the 
year of (497)? In the calendar of (MbÃ° bn ¢bÃ°), i.e. (382) AD. 
This inscription is not different from the other inscriptions engraved by persons 
of the tribes (Mh£nfm w-ûhrm) in terms of the general content of the inscription. 
All of them refer to building facilities for agricultural purposes, but this 
inscription is the first dated inscription found from the reign of King (µr££mr 
¢ymn). The researchers contrast in determing the period of the rule of this king, 
especially because there are few inscriptions from his reign.  
One of the important inscriptions is (Kh-Tannin 2). It is broken in the 
beginning of its lines, this is what missed the name of the owner of the inscription. 
From the remaining part, we understand that he belonged to (Yê¥n w-Räwy), as 
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well as the tribe (ãddm). The inscription was engraved on the occasion of the 
completion of construction in the city (Tlnn) now known as (Tannin), and that 
was with the help of the famous King (¢bkrb ¢â¥d), in the year of (498) in the 
Himyarite calendar, i.e. (383) AD. 
This inscription is one of the oldest inscriptions known so far that belong to the 
king (¢bkrb ¢â¥d). Despite a part of the date is broken, its completion is correct. 
The inscription was engraved after only five years from the date of engraving the 
last inscription of the king (Mlkkrb Yh£mn) (Gar Bayt al-Ashwal 2) (Garbini 1970 
b, 161-163) and before (45) years from the date of the inscription (Ry 534-
MAFY/Rayda 1), from the reign of King (¢bkrb ¢â¥d w-Âæn Yh£mn w-M¥dkrb 
Yhn¥m w-Mrêd£ln Yz£n w-ãrÃb£l Y¥fr£ mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt). 
It is clear from the inscription (Kh-Tannin 2) that the king (¢bkrb 
¢â¥d) ruled for a long time of not less than fifty years.  
the inscription for the first time mentions the name of the city (Tlnn), which 
has become now (Tannin) with assimilating the letter (l), and this one of 
the linguistic phenomena that we know in this inscription only. 
One of the dated inscriptions is (Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1), from a site 
called (al-Bas¤tÇn), (3 km) to the north-east of (Âammat µÇyab). The site is an 
agricultural land where there is a rock on which the inscription was engraved. The 
inscription is currently in a poor condition, especially in its first lines. The 
inscription consists of two parts:  
The first part starts with the words peace and peace on ... and there are names 
of many persons, they are (¢lyf¥ w-ãrÃ£l w-Nmrn), then it refers to the cultivation 
of legumes, with the help of God (RÃmnn), and with the help of their 
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master (ãrÃb£l Y¥fr mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt w-¢¥rb-hmw ëwdm w-
Thmt). 
The second part of the inscription is fragmentary at the beginning, and what 
can be read is the date of the inscription (575) in the Himyarite calendar, 
i.e. (460) AD. 
It is important to note that there is an inscription published earlier, it was 
engraved in the same year (CIH 644/3), and it is distinct from the inscription (Kh-
al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1) in that it mentions the month name in which it was 
engraved (b-wrÅn ¶-Âltn ¶-l-Åmât w-âb¥y w-Åmâ m£tm). It is from the reign of 
the king (árÃb£l Ykf mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt w-¢¥rb-hmw ëwdm 
w-Thmt). As the month of (¶-Âltn) is equivalent to the month of (February) in the 
Gregorian calendar, we expect that the inscription (Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 
1) was engraved in the month of (¶-Dê£n) (January). This is what makes us expect 
that the king (ãrÃb£l Y¥fr) died in the same month, and he was succeeded in 
governance King (árÃb£l Ykf). This is the first time that we can determine the 
exact date of transferring the power from a king to another.  
The inscription (Kh-M¤rÇya 4 AB) is broken into two pieces, the first piece 
was used in the building of a house and the second piece is still kept in another 
house and perhaps there is another lost piece.  
The inscription (M¤rÇya 5 AB) was engraved by a woman named (¢âmym ¢l), 
who belongs to family (banñ Yhfr¥) known in the tribe (Mhqr£m). It was engraved 
on the occasion of the completion of construction of the palace called (N¥mn) and 
the meeting house called (ãælm) and the rest of the accessories, with thehelp 
of God (RÃmnn ¶-b-âmyn), and that was in the month (Qyün) (June), 
corresponding to (5 (7-9) 9). 
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Teh name of the woman (¢âmym ¢l) is mentioned in the inscriptions for the 
first time. There is only one inscription mentioning the name (¢âmwm ¶t ámrm) 
(MIbb 10/1-2), and it seems that this woman had a distinct position in 
the family (banñ Yhfr¥ ), who were leaders of the tribe (Mhqr£m). 
(N¥mn) is one of the names of the palaces and houses and there are more than 
one inscription that mentions this name (CIH 154/2). 
It is clear that the inscription was engraved after the end of the pagan 
religion and the beginning of the Monotheistic religions. The 
inscription refers to God (RÃmnn ¶-b-âmyn). 
 
Because of breakage in the date of the inscription, we have only two 
options for completion, the first option is the year (579), and the second option is 
the year (599), and we expect the first option, i.e. in the year of (579) in the 
Himyarite calendar, i.e. (464). If the first option is true, it means that the 
inscription was engraved in the reign of King (árÃb£l Ykf) about (460-470 AD) 
(Robin 2003: 122), but in case the date of inscription is in (599), i.e. (484 AD), it 
means that the inscription is from the reign of King (Mrêd£ln Ynf), about (485-
495 AD) (Robin: 2003: 122). 
 
In the inscription (Kh-al-¥Aqm 1), the first line is missing, which let it be 
difficult to knowthe names of the owners of the inscription. The inscription refers 
to building many water reservoirs and wells to reclaim the agricultural lands in the 
Valley (MÁbbm), at the bottom of the land (¶-Âbb). The work took about two 
months that are as the order of the inscription, (¶-Âltn) (February), and (¶-M¥n) 
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(March). This work was led by a person called (¢lêwb ¶-±md), and that was in the 
month of (¶-Âltn), in the year of (6 [??]). 
this inscription is characterized by focusing on population, water tanks, and 
their locations, with the omission of the name of the tribe or the king's name or the 
name of the god, but the end of the inscription bears phrases that are usually 
mentioned in the monotheistic inscriptions that are (âlm w-âlm) (Ja 547 + Ja 546 + 
Ja 544 + Ja 545/18), as well as (£mn w-£mn) (Ibrahim al-Hudayd 1/11). 
Although we know that the place where the inscription was found belongs to 
the tribe (Mh£nfm), the disappearance of the tribe raises the question about the 
reason. The same thing is related to the name of the king in whose reign the 
inscription was engraved. The date of the inscription does not help in 
understanding the situation because of the shortage of the inscription, but we 
expect that the inscription was engraved by Jewish people when the Abyssinians 
dominated the South of Arabian Peninsula. Perhaps, the disappearance of the 
name of the king was because the religious conflict existing at that time.  
The last inscription in this group is (Kh-Tannin 3) that consists of only one 
word that is the proper noun (RmÃæ), and this name does not exist in the South of 
Arabian Peninsula, but it is known in the inscription (CIH 541/5) dated (658), i.e. 
(543) AD that was engraved by the Abyssinian king (¢brh), in which he mentions 
that he is a deputy of the king (mlkn ¢g¥zyn RmÃæ). 
Through that, we can expect that the name (RmÃæ) in the inscription (Kh-
Tannin 3), is the same name of the king mentioned in the inscription (CIH 
541/5), i.e. the inscription was engraved in the reign of King (¢brh), that was in the 
second half of the sixth century AD. 
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We have shown that the inscriptions engraved during the period between the 
fourth century to the sixth century AD, were building inscriptions, and did 
not refer to the political and economic situations during this period. 
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Table names of the people 
 
±lhn bn ±m£mr   Kh-MaÜna¥at M¤rÇya 2/-1-2 
Ûdqäbm  ¢êbn Kh-Sayyah 1/1-2 
Ûrb . . ¶ ¥ . .  bn ãhl(m) Kh-Sayyah 2/1 
bÜdq ±yn Kh-Àhawl ad-D¤r 1/1 
Âywm Ynhí Kh-Àhawl ad-D¤r 2/1 
Ûdqm Ygd Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 1/1 
LÃy¥t bn (¢)bkrb Kh-£Umayma 2/1-2 
¢lkrb  bn Rznm w-K(r)äm Kh-£Umayma 2/2-3 
±lhn ±[ ......] Kh-Bany Badda 1/1 
bn ±küm Kh-Bany Badda 1/4 
[L]Ãy]¥êt w-Hämr w-b[n-
hmy Y] rm w-Nmrm 
Kh-Bany Âay¤n 1 = Gl 1592/1-2 
bn Kbäm Kh-Bany Âay¤n 1/4 
Tb¥krb Y¥b . bn Âffn Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 1/1-2 
µ£bm Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 2/1 
ám¥ly Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 2/3 
¢l£wâ Ydrm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 1/1
¢l£wâ . ¥ . r Âffn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 2/1 
¢lkrb ¢r¶n Âffn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 3/1-2 
¢lkrb bn ãnyfm Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/1-2 
(¢)lkrb bn ãnyfm Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 2/1 
¢lkrb bn ãnyfm Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 3/1-2 
ãbmm Yhn¥m Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 2/1 
¢l£wâ Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 3/1 
Hämr ±näbm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 1/1 
Yhfr¥ bn ¢bkrb Kh-M¤rÇya 3/1-2 
Bhl bn ¢bÃ° Kh-£Umayma 1/1
¢lz£d ¶-±wyfm Kh-£Umayma 3/1 
á¥(dämâ)m Kh-£Umayma 3/2 
ãrÃb£l Kh-£Umayma 3/2 
Nmrm bn YÜbr Kh-£Umayma 13/1 
  
±hrm ¶-±rw Kh-£Umayma 30 
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±yêm bn Rkkm Kh-£Umayma 45/1-2 
LÃy¥êt (bn Z¥mm Kh-Baynñn 1/1 
LÃy¥êt bn Z¥mm Kh-Baynñn 2/3 
[LÃy¥êt bn Z¥mm Kh-Baynñn 3/1 
áÅmn Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 1/1 
µrÃn Àyln Kh-Gabal al-LissÇ 1/1 
¢lkrb Kh-Gabal al-LissÇ 1/1 
¢b£nâ bnw Ûr¥fn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4/1-2 
¢b£nâ Ûr¥fn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 5/1 
b£nâ bny (Ûr¥f)[n] Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 6/1
¢b£nâ bny Ûr¥fn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 7/1-2 
¢b£n(â) Ûr¥fn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 8/1 
LÃy¥t bn Rkk(m) Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 9/1 
¢b£nâ bn Ûr¥[f] Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 9/2 
Fr¥m bn Z(¥)lm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 10/1 
Mrêdm bny M¥zy Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 11/1 
Krm bn D[ . ]km Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 11/2 
¢nmrm bn Âfn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 14/1-2 
Âfn ¶-Mr°wt Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15/1 
Krb¥t bn Qwtmm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 16/1
LÃy¥t bnw Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 17/1 
Rd¥m ±blm Kh-Garf Isbeel 1/1 
Krb YhÜbn Kh-Hakir 1/1 
Âüyn (b)n BÃt Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 2/1-2 
Â(ü)yn bn BÃt Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 3/1-2 
±myê¥ bn ±yêm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 4/1 
Nmrm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 5/1 
Whb£l bn ¢êtn Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 6/1-2 
Klbm bn ãhyrm ¶-±myd¥ Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 7/1-3 
±yêm bn Rkkm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 8/1
Nmrm bn ±yêm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 9/1 
M¥dn (R) . . bn YfÅr Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 10/1 
çwrm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 11/1 
Âfn áÃrn Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 12/1 
Âfn áÃrn Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 13/1 
Âfn áÃrn Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 14/1 
m£nâ bn M¥dn Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 15/1 
ãÃÜm bn Ûb(l) [......] Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 16/1 
Hn£m Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 17/1 
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Hn£m Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 18/1 
RbÃm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19/1-2 
çwrm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19/1 
Hämr/ Z¥m[m] Kh-al-Kawlah 1/1 
(N)b¥rm/ Z¥mm Kh-al-Kawlah 2/1 
¢lkrb/ Z¥mm Kh-al-Kawlah 3/1 
LÃy¥t/ bn/ Ûr¥fn Kh-Sanab¤n 1/1 
Ybhl/ bn . . Kh-Sayyah 3/1 
(H)wf¥êt/ bn (D)wrm Kh-Yak¤r 2/1-2 
Mrêdm/ b[n] Rym Kh-£Umayma 4/1-2
ãrÃb£l bn ámhâm¥ w-
Qwln 
Kh-£Umayma 4/2-3 
LÃy¥êt/ ±zzm/ Lwz/ bn/ 
Dhnm/ ¶-Yhr 
Kh-£Umayma 5/1-2 
ãrÃb£l/ bn/ åÃykm Kh-£Umayma 6/1 
¢lwhb/ w-Âm Kh-£Umayma 6/1 
ydm/ bn/ ûrbm/ w-Ltyrm Kh-£Umayma 7/1-2 
Âlqh/ bn/ ¢bkrb Kh-£Umayma 8/3-4 
ãrym/ Bklm/ Kh-£Umayma 8/4-5 
¢byd¥/ ¶-G£nn Kh-£Umayma 9/1-2
ãrÃb£l bn Tnæm w-¢ærtn 
w-ãhzn 
Kh-£Umayma 10/1-3 
ãf¥êt/ ¢lär/ bn/ ¢yârm Kh-£Umayma 11/1-2 
álmh/ ¶-åÃykm Kh-£Umayma 16/1-2 
Bhl/ ¶-Ârymm Kh-£Umayma 16/2 
Rf£/ YhÜbn/ Qwln Kh-£Umayma 16/3 
Ãææ/ ¢ÃÜn/ bn/ ålybm Kh-£Umayma 17/1-2 
Mrêdn ¢ÜÃÃ bn ãnyfm Kh-£Umayma 18/1-3 
ãrÃt Kh-£Umayma 18/4 
LÃy¥t Kh-£Umayma 18/4-5
á¥dämâm/ ¶-Âürm Kh-£Umayma 19/2-3 
Ä°¥m Kh-Baynñn 4/1 
Hwf£l Kh-Baynñn 4/1-2 
¢Ãmâ Kh-Baynñn 4/2 
ãr(Ã)b£l Kh-Baynñn 4/2 
ãf¥t Kh-Baynñn 4/2 
LÃy¥êt Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 3/1 
Bhl Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 3/2 
MhbyÃ/ ¢zkn Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 4/1 
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[±]bd¥m/ ¢äw¥ Kh-¯¤f 1/1 
Âyzn/ bn  M¥dn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18/1-2 
Âyzn/ M¥dn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18/3 
Nmrn/ bn/ Hn°/ Y(h)fqyn Kh-al-Harñj 1/1-2 
Klbm Kh-Âaddah 1/1 
LÃy¥êt bnw/ ±rml/ Kh-Âaddah 1/1 
Yhämr/ bn/ L¥zm/ ¶-ånÃ Kh-Âaddah 1/4 
Äwln Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 20/1 
Ä(¶)fm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 21/1 
±bdm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 22/1
±bdm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 23/1 
±b(d)(¥)m/ ¢äw¥ Kh-Nñna 1 (A)/1 
Fr¥m/ Grbyb/ Fy¥(n) Kh-Nñna 1 (B)/1-2 
(H)wf£l/ bn/ ±mlm Kh-Sayyah 4/1 
B¥lä(w)r Kh-Ûrm al-Fuqaha£ 1 
¢lêwb/ ¶-±md Kh-al-¥Aqm 1 
Nwfm/ Ynhb Kh-±ilbij 1/1 
Y¥mr/ Nwfn Kh-±ilbij 1/1 
ãrÃ£l/ ¢â£r/ bn  ãqr/ Kh-Ball¤s 1/1-2 
¢(l)yf¥ Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1/3
ãrÃ£l Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1/3-4 
Nmrn Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1/4 
Mrêdm/ ¢äw¥ Kh-al-Harñj 2/2 
bk[rb] . . . Kh-al-Harñj 2/2 
Äämn/ Nwfn Kh-Al-Garashah 1/1 
Âíbn Kh-Al-Garashah 1/1 
±mkrb Kh-Al-Garashah 1/2 
Âüyn Kh-Al-Garashah 1/2 
âmym/ ¢l Kh-M¤rÇya 4 A-B 
¢bämr/ Nwf Kh-Tannin 1/1
±m . [......] ¢byd¥ Kh-Tannin 1/1-2 
  
  
  
 
Table of the names of cities and places 
 
 ¯fw Kh-¯¤f 1/2,3;
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 µmr Kh-Sayyah 3/3; 
 ¶-Hkrm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 15/3;
 ãmm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 4/1; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
7/4; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 10/3; 
 Ãqln Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 6/4; 
 Ãwry Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1/4; 
 çrwm  Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 6/3-4;
 Gtntn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 6/5; 
 Hkrm Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 3/5;
 Hkrm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 10/3; Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 6/4; Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13/5; Kh-
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 14/1; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 17/2; 
Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1/5; 
 Tlnn Kh-Tannin 2/3; 
 Yf¥t Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 2/5;
 Yf¥tm Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 2/3;
 Yfq Kh-al-Kawlah 4/4; 
 Yhkl£ Kh-£Umayma 1/4; 
 
Table of the names of families 
 
 ¢ærtn Kh-£Umayma 10/2;
 ¢kltm Kh-Al-Garashah 1/3;
 ¢w¥ln ¶ - Kh-al-Khar¤b 1/1; 
 ±âymm Kh-±ilbij 1/2;
 ±rml Kh-Âaddah 1/1;
 µrÃ Kh-±ilbij 1/1; 
 ¶-¢hgrn Kh-Bany Âay¤n 1 = Gl 1592/2;
 ¶-¢n Kh-£Umayma 3/2;
 ¶-±êy Kh-±ilbij 1/1; Kh-Nñna  1 A/2; 
 ¶-±md Kh-al-¥Aqm 1/7; Kh-¯¤f 1/1; 
 ¶-±mlm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 21/1-2;
 ¶-±myd Kh-Nñna  1 A/2;
 ¶-±myd Kh-±ilbij 1/1; 
 ¶-±myd¥ Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 7/2-3;
 ¶-±rw Kh-£Umayma 3/4; Kh-£Umayma 30/1; Kh-Hakir 
1/2; 
 ¶-±wyfm Kh-£Umayma 3/1;
 ¶-åÃykm Kh-£Umayma 16/1-m;
 ¶-ályt Kh-al-Harñj 2/1; 
 ¶-Ârymm Kh-£Umayma 16/2;
 ¶-Âürm Kh-£Umayma 19/2-3;
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 ¶-ãÜrm Kh-Nñna  1 A/6; Kh-Nñna  1 A/7; 
 ¶-Àymn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12/3;
 ¶-M¶rÃm Kh-±ilbij 1/1;
 ¶-Mr°wt Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15/1;
 ¶-Räm Kh-±ilbij 1/2; Kh-Nñna  1 A/2;  
 ¶-Yhr Kh-£Umayma 5/2;
 Â°n¥mm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 6/2-3;
 Âffn Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 1/2; Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 
2/1; Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 3/2; 
 Âkräm Kh-Baynñn 1/2; Kh-Baynñn 3/2;
 ámhâm¥ Kh-Baynñn 3/1; Kh-£Umayma 4/3; 
 ãqr Kh-Ball¤s 1/2;
 bn Qwln Kh-£Umayma 3/3-4;
 bnw Bl¥n Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12/1; 
 bnw Ûr¥fn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4/1-2;
 bny µrÃn Rdmm Kh-al-Khar¤b 1/1;
 bny À°bm ¶-Ygwr Kh-Gabal al-LissÇ 1/1-2; 
 bny åÃkm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 17/1-2; Kh-Âammat a°-
¯ab¥ 18/1-2; 
 bny ãrqn Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 5/2;
 bny M¥rän Kh-Garf Isbeel 1/2; 
 bny M¥zy Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 11/1;
 bny Tb¥n Kh-£Umayma 3/2;
 bny Ûr¥fn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 6/1; Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 7/1-2; 
 çfyn Kh-¯¤f 1/1; Kh-Nñna  1 A/1;
 çfyn Kh-±ilbij 1/1; 
 çwbyn Kh-¯¤f 1/1; Kh-Nñna  1 A/2;
 çwbyn Kh-±ilbij 1/1;
 çwlmn Kh-Âaddah 1/4; 
 m£db Qwln Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 14/2; 
 m£dby bny ±wyfm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1/2-3; 
 M¶rÃm Kh-¯¤f 1/1; Kh-Nñna  1 A/1;
 Mkrm Kh-Al-Garashah 1/2; Kh-Tannin 3/2 = Gl 1539/2; 
 Mlykm Kh-¯¤f 1/1; Kh-Nñna  1 A/1;
 Mlykm Kh-±ilbij 1/1;
  Qwln Kh-£Umayma 2/4; Kh-£Umayma 4/3; Kh-
£Umayma 13/3; Kh-£Umayma 16/3; Kh-Âammat 
a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1/9; Kh-Hakir 1/1; 
 Ydm  Kh-Al-Garashah 1/2; Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 1/2; 
 Yê¥n Kh-Tannin 2/1;
 Yhfqyn Kh-al-Harñj 1/2;
 Yhfr¥ Kh-M¤rÇya 3/1; 
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 Yhfr¥ Kh-M¤rÇya 5 A-B/1; 
 
Table of the names of gods 
 
 ¯rkmn Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 3/3-4;
 ¯rm Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 1/3; Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 2/5; 
 ¢â£y Kh-Âaddah 1/3; Kh-Al Kawla 2/5-6; Kh-Al Kawla 
3/2; 
 ¢lmqhw Kh-Yak¤r 1a/2;
 £ämâ-hmw Kh-±ilbij 1/7; 
 £ämâ-hmw Kh-¯¤f 1/4; kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18/8-9; Kh-
Âaddah 1/3; 
 £ämâ-hmw b¥lt 3rym w-
M£mrm 
Kh-Nñna  1 A/9-10; 
 £l£lt-hmw Kh-±ilbij 1/7; Kh-Ball¤s 1/5; kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 18/9; 
 £l£ltn Kh-Baynñn 2/1; Kh-Baynñn 2/6;
 £l-hmw Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 2/2; Kh-Yak¤r 1b/1; 
 £l-hw Kh-Afq 1/4; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 13/2; Kh-
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 15/3; Kh-al Kawla 2/5; Kh-al 
Kawla 3/2; 
 £l-hw b¥l ±ft Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 13/3;
 £ln b¥l Qrnm Kh-al Kawla 1/2-3; 
 £lt-hmw Kh-Âaddah 1/3;
 ±ætr ¶-ám¥m Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 1/3;
 ±ætrn ¶-ám¥m Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 2/2-3; 
 ±êt b-ärq Kh-al-Kawlah 4/2-3;
 ±êtr Kh-Yak¤r 1b/1;
 ±êtr ¶-ám¥n Kh-M¤rÇya 1 = Pir. Baynñn 11-2; 
 ±êtr ¶-ånÃ kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18/8; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
21/3-4; Kh-Sanab¤n 1/2; 
 ±êtr ¶-ëmm Kh-M¤rÇya 1 = Pir. Baynñn 13; 
 ±êtr ¶-Gwftm b¥l ±lm Kh-Nñna  1 A/9; 
 ±êtr ¶-Gwftm b¥l mÃrmn ±lm Kh-¯¤f 1/4;
 ±êtr ¶-ûhryâr Kh-al-Khar¤b 1/3;
 ±êtr ¶-Yf¥ Kh-Âaddah 1/3; 
 ±êtr ärqn Kh-Baynñn 2/1; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 21/2-3; Kh-
Nñna  1 A/14; 
 ±êtr-<h>mw Kh-Baynñn 2/5; 
 ±êträrqn Kh-±ilbij 1/7; Kh-Ball¤s  1/4; Kh-Baynñn 4 = Gl 
1537/3; Kh-¯¤f 1/4; Kh-Nñna  1 A/8; Kh-al-
Khar¤b 1/3; 
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 ±tr ¶-±dnm Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/5; 
 ±tr ¶-ám¥m Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 16/1; Kh-Àhawl al-
±Agm¤£a 1/4-5; 
 ±tr ¶-ånÃ Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/4; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
9/3-4; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 10/4,6; Kh-Âammat 
a°-¯ab¥ 18/3; 
 ±tr ãrqn Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/3;
 ±tr¶-Yf ¥ Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/13; 
 µmr Kh-Gabayb an-Nñd 1/3;
 ¶-Âkm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 20/4-5;
 ¶-ám¥m Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15/3; Kh-Âammat a°-
¯ab¥ 15/3-4; 
 ¶-ám¥m kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 18/8;
 ¶-ám¥m b¥l MÃfn Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 13/2; 
 ¶-ånÃ Kh-Âaddah 1/4;
 ¶t Âmym Kh-Âaddah 1/3; Kh-M¤rÇya 1 = Pir. Baynñn 13; 
 ¶t Âmym Kh-al-Khar¤b 1/3; Kh-Yak¤r 1a/2;
 ¶t B¥dn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 16/1-2; 
 …¥wd b¥lt D£b w-t Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 2/4;
 Âbr Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 2/2;
 ám¥m   Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/12; 
 ãmâ-hw Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 3/3; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
13/1; Kh-al Kawla 2/3-4-5; 
 ãmâ-hw ¢âm ¶-±bltm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15/3; 
 ãmâ-hw ±lyt Kh-al Kawla 3/3;
 ãmâm Kh-£Umayma 25/3; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 8/2; Kh-
Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 15/1-2; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
20/3; 
 ãmâm ±lyt Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 8/2; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 
2/2;; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 4/2; Kh-Âammat a°-
¯ab¥ 7/4-5 Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 9/2; Kh-Âammat 
a°-¯ab¥ 10/2; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 14/2; 
 ãmâm b¥lt ¥rn Âêtm Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 12/2;
 ãrqn Kh-Baynñn 2/5; 
 ãrqn ±tr Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 9/4;
 b¥l Känf Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 9/5;
 b-¶t B¥dn Kh-al-Khar¤b 1/3; 
 Bär Kh-Nñna  1 A/9;
 Bär b¥l mÃrmn ãbmm Kh-¯¤f 1/4;
 b-Ãrm Kh-£Umayma 13/3; 
 D£b Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 2/4; 
 Hyf¥m Kh-Al Kawla 2/6; Kh-Al Kawla 3/2;
 m°Ã-hmw Kh-Âaddah 1/3;
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 m°Ãn Kh-£Umayma 7/6; 
 m°Ãn Kh-£Umayma 4/4; 6/3, 5; 7/6; 8/1-2; 10/4; 11/1; 
17/5; 19/1; Kh-¯¤f 1/4; 
 mÃnn ¥är Kh-Sayyah 2/32;
 mÃrmn Kh-£Umayma 13/3; 
 mn°Ã Kh-al-Khar¤b 1/3;
 mn°Ãt £byt-hmw b¥l ãb¥n Kh-Nñna  1 A/10;
 mn°Ãt byt-hmw Kh-Nñna  1 A/15; 
 RÃmnn Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1/7-8;
 RÃmnn ¶-b-âmyn Kh-M¤rÇya 5 A-B/5;
 Ryæ Kh-Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 2/2; 
 Wd£b Kh-Âaddah 1/5;
 Yf¥ Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 2/7;
 Ytr Kh-£Umayma 2/5; Kh-£Umayma 3/6; Kh-£Umayma 
4/4-5; Kh-£Umayma 5/4, 6; Kh-£Umayma 6/3, 5; 
Kh-£Umayma 7/6; Kh-£Umayma 8/2, 5; Kh-
£Umayma 10/4; Kh-£Umayma 11/1; Kh-£Umayma 
11/6; Kh-£Umayma 13/4; Kh-£Umayma 14/1; Kh-
£Umayma 17/5, 6; Kh-£Umayma 18/3; Kh-
£Umayma 19/1-2; Kh-£Umayma 25/1; Kh-
£Umayma 25/5; Kh-£Umayma 46/1; 
 
 
Table of names of people 
 
Table names of Kings 
 
 ¢bkrb ¢â¥d......£mlk áb£ w-¶-
Rydn w-Â°rmwt/ w-Ymnt 
Kh-Tannin 2/4-6;
 ¢nmr Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 13/4;
 µmr Byn Kh-M¤rÇya 1 = Pir. Baynñn 14; 
 µmr¥ly Yhbr Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 15/4; 
 µmr¥ly Yhbr ¶-Rydn Kh-£Umayma 1/2-3;
 µr££mr ¢ymn mlk áb£ w-¶-
Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt 
Kh-±ilbij 1/8;
 µrÃ bn µmr£ly Byn Kh-Yak¤r 1a/3;
 ãrÃb£l Y¥fr mlk áb£ w-¶-
Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt/ 
w-¢¥rb-hmw ëwdm w-Thmt 
Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1/9-14;
 ç£rn Yhn¥m w-bn-hw 
Mlkkrb Yh£mn mlky áb£ w-
¶-R<y>dn 
Kh-Ball¤s 1/7-9;
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 ç£rn Yhn¥m w-bny-hw 
Mlkkrb Yh£mn w-µmr ¥ly 
Yhbr £mlk áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-
Â°rmwt w-Ymnt 
Kh-Al-Garashah 1/5-7;
 Mbhl ¶-Rydn Yhr¥ä Kh-Ûun¥a 1/1;
 Yârm  Kh-Baynñn 4 = Gl 1537/1;
 Yârm Yhn¥m Kh-£Umayma 7/3; Kh-£Umayma 8/7; Kh-£Umayma 
9/3-4; Kh-Baynñn 4 = Gl 1537/4; Kh-¯¤f 1/5; Kh-
Nñna  1 A/10; 
 Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw 
µr££mr ¢ymn mlky áb£ w-¶-
Rydn w-Â°rmwt w-Ymnt 
Kh-as-Salami £A°ru¥a 1/1-2; 
 Yârm Yhn¥m w-bn-hw ç£rn 
¢yf¥ mlky áb£ w-¶-Rydn w-
Â°rmwt w-Ymnt 
Kh-Tannin 3/5-6 = Gl 1539/5-6; 
 Yhbr Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 16/3; 
 Yhqm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4/3; Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 5/2; Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 9/3-4; Kh-
Dadaih-Yaf¤¥a 1/2; Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 10/2; 
Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 11/5; 
 
 
Table of the names of the tribes 
 
 Mh£nfm Kh-¯¤f 1/1, 6; Kh-¯¤f 1/6; Kh-Nñna  1 A/4; 
 Bklm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 3/3; 
 Mytmm Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 1/11; Kh-Àhawl al-
±Agm¤£a 2/3; Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 2/5; 
 Rdmn Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 2/2; Kh-Àhawl al-
±Agm¤£a 2/4; Kh-Àhawl al-±Agm¤£a 2/6; Kh-
Àhawl S¤lim 2/5; Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 3/2; 
 ûhrm Kh-¯¤f 1/1-2; Kh-¯¤f 1/6; Kh-Nñna  1 A/4; Kh-
Nñna  1 A/12; 
 Yhbär Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 1/3;
 µmry Kh-Yak¤r 1b/2; Kh-Yak¤r 2/2-3;
 Ãbm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 2/2; Kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 3/3; 
 ãbm Bklm Kh-Àhawl S¤lim 2/4-5;
 Ãddm Kh-Baynñn 3/2; 
 ãddm Kh-Al-Garashah 1/3; Kh-Tannin 2/2;
 Áfrm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 16/3; Kh-Garf An-
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Nu¥ÇymÇya 17/3; 
 M<h>£nfm Kh-Nñna  1 A/12;
 Mh£nfm Kh-±ilbij 1/2; Kh-±ilbij 1/7;
 Mytmm Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 12/3-4; Kh-Âammat a°-
¯ab¥ 15/2; Kh-£Umayma 17/3; kh-Garf An-
Nu¥ÇymÇya 18/5; 
 ûhrm Kh-±ilbij 1/2; Kh-±ilbij 1/7;
 ûrbn Kh-Al-Garashah 1/4; 
 Yhbär Kh-al Kawla 2/3; Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 16/2; 
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Kh-Gabal al-LissÇ  1 (fig 37 B) 
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Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 4 (fig 38) 
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Kh-Garf An-Nu¥ÇymÇya 17 (fig 51) 
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Kh-Hakir 1 (fig 53 A) 
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Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 17 (fig 69) 
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Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 19 = Ja 3199 = Nagi 1 (fig 71) 
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Kh-Sayyah 3 (fig 77) 
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Kh-Yak¤r 1 B (fig 78 B) 
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Kh-Afq 1 (fig 80) 
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Kh-¢umayma 18 (fig 91) 
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Kh-Baynñn 4 = Gl 1537 (fig 93 A - B) 
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Kh-Baynñn 4 = Gl 1537 (fig 93 C - D) 
 
Kh-Baynñn 4 = Gl 1537 (fig 93 E) 
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Kh-¯¤f 1 (fig 97 B) 
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Kh-¯¤f 1 (fig 97 D) 
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Kh-Âammat a°-¯ab¥ 23 (fig 104) 
 
 
Kh-al-Kawlah 4 (fig 105) 
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Kh-Nñna  1 (A) = Gl 1593,1594,1595,1596 (fig 106) 
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Kh-Nñna  1 (B) (fig 107) 
 
 
Kh-Sayyah 4 (fig 108) 
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Kh-al-¥Aqm 1 (fig 110) 
 
 
Kh-±ilbij 1 (fig 111) 
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Kh-Ball¤s 1 (fig 112) 
 
Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1  (fig 113 A) 
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Kh-al-Kawmani al-Bas¤tÇn 1  (fig 113) 
 
Kh-al-Harñj 2 (fig 114) 
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Kh-Al-Garashah 1 (fig 115) 
 
Kh-M¤riya 4 A (fig 116) 
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Kh-M¤riya 4 B (fig 117) 
 
 
Kh-as-Salami £A°ru¥a 1 (fig 118) 
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Kh-Tannin 1 = Gl 1539 (fig 119) 
 
Kh-Tannin 2 (fig 120) 
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Kh-Tannin 3 (fig 121) 
